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CHAPTER 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

Project objectives
The need for a high speed Unk between Colombo and Katuna\akc was first
established in the carK 1980's to serve the rapidl\ expanding industrial areas in
the region Although preliminarj work for a high speed link was undertaken
at the time, the proposal
was not developed further. Traffic along the
Colombo - Puttalam (A3) road had increased by about 250% in the deeade 1980
- 1990 This has resulted in vcr^ low levels of service with low speeds and
increase in accidents It is highlv congested causing delays to passenger and
freight traffic. The average cost of delavs to passenger traffic alone is about
one million rupees per day.
A high speed link between Colombo and Katunavake would not only facilitate
passenger and freight movement between the two locations but also would serve the
traffic to and from the Northern part of the island It would also permit rapid
industrial
expansion in the area, enhance employment opportunities and
encourage outward migration of people living under congested conditions in
and around Colombo,

2.

Purpose of the study
The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the proposed Colombo Katunavake Expressway (CKE) was carried out for the following purposes:
(i) To evaluate the reasonable alternatives based on their Significant
Environmental Impacts (SEI) and to recommend a preferred alternative
(ii) To identify SEIs pertaining to the preferred trace and suggest suitable
measures to mitigate adverse impacts.
(iii) To recommend an appropriate monitoring programme

3.

Evaluation of alternatives : Primary options
Four different reasonable primary options, each of vshich can be considered as being
capable of providing a high speed transport link were considered. The consequences
of doing nothing v\as also considered as a fifth option
A proposed which is socially, environmentally technically or financially flowed
such as a long tunnel, or an extended viaduct was not considered reasonable.

Following are the five options { Fig, C ) that were evaluated on the basis of
ecological. h>drological and socio - economic impacts, engineering considerations
and economic performance.

Option I: Access-controlled expressway to the west of the Colombo - INegombo
road (A3)
This is an access-controlled expressway from Peliyagoda to Katuna>ake King mainly
to the west of A3, except at initial parts «here it lies between the A3 and the
Colombo-Kandy road. Three grade-separated interchanges are proposed to be
provided between the two termini Other road crossings are proposed to be taken as
over-passes above the expressway.

Option 2: Access-controlled expressway on the east of the Colombo-Negombo
road
This is an access-controlled expressway from Pcliyagoda to Katunayakc King to the
east of A3, between the Colombo-Kandy road and the railua\ to Negombo. This is
proposed to be taken on an embankment of height varying from 3 to 9m above the
surroundings Three grade-separated interchanges are proposed to be provided
between the two termmi Other road crossings are proposed as under-passes beneath
the expressway.

Option 3: Improvements to the existing Colombo - Negombo road
This proposal is to improve the existing road A3 from Peliyagoda to Katunayake so as
to provide better conditions for the traffic that uses the road. This will continue to be a
road with unlimited access. The improvemenls will comprise widening of the road and
instituting traffic control measures such as traffic lights etc.

Option 4: Improvements to the railway.
This proposal is to improve the railwaj between Colombo and Katunayake. This
will be achieved by engaging more locomotives and rolling stock laying on
additional track and improved signaling.

II

AITFRNATIVF PROPOSALS
Sou'ce

(III)

R D A

Option 5: "No action" option.
This implies doing otih normal maintenance and upgrading of the existing facilities of
transport between the two points, viz, A3 road and railua\. No major capital investment is
envisaged under this

In the evaluation of the options, the "no action" option could readily be discounted since
the present transport links between the two areas arc grossh inadequate and the
provision of a high speed link can be considered one of the priorit\' needs for development.
If no action is taken to improve the situation, the condition will deteriorate with dire
consequences to the econonn and societ\.

Without concurrent upgrading of the rail network, improvements to the railway would
not lure passenger traffic on to the railway from roads Even with such an upgrading, the
freight traffic is unlikely to be attracted to the railway as having to change the mode and
the consequent multiple handling represents delays and additional costs Therefore
improving the railwa\ does not meet the objective of the project. As the improved railwaj
would not help to relieve the congestion on the A3, there would be no significant reduction
of accidents or air pollution on the latter.

Next option, improving the A3 road by widening and traffic management would not
meet the objectives of a high speed transport link. This road cannot be made accesscontrolled, for it serves the local population along the corridor as their means of access,
both local and trunk. In addition, the corridor through which the A3 passes is of high
population densit>. with the commercial and residential buildings lining the road almost
contmuously An\ widening of the road would involve the demolition of 1 140 buildings
with its attendant impacts These high adverse social and economic impacts, makes the
road widening virtualK impractical.

IV

A tabulation of the economic anaKsis of the five options is given below;
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FIVE OPTIONS

No
action

EaKtem
truec

Western
trace

Road
widening

Rail option

Capital
Cost
(Rs billion)

0

20

5

2.98'

O.l

Cost (capital and
operating - discounted
over 26 years at 12%)

Ü

17.911

4.519

0

108

0

131.495

97.403

4.096

1.034

0

113.584

92.885

1.061

938

Benefil/cost ratio

0

7,3

21.5

2.5

10.7

Internal rate of return

0

38%

63%

18%

47%

(Rs miilion }
Bencdls (discounted
o\ev 26 years at 12%)
(Rs. million )
Nel present vaIue(over
26>carsal 12%)
(Rs. million)

* road widening discounted over 20 years.

A comparison of environmental impacts of five options is depicted in figure

A.

The foregoing reasoning leaves only the two access-controlled expressways, the eastern
trace and the western trace, as the only options capable of meeting the objectives. Of these
two, the trace which has lower adverse impacts on the environment and which is
cost-effective has to be selected. The salient points arc shown below.

Eastern Trace

Western Trace

About 1500 houses to be demolished.

About 130 houses to be demolished and

This would entail very high social

a further 60 houses to be acquired

impacts.

on the reservation

Cost : Rs, 20 billion

Rs. 5 billion

Ecological Impacts , Traverses already

Runs along the eastern edge of the

disturbed areas Therefore entails low

Muthurajawela marsh and a small

level of impacts.

part of the Ncgombo Lagoon,
(However the area affected is small less than 3%)

H\droloRical impacts : Moderate.

Low

Benefit cost ratio

21.5

: 7.3

Economic Internal Rate of Return : 38%

63%

Community severance : high as this is

Low, as this is mainly taken along

taken on a High embankment through

marshes and unpopulated areas

densclv populated areas
Visual amcmty : Highly intrusive as it

Less intrusive as the road is low and is

is taken on a high embankment and

mainly taken along sparsely populated

through populated areas.

areas.

The above comparison shows that the western trace is clearly the more acceptable of the
two alternatives available It costs only about 25% of the other, is less disruptive socially involving fewer involuntary relocates, causing less severance and being visually less
intrusive - and has a higher rate of return. The ecological impacts are marginally higher
than for the eastern trace, but can be mitigated effectively. Therefore the western trace was
recommended as ihc preferred alternative A comparison
of the en\'ironmcntal impacts
insi
of three road options is depicted in Fig. B.

-7

VI

4.

Evaluation of secondary alternatives for the western trace

Sccondarj' alternatives uerc considered for four segments of the selected
uestcm trace of the CKE It was neccssarj to consider these secondary options
for segments «here it was felt that the selected trace caused serious
consequences to the environment. The alternative which would minimize such
impacts while still being compatible with the project objectives, and could be
implemented at a reasonable cost was selected. A list of the segments \v ith
specific reasons for considermg several options is given below;

Peliyagoda to Mabole -

This is a highK populated area where the
residents arc opposed to the proposed layout.
The proposal would entail the demolition of
their houses and loss of property.
The option which affected the least number of
people was selected

Mabole to Kalaeliva -

Kalaeliva to Dandugam Oja

In this reach the CKE crosses the Old Ncgombo canal
and the conservation
zone of Muthurajawcla.
Other option considered for this segment either
affected loo man> residences -25 houses in one case or defeated the objectives of the expressway by
causing it to terminate well before reaching
Katuna\ake.

The proposed trace runs on the west side of the
Mahadora ela. Thcr for it lies on the eastern edge of
the Muthurajawcla sanctuar\ for a short distance.
The trace also runs through the premises of the
Muthurajawcla Visitor Center.

VH

Another option considered for this segment requires
the shifting of the interchange to the eastern banks of
the Mahadora cla and the deviation of TudellaPaniunugama road southwards. These tuo changes
and placing the trace along the cast of Mahadora ela
causes the demolition of about 115 houses and some
commercial buildings thus increasing the number to
be demolished by nearh 100% Some of the affected
houses arc from Wahati\ agama, havmg very
productive coconut lands

The other option for this segment include terminate
the Tudella which fails to meet the project objectives.

Liyanagemulla to
Katunayakc Airport
Junction

In
this reach, the trace runs through the
Negombo lagoon and one of its inlets for a
combined length of 1.4 km.
Options considered for this segment «ere cither
for shifting the trace away from the lagoon or
for the construction of the cxpress\\a> segment
running through the lagoon as a long bridge. If
the trace were to be shifted, the number of
houses to be demolished
would increase
significanth. It would at the same tmic introduce
a double curve to the expressuaj, a feature that
leads to accidents. As an alternative, if the trace
through the lagoon is retained with the
expressway taken on a bridge, the cost would
increase by almost Rs. 2.5 bilhon. representing
a 50 percent increase in the project cost.

VIII

The trace proposed in the Masler Plan of Muthurajawela and Negombo Lagoon
The road trace proposed in the Master Plan of Muthurajawela and Negombo
Lagoon (MPMNL) follows the western trace of CKE rather closely However
there are two significant differences between the two traces. First, the MPMNL
trace terminates at Dandugama on the A3 road without reaching Katuna>akc.
This termination will prevent the CKE from meeting its objcclives as an e\presswa>.
The second difference is that for more than five kilometers the path proposed in the
MPMNL lies to the west of the Old Negombo canal within the Muthurajawela
conservation zone, part of which has since been declared as a sanctuar\ It will affect
about 50 ha of marshland in contrast to the 13 ha taken up b\'the proposed CKE,
The Master plan trace was considered as one of the secondan. options under the third
segment above.

5.

Description of the proposal.
The Western trace of the Colombo Katunajake Expressway (CKE) - the preferred
35m
option - will be a fully access-controlled four lane exprcsswa\ with
travel lanes designed for speeds of 100 km / hr. This can be expanded to
accommodate six tanes. There are three grade - separated interchanges at
Pcliyagoda, Kcrawalapitija and Tudella. It is 24 6 km in length and begins at
Pcli\'agoda at the northern end of the New Kelani bridge and ends at
Katunayake. (Fig. C)
The CKE will be taken at an elevation of l.0-I.5m above the surrounding land.
All the existing lateral roads will be taken above the CKE as overpasses If
the need arises new crossings can be constructed without obstructing the traffic
on the proposed CKE
The CKE is estimated to cost Rs. 5 billion and has a Benefit Cost ratio of
21.5. It has an Economic Internal Rate of Return ( EIRR) of 63%,

6.

Description of the study area
The entire stretch of the studv area is a plain which has an average height of
I m above mean sea level, the general slope being from east to west The
average rainfall received mainly from the South West monsoon, ranges bctv\een
2000-2500 mm while the temperature varies between 25.0 C and 27.5 C. Three
streams, namely Dandugam oya, Jaela, and Kalu oya flow through the area

IX

The Mulhurajawela marsh and the Negombo lagoon are the most conspicuous
natural features in the area. The marsh proper has a peat> substrate, is
temporaril\ flooded during monsoon rains and remains saturated for most of the
;ear. Large areas of it are covered with grasses, reeds
and cattails. A few
wood) - stemmed species occur in patches The zone between the Negombo
lagoon and the marsh proper is characterised b\ the presence of mangroves
and brackishwater flora Mangrove forest fonns a narrow belt along certain
segments of the shoreline of the lagoon.

This is a rapidly urbanizing area with a predominance of urban and urban
settlements There is a mixture of low, medium and high income groups in
the area The low income communities live mainly in shanties located primarily
in or near marshes and in road, canal and railwa\ reservations Population
densities are as high as 5000/sq.km close to Colombo and declines to less than
500/sq.km towards Katunayake.

The land use pattern is characterised by a rapid conversion of agricultural
land into urban uses The majority of urban non - residential uses are located
along major highways, forming continuously built - up areas with larger
nucleations at junctions. Outside the densely populated areas, agricultural land
uses predominate.

7.

Impacts and Mitigatory measures
Socio-economic impacts : The number of buildings that will be demolished b\
the 30 m wide CKE include 130 houses and six small shops Another 60 houses
falling within the reservation of the CKE will be acquired by the Road
Development Authorit\ (RDA) but not demolished People living in these 60
houses will be allowed to stay, but new constructions within the reservation
would not be permitted Of the 130 houses that will be demolished, 65 percent are
shanties built by encroachers. They engage in such informal sector activities as
the cultivation and sale of 'keera' or they work as unskilled or semi-skilled
labourers. They will be provided with better housing and other facilities as
close as possible to the original settlements. Some will be absorbed as casual
labourers of the CKE.
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The impact on the people living in permanent houses include loss of property,
loss of income from agriculture and fishing, inconveniences in traveling to
work and disruption of their social structure Several steps will be taken to
mitigate these adverse impacts. Adequate compensation will be paid to those
being displaced. Several sites as close to the original settlement as possible have
been identified for people who will opt to receive land. These sites will be
provided with water, sanitation, access roads and elcctricit\ Businesses having to
relocate will be compensated. The households that will be displaced will be given
compensation according to current market prices valued by the Chief valuer.
An additional e\-gratia pa\-ment will be made b\ the RDA to compensate for
the inconveniences and hardships, the house owners are to undergo.
Although the CKE will cause the severance of communities l>ing on either side of
it, links will be maintained through vehicular and pedestrian overpasses
construction phase requires the transport of sand, metal and gravel using the
local road network. Proper signaling and traffic management measures would
help reduce congestion Mitigatory measures have been recommended to prevent
dust from escaping the loaded trucks while being
transported.
Impact from noise during the operation stage and will be minimized
the provision of barriers were necessar>'.

b>'

Operational impacts from the CKE will mosth be beneficial such as the
avoidance of dela>s and accidents and reduction of air pollution close to
dwellings Noise barriers will be installed to reduce noise to acceptable levels
where the CKE runs close to dwellings, places of religious significance and
other important places such as schools.
Detrimental impacts of the CKE on prime agricultural land are low since the
trace runs through marshes and abandoned padd\ fields over much of the
alignment The CKE will act as a barrier to further encroachment of the
Muthurajawela marsh. The long term impacts on land use of the surrounding
area will be the acceleration of the present trend of land conversion from rural
to urban usesHydrological impacts : Since the Colombo - Negombo railway and the A3 road
already act as constraints to the free flow of water courses. Ia\ ing the CKE to
the west of A3 would cause only marginal increases to the hydrological impacts
from the existing road and the railway The large number of local drainage canals
crossing the CKE will be provided with culverts to avoid drainage congestion These
will serve as pathways and refijges for animals trying to cross the CKE. Sufficiently
wide bridges would be designed for the major stream crossings which v\ould
pemut floods to be discharged without upstream inundation.
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The CKE trace lies along the bank of the Old Ncgombo Canal (ONC). In some
places the road crosses the existing canal. In order to maintain the hydraulic
connectivity, it is proposed to construct short segments of bjpass canals, keeping the
ONC always to the west of the CKE Tliis would ensure an unimpeded flou of water
in the canal. The horizontal alignment of the canal will be designed to merge with the
existing canal b\ smooth transition curves. The canal width and the depth will be at
least equal to those of the original segment being replaced. The proposed deviations of
segments of the canal will not have a significant impact. The MPMNL even
recommends the construction of the road " on tlie canal bed", obliterating the
canal

The runoff from the CKE, when it is in operation, will contain a number of
pollutants resulting from the traffic The concentrations usually tend to be
lower than the standards for wastewater discharges Still, in view of the sensitive
nature of the studv area, it is proposed to send this runoff through a s\stem
of wet ponds which would remove much of the pollutants.

Ecological impacts : The expressway runs through man-made habitats such as
built-up land, homesteads etc , and wetlands such as the Muthurajawela marsh,
brackishwatcr swamp, canals, and the Negombo lagoon etc Wetlands, being the
habitat of certain rare, endangered and commerciall; important species,
received particular attention as to the impacts from the CKE. The main impact is
the inevitable loss of portions of the existing habitats Apart from the portion taken
up by the expressway, a strip of habitat on cither side would be affected b\ the noise
and other impacts However, the combined extent of habitat both lost and affected,
expressed as percentages of the existing habitat is relatively small - marsh 133
ha(4 5%), brackishwatcr swamp 8 ha {2 3%}: lagoon 16 ha (0 5%). seagrass beds
16 ha (2.3%).

As much of the construction activities take place on the eastern periphery
Muthurajawela. it is necessar>' to take safeguards against adverse effects
the environment It is recommended that no new access roads are built
construction sites through the marsh and a strict waste control programme
implemented and observed at all the construction sites.
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Road construction needs large quantities of sea sand, This sand is proposed to be
dredged off shore. The site selected for dredging is the same one used earlier for the
Kerawalapitiya land fill operations in 1994. Measures employed in the above
project for lajing the pipeline are .stipulated in the present instance also to
minimize damages to the coral reef and other adverse impacts.
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Sea water escaping from the sand stockpiling area has the potential to affect
the ph\sical and ecological environment in the vicinity. It is proposed to carr>' out
evacuation pumping simultaneously with the pumping in of the sand/water mix
so as to minimize percolation.

The CKE would cut off a narrow strip from the lagoon, the area of which is
less than 3% of the entire lagoon area. The impacts caused b\ the isolation
would be marginal as the extent affected is small and it is close to the shore. These
impacts too will be mitigated b\ having t\so underpasses built into the CKE to
permit tidal mixing and navigation.

Other potential impacts on ecological
resources arc the obstruction of the
flow of storm water, obstruction of animal pathwa\s causing severance of
their populations, disturbance of animals (especially birds) due to noise
generated by machinery during the construction phase and traffic during the
operation phase, disruption of the free-flow of water in the Old Ncgombo canal
and the contamination of aquatic habitats with oil, cement, tar and other
materials during construction. The road design offsets some of these ;
mitigatory measures have been proposed for others.

The construction of the CKE on the eastern boundary- of the Muthurajawela sanctuary'
is likeK to have a beneficial effect on the marsh ecology, as it would serve as a
physical barrier against the relentless encroachment into the marsh of the increasing
human population. Even though the law prevents encroachment, in practical terms
enforcement has not been effective. On the other hand an access-controlled
exprcsswa\ will make it physically impossible to encroach into the sanctuary.

Impact on Muthurajawela Visitor Center {MVC) : The MVC is housed in a private
building leased by the Wetland Conseaation Project (WCP) near Tudella The CKE,
as proposed will run through the premises of the center separating the permanent
building from the natural trait area.
The MVC will lose its attraction for visitors during the construction phase, even with
the noise and dust barriers erected to mitigate the impacts. Boats rides will have to be
suspended for the duration of the bridge over the canal Nonage ela. After the
construction phase, the MVC can function with the noise and dust barriers with the
over head bridge giving access to the nature trail area Boat rides can resume in the
nonnal route, Easj access to the place through the interchange at Tudella maj' even
encourage visits.

XIII

However a mori; attractive alternative would be to construct a new Visitor Center away
from the CKE The construction can be carried out b\ the RDA according to the
requirements of the WCP as part of the CKE Project A suitable location can be
selected by the WCP in consultation with the Wildlife Conservation Department from
the sanctuarv area Such a move would be desirable in many ways in that the MVC
would be in its own premises and can design the center to suit the purposes of the
Visitor Center. The peace and tranquillity required for the center can be assured by
placing it away from the CKE, while enjoying the benefits easy access at the same
time.

8.

Monitoring programme
A monitoring programme was prepared to monitor the adverse impacts and the
implementation of mitigatorv measures, A monitoring committee comprising experts
from different fields will be established by the Central Environmental Authorit)
( C E A ) . All monitoring expenses will be borne b\ the RDA as part of the
project cost.
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CHAPTER 2

CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
2.1

Purpose and Scope of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report

2.1.1

Background
The need for a high-speed link between Colombo and Katüna>ake was first
established in the early 1980's by the then Greater Colombo Economic
Commission (GCEC), present Board of Investment (801) to serve the rapidly
expanding industries in the region. With assistance from the Government of
Japan, a trace was identified and preliminar\ work was undertaken : however
for numerous reasons, the project was not implemented The concept was
resurrected in 1989 by the Road Development Authonty (RDA) by which time
many of the underlying assumptions in the GCEC plan had changed in
addition to the land use and socio-economic parameters, A new trace has been
proposed taking all these nito consideration.

The latest proposal to construct an alternate highway between Bandaranaike
International Airport (BIA) and Colombo was granted approval by the Cabinet
of Ministers on August 23, 1995 subject to an acceptable financing
arrangement.

2.1.2

Purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) has become a useful process as well
as a tool for collecting, analysing and presenting information for planning and
decision making The purposes of carrving out an EIA for the proposed
Colombo - Katunayakc Expressway (CKE) arc as follows:

(i)

To evaluate the reasonable alternatives based on their Significant
Environmental Impacts (SEI) and to recommend a preferred alternative,

(ii)

To identify SEIs pertaining to the preferred trace and suggest
measures to mitigate adverse impacts

(iii)

To recommend an appropriate monitoring programme

suitable

2.1.3.

Scope of the Environmental Impact Assessment

Scope of the EI A is in accordance uith the format of the Terms of
Reference (TOR) of the Central Environmental Authority (CEA), ( Annexurc I)
The scope of the EIA has been determined
(i)
(ii)
(ii)
(iii)
(v)

2.1.4

by the following themes :

Evaluation of reasonable alternatives
Description of the existing environment
Identification of significant environmental impacts of the project
Proposals for suitable measures to mitigate adverse effects.
Planning for a
monitoring programme to ensure adherence to the
proposed mitigatorj' measures

Comments on TOR
The team of Consultants was of the opinion that the following deviations from
the TOR v\ere necessarj :

(a)

The sequence of Chapters should be amended as follows:
Chapter{3)
Chapter(4)
Chapter(5)

2.2

Evaluation of Alternatives
Existing Environment and Site Description
Description of the Proposed Project

(b)

Economic appraisal to be carried out for all die alternatives, whilst
fmancial plan to be prepared only for the preferred alternative.

(c)

Inclusion of a

section on legal provisions.

Legal Provisions
The preparation of an EIA is a mandatory legal requirement for projects
prescribed b\ the Minister in charge of Environment Projects for
the
construction of National and Provincial highways exceeding 10 kilometers fall
within the prescribed list.

Some statutes relevant to the present assessment are as follows :
(i)
(ii)
(lii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

2.3

National Environmental Act No. 47 of 1980 as Amendment No- 56 of
1988,
Coast Conservation Act No 57 of 1981 as Amendment of 1988
Board of ln\eslment Act No. 49 of 1992 (which replaced the GCEC Act No. 4 of 1978. )
The Road Development Authority Act 1981
The Urban Development Authority Law 1978
Urban Development Projects {Special Provision) Act No. 2 of 1980
The Greater Colombo Economic Commission Law No 4 of 1978
(Amended Act. No, 49 of 1992 which established the Board of
Investment)
Land Acquisition Act No. 9 of 1950 as amended
Flood Protection Ordinance No 4 of 1924 (as amended)
Sri Lanka Land Reclamation and Development Corporation Act No 52
of 1982
Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance No 2 of 1934 as amended by
Acts Nos. 44 of 1964, 1 of 1970 and 49 of 1993.
( Details of the above statutes are given in Annexure 11 )

Methodology used in the Preparation of the EIA Report
a)

Hydrology

H\drolog\ of the project area was the subject of several studies,
either as the main subject or as part of a larger study. Flood studies,
drainage pattern and salinitv' intrusion of the study area hydrolog\,
were among the subject matters of those studies. These sources and
calculations using hydrologicai data collected from various agencies
were used in the hjdrological study. Field studies were used to
supplement and verify these calculations.
b)

Ecology
A major part of the trace lies within the Mulhurajawela marsh Negombo lagoon wetland sjstem which has been studied extensively
especiall) in recent years. Therefore a large amount of ecological
information is available as publications, unpublished
reports and
Universit) theses. In the preparation of the sections on ecology, much
of the baseline information was obtained from the available literature.
Field studies were also carried out in the project area to confirm and
supplement this information, Persons engaged in fishing in the Negombo
lagoon and the canals and residents of the area were also
interviewed.

c)

Socio Economic Environment
A sample for the socio-economic study was based on the survey of
buildings undertaken by the RDA in carl\ 1996. along the proposed
«estcm trace. Before commencement of the project, a comprehensive
socio- economic survey of the population affected by the trace will be
conducted b\ the RDA

1.

Primary Sources

1.1

Administration of
a questionnaire to 100% of
households who would be displaced by the CKE.

1.2

Administration of a questionnaire to a 25% random sample of
the households selected at random of permanent inhabitants who
would be displaced by the CKE.

1.3

Administration of a questionnaire to 50% of commercial
establishments selected at random directly affected b\ the CKE.

1.4

Administration of a questionnaire to 10% of the households
within a 50m corridor on either side of the proposed CKE.

1.5

Structured and unstructured interviews with the general public
and Citizens' groups,

1.6

Field observations of the study area.

1.7

The land use map prepared in June 1996, based on 1994 aerial
photographs (1:20000) of the area supplemented by field
checking.

II.

Secondary Sources

squatter

Published, unpublished reports, existing maps and aerial
photographs of the study area.

d)

Traffic Analysis
The existing traffic analysis has been carried out using the available
Origin Destination / Survey / data. (1995 ),
Classification
Manual
Traffic counts, (1995) and Automatic Machine counts.(1996) Time
series data have been compiled from available sources including the
RDA and Transport Studies and Planning Centre (TSPC) to identify
the
rate of traffic growlh The regional Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) data were estimated using the Input -Output Model developed
by the Department of National Planning. (1979 ). Using regression

analysis the specific growth rates have been found
categories

e)

Economic

for different vehicle

Appraisal

The economic appraisal methodology is applied to examine different
options. Economic appraisal is based on the theory of Social Cost
Benefit AnaKsis (CBA) The benefits and costs of each option are
calculated and compared to find the most economicalh beneficial
option, which is generalij measured by either the benefit cost ratio or
the economic rate of return.
Costs and benefits arc calculated at undistortcd prices reflecting the
real opporlunit\ cost of resources. This requires adjusting actual market
prices to remove market failure such as overpriced labour due to labour
market distortions and government distortion, such as ta.\es and
subsidies.
To conduct a cost-benefit analysis, a baseline (no action alternative )
option is selected, against which all the other options are measured In
this case the baseline is the road and rail system as existing in 1996.

2.4

Existing Transportation System between Colombo and Katunayake

With the economy of the region served by the CKE corridor growing at a
rate higher than the national average ( Tables 2,1 and 2.2 ), traffic on the
existing primarj link between Colombo and Katunayake (A3 road ) had
increased b\ almost 250% within the decade from 1981 to 1990 (Table
2 2) In 1995. certain parts of the A3 were carrying 40,000 vehicles per day
with approximatel)

2500 vehicles per hour during peak periods TTiis four-lane undivided
multipurpose road with continuous ( "ribbon-like") development on either side
is currently operating at ver\' low levels of service during most parts of the
da>' The average speed between Colombo and Katuiia>ake during the morning
and evening peaks is approximately 18 km./hr if traffic continues to grow at
6% to 8% per year, the inadequacy
of
the present facility will be a
serious impediment to economic growth in tlie area and Sri Lanka as a whole.
The average cost of delays to passenger traffic at this speed is likely to be
approximatelv Rs, 1 million per day or over Rs. 250 million per year. When
cnerg\ costs, vehicle idling costs, delays to freight etc, are included, the annual
cost w ill be much higher.

In the most recent traffic count on the A3 road for 1995, the average daily
traffic {ADT) was 44, 024. This comprised 24% cars, 39% light and medium
vehicles , 17% buses and 20% motorc)'cles. There are eight main provincial

roads in this region from
Colombo Port via

«here traffic

originates and proceeds

to the

A3, viz; Ja Ela to Gampaha (A33), Hendala to Negombo (B152). Secduwa
to Udugampola (B400), Minuwangoda to Ja Ela (B19). Kandana to Ganemulla
(C). Ja Ela to Ganemulla (C), Kandana to Ja Ela (A3), Hendala to Kandana (C).
These roads link with the local access roads as well as the Katunayake
Industrial Promotion Zone ( KIPZ) and the container depots.

Katunayake and Negombo area is serviced by the Colombo - Puttalam railway.
This follows the double track main line up to Ragama (14 km) From Ragama
the line is a single track. There is 1 km link to BIA and KIPZ Onh two
stations have passing loops in the 17 km stretch between Ragama and
Katunayake while all the stations up to Ragama have passing loops.

TABLE

2,1

GROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA

1981-1990

(CONSTANT 1993 PRICES)

Name of

1981

1990

Pro\'i[ice
Western
Central
Soulhcm
Northern
Eastern
North Western
North Central
Uva
Sabaragamuwa

Rs
28.823
14.124
13.001
20.119
22.856
18.066
20,097
17.142
19.202

Rs.
44.710
20.039
16.551
12.653
23.474
20.802
16,849
18,238
17.177

Sn Lanka

20.661

25,617

SouiL-e:

Adapled

from

Depl. National Planning

Annual
Growlh
6
4
3
-6
0
2
-2
1
1
3

%

TABLE 2. 2
CROSS REGIONAL PRODUCT PER CAPITA 1981 - 1990
( CONSTANT 1975 PRICES)
Rs.
Name of
Pro\ in«

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Weflem
Soulhem
Genua 1
SabaragaiTikiHa

14.2.19
3.19J
3.S2J
2,466
1.990
3.827

15.026
3,4.12
3,961
2.601
2.077

15,786
3.658
4,493
2.657
2.249

19,505
3,969

19.884

20.888
4.110

1.776
2,605
1,703

4.083
l.KIS
2,908
2.690

3,961
1.988
2.475
3,136

17,344
3.618
5.080
3.122
2.306
4.169

36,626

38,596

40,403

U«
North l^'estem
North Cenlral
taslcm
Northern
Sri Lanka

Souice :

2.5

2.134
2.170
2.549
42.492

4.668
3,004
2.134
4,815
2.234
2.584

4.108
4,929
3.577
2.162
5.036
2.374

4.988
3.443
2,315
4,824

1.971

2.293
2.111

2.293
2.613
2.016

44.884

46.474

47.490

1988

1989

1990

21.811
4.523
4.899
3.321
2.315
4.819
2.369

22,639

2.425
2.096

4.062
5.210
3.462
1.920
4.680
2.019
3.170
2.386

24.060
4.465
5.353
3.706
2.342
5.084
2.095
3,467
2.040

48,578

49.548

52,612

Adapted Irmn Dept Naiional Planning

Conformity to Urbnn and Highway Development
The use of laiid for coinmercial and industrial purposes in the region has
rapidlv' increased during the last 15 years as KIPZ and Biyagama Investment
Promotion Zones (BIPZ) developed The Muthurajawcla Master Plan also
envisages commercial development within the designated urban development
zone. The past trends of the land use development of the region show a
relative increase in the number of container yards, industrial and commercial
development.

The CKE will serve the local traffic through intersections and therefore
conform to urban development plans for the region.

will

The long term highwa\ development plan consists of an expressway' to
Anuradhapura and Kandy and the proposed CKE will be a part of the
Colombo - Anuradhapura expresswas
and
therefore conform to highway
development plans
The proposed bridge at Mattakkuliva across the Kelani
River nia\ provide a better route to divert the Colombo Port traffic on the
CKE. Modal competition for the port bound traffic in the long term may
have an impact on the CKE.

CHAPTER 3
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EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES

CHAPTER

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
Existing links bcluccn Colombo and Katuna\akc for passenger and goods transport are
overstrained bevond capacit\ for roads and inadequate in the case of railua\. The
Western part of Gampaha District is one of the rapidly expanding residential and
industrial areas It contains the nationalh important BIA and several kc\ national
securilv installations A high speed link between POC and BIA is also important for
the benefit of the national economy. The existing links are unable to meet even the
current demand let alone the projected demand for the future Hence the need for a
high speed link.
Several primary options which would provide a high speed transport link of sufficient
capacity are evaluated to find the best option. The evaluation is limited to reasonable
options only A proposal which is socialK. environmentally, technically or fmancialh
flawed is not considered reasonable and was not evaluated For example even though
it is possible to take an expressway underground by a long tunnel or elevated on a
viaduct. the> would not be economical because of the prohibitive cost a viaduct costs
nearh Rs. 3bn a kilometre for the basic structure alone. The cost of a tunnel is even
higher. Each of these are vulnerable to sabotage and a long tunnel is unlikeh to be
accepted b\ drivers Therefore four primarv alternatives were considered.

3.1

Primary Alternatives

Following are the reasonable primary alternatives that were considered for the
purpose of this evaluation.

Three "build" alternative alignments { I ). ( 2) and { 3 ). improvement to the
railvva\ (4) and "No action " option (5). have been identified, evaluated and
presented in detail

1)
2)
3)
4)

Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative

1
2
3
4

-

5)

Alternative

5

-

Western Trace
Eastern Trace
Improvements to the existing road A3
Improvements to the railway - Enter modal
option
"No action" option

Essential features of the three build alternatives are shown in

Table 3.1

TABLE 3.1
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THREE BUILD ALTERNATIVES

Alleriiative

Alignment

Characteristics
1
Construction Cost
Length
Travel Time from

POCtoBIA

Capacity at the end of design life

3

2

Rs. 5 bn

Rs. 20 bn

Rs. 3 bn

Rs. 24.6 km

28.3 k m

24 k m

33 min

28 niin

1.1 hrs.

19,636 VPD

19,636 V P D

39,600 VPD

B
48 months

B
60 months

D
84 months

f o r 4 lane (one way )
Expected L O S in year 2020
Time for Completion

POC

Port

LOS

Level of

VPD

Vehicles per day

B

of

Colombo
Service

Slable flow and d^i^c^sha^e reasonable freedom to select
their speed.
Approaches unstable flu», uith ncarl\ all drivers
restricted and substantial drops in speed

3.1.1

Western Trace

The western trace which is an access controlled road begins at the northern
end of the New Kelani bridge and proceeds northwards, passes close to the
Hiinupiti\a railway station, then veers left to cross the A3 road at a point
close to Mabole in Wattala, After reaching ihc Old Ncgombo canal (Old
Dulch canal) the alignment heads north and runs almost parallel to it. After
crossing Dandugam o\a it proceeds to Liyanagemulla where it enters the
Negombo lagoo» Then it runs through
the lagoon for approximate!)
1.4
km at a maximum distance of about 50 meters from the shoreline. Turning
cast it proceeds approximately
0.5 km to join the A3 road at the junction
with Ihc Canada Friendship Road (CFR) Three interchanges are proposed at
Peli\agoda. Kcrav\alapiti\a. and Tudella and the length of the trace is 24,6
km. ( F i g 3,1). The road surface level is proposed to be 1,0 to 1,5 metres
above the surroundings.

Colombo ' Kolunoyoli; EipiCHwoy
ConjIfucl'Ori PfojtCI
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3.1.2

Eastern Trace

The eastern iracc which is an access controlled road begins al the northern
end of the New
Kclani Bridge and crosses the Pclt\agoda
Integrated
Urban Development Project ( PIUDP) area
After Peli\agoda it veers right
to pass close to Dalugania. where access to the Kandy road (Al) will be
provided via an interchange
Past this point , the trace changes to head
north, passing close to Ragama, Ekala, and the KIPZ to emerge m front of
the BIA passenger terminal. (Fig, 3,1) Four interchanges arc proposed at
Dalugania. Ragama, Ekala and KIPZ. The length of the trace is 28 3 km It
is proposed to take the trace on a high embankment which varies in height
from 3 to 9 metres.

3.1.3

Improvements to the Existing Road A3

The existing A3 road carries mi.\ed traffic with unhmited access. The
1995 was 44.024
No
Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of this road in
deviations arc proposed in the existing road. Widening of the existing road
with suitable traffic management schemes is
considered as
the third
alternative. (Fig, 3.1)

3.1.4.

Improvements to the Railway (Inter-modal option)

The onl> reasonable available inter-modal option
Colombo and Ncgombo (Fig 3.1)

is the rail service bet\\een

On this railway hne. commonly known as the Puttalam line, there are 16 trains
scheduled to run each wa\ on weekdays. There is no passenger service to the
BIA with freight services limited to one train per day on the spur line.

The average peak period headway on the Puttalam line is approximately 25
minutes. The average speed of 27 km/h is only marginally higher than that on
the A3. The off-peak service headway is often 120 minutes or more.

The proposed improvements will reduce the average hcadwa>- and increase
the speed This will be achieved by engaging more locomotives and rolling
stock, laying an additional track and improved signaling.
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3.1.5

" N o - action" Option
In this case it is assumed that there uill be no investment in nev\ main
thoroughfare capacity, except normal mainlcnancc activities on the A3 road
(e g safet\ and surface condition impro\emcnts. etc), aimed at facilitating
contmued operation without major reconstruction, rehabihtation or replacement.
Since the widening of the A3 from lCatuna>'ake to New Kelani Bridge in the
mid I970's, the onl> major improvement has been the rehabilitation of its
pavement in the earl> 1990's. The obvious reason is that there are not many
options available for improvements without overhauling the Motor Traffic Act
and enforcement practices. Even such changes are able to enhance the level of
service and safety only marginally. The surface qualit) and roadside
improvements in the long run uill not have an impact on the increasing
volumes and changing vehicle composition
As part of the "no action" alternative, Transportation S\stems Management
(TSM) IS considered TTiese arc actions designed to maximize the efficiency of
the present system through changes in system operations and traffic flow The
TSM measures considered in this analysis are:
segregation of motorized from non-motorized modes.
signalization of intersections
priority for buses and high occupancy vehicles
Bus/HOV lanes etc.

3.2

Evaluation of Primary Alternatives

3.2.1

Ecological Considerations
The major impacts of a roadway

?
. <
•

/

(HOVs) such as

on fauna and flora are the following:

a)

Loss of parts of their habitats.

b)

The immediate vicinit\ of the roadway will become non-conducive to
the normal existence of some plants and animals due to factors such as
noise, dust, chemical pollution, altered micro climate, paucit> or nonavailabi1it> of food and places, for sheltering and breeding.

c)

Some animals will become vulnerable to accidents

d)

Some animal populations will get divided and the free movement of
animals within their habitats will be hindered.

e)

Impediments to the flow of
in the existing eco-systems.

storm water

can bring about changes

The following alternative traces will be evaluated based on these considerations.
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Western Trace
This trace runs through or passes close to built up areas, homestead gardens,
cultivated lands, marshlands, brackish water swamps, canals, streams and lagoon
Fauna and flora in man made habitats in the study area (buildings, homestead
gardens and cultivated lands ) are common in the wet zone and there are no
endangered species in these disturbed habitats Animals living in these habitats,
vshcn displaced, are capable of moving into similar
habitats fairl> quickly
Therefore impacts of this trace on fauna and flora found in man made
habitats could be considered to be ecologically insignificant.

The marsh, brackishwater swamp, canals, streams and lagoon on the other hand
constitute an intcr-connecled and integrated wetland system Part of the trace
runs on the eastern edge of the proposed
conservation zone in the
Conservation Management Plan for Muthurajavvela marsh and Negombo lagoon
(1994)

The fauna and flora of this wetland arc ecologically sensitive and there are
some endemic endangered species of plants and animals among them
The
actual loss of their habitat in terms of area is small-

The western trace will pass through the premises of the recently set up
Muthurajwela Visitor Centre (MVC). It vsill separate the main building of the
Centre from nature trail area, The MVC has been established to promote the
ecotourism and to foster ecological awareness among the general public. This
centre provides opportunities for bird watching, which could be done b\
walking down nature trails and bv cruising along the canals.

Eastern Trace
The expressway will be 28 3 km long and will be built on an embankment 3 9m high The width of the embankment at its base, will vary from 30 m on
firm ground lo 60 m on marshland.

The terrain through which it runs includes built up areas, homestead gardens,
cultivated lands and marshlands The fauna and flora of these habitats would
be the same as those in similar habitats along the Western trace.
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Improvements to the existing road {A3)
and improvements lo the railway
These t^\o alternatives are considered together as adjacent areas of both traces
are at present in an ecologically disturbed state. Therefore further physical
changes along either trace such as widening or installation of additional
structures (e.g. new rail tracks) will have no significant ecological impacts.

No action option Impacts
The ecological status of the Muthurajawela - Negombo Lagoon wetland s\stem
through which the Western trace is proposed could undergo changes if activities such
as unplanned reclamation of the marsh, dumping of garbage and encroachment by
potential squatters occur.

The terrain through which the Eastern trace is proposed will continue to be developed
They will gradually be transformed into "man-made" habitats.

3.2.2

Hydrological Considerations
Western

Trace

Western trace lies to the west of the existing A3 road for most of the length.
Since the A3 road already serves as a barrier against the free flow of the
streams of Attanagalu oya basin , the new road has only a little additional
impact on the flow. Where it runs on the banks of Old Negombo canal and
Maha Dora canal, if suitable openings are provided to allow cross drainage,
the impact will be minimal.

In the Kalu o\a sub-basin, there will be some impact on the streams by the
CKE embankment. Sufficient openings for small streams as well as a bridge
for main Kalu ova will mitigate this impact
The two other major bridges will be across Ja Ela and Dandugam oya These
are on the downstream of the bridges on the A3 and consequent!)' has little
impact.

The part of the trace that lies through the lagoon is only 1.4 km - and close
to the shore, 50 m at the farthest point. There are no significant stream
outfalls to the lagoon in this reach. Therefore this section does not cause
significant hydrological impacts other than preventing tidal mixing. Openings
that will be provided for passage of fishing crafts. These will serve for tidal
mixing.
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Eastern Trace
The trace after leaving Pcliyagoda lakes a northerly direction on a high
embankment vanmg in heighl from 3 to 9m. This will cfFcctivcly form a
barrier across Attanagalii ova basin. In this option
the existing A3 road
will be on the downstream side of the proposed trace Therefore the eastern
trace intercepts the hitherto unconstrained flow of the river system The
impacts will be greater and felt for a longer distance downstream
As stated earlier, the road will be elevated in this option. Therefore all the
mitigatory measures such as providing bridges and culverts etc.. will be
costlier As the economy has to be considered, it is likeh that some of the
impacts will not be fulh mitigated. Therefore in this option, the hydrological
impacts will be greater and there is the more likelihood of their not being
properly mitigated
Improvements to Railway / A3 road and " no action" option
These are not likel\ to cause any significant hydrological impacts
3.2.3 Socio - Economic

Considerations

The criteria adopted in evaluating socio- economic impacts are as follows: the
number of people that would be displaced and houses and property affected ;
loss of business and other sources of income; loss of institutional, cultural
and other buildings; loss of prime agricultural land; number of communities
severed ; number of sensitive receptors
and sensitive locations such as
schools, hospitals etc. in the neighbourhood ; impact on visual amenity and the
potential for development.
Western Trace
The land use map of the 400 metre corridor ( Fig. 3 2 ) along which the
proposed western trace will run, shows that high density areas of over 5000
persons per km^ occur
in Peliyagoda. Wanawasala. Wattala. Mabole and
Hunupitiya, These areas are interspersed with uninhabited
marshes and
abandoned paddy fields To the north of this denscK populated area, land use
is a mixture of agricultural, marshland and medium density ( 2000 - 5000
persons per sq ft.) residential areas. Beyond Dandugam oya, residential
densities decline still further to less than 2000 persons per
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Within the 30 m corridor of the trace however only 130 houses will be
demolished Of these, approximately 65 are shanties constructed by cncroachers
or squatters. Another 30 m wide strip of land with 60 houses will be acquired
bv the RD.\ as a rcser\ation. These structures will not be demolished and the
residents will be allowed to staj bul no new buildings will be allowed on the
rcser\'ation
The resettlement of encroachers in Sites and Services projects as close to the
original site as possible (as proposed b\ the RDA - Anncxure 111) would have
a beneficial impact on these families They would be assured of better housing
with sccunt\ of tenure and adequate facilities. Although they would lose the
income derived from leafy vegetable (keera) cultivation the\ are in favour of
resettlement.
On the other hand people in pcnnanent abodes and owners of small businesses who are
concentrated on the southern end of the trace in Pcliyagoda, Wanawasala. Hunupitiya
and Mabolc are under considerable stress and are opposed to relocation. However,
their problems would be minimised if relocation sites are chosen from the
neighbourhood as proposed by the RDA.
More than 85% of the trace traverses low Ijing state land and abandoned paddy fields.
Hence the impact on prime agricultural land and residential areas would be minimal.
However, in the denseK populated areas of Wanawasala, Hunupiti>a and Mabole,
residents who live on either side of the proposed trace are greatly concerned about
severance of their communities, and high noise levels that would impact adversely on
the mosque and school at Mabole To reduce noise and dust, the RDA proposes to
construct sound barriers in the areas that would be affected by the expressway Links
between communities severed by the CKE will be maintained through
overpasses There would not be changes in visual amenity, along major portion of
the road, since the average height of the embankment will be 1.5 metres above
ground level.
The trace will not affect lagoon fishermen adversely since openings will be
provided for the passage of fishing craft in the lagoon.
The potential for development is higher in the areas to the south v\cst. cast,
south east and northern sides of the trace. Development on its west is
constrained by the presence of the Conservation Zone in the Mulhurajawela
marsh The e\prcsswa> will serve as a barrier to future encroachment b>
squatters The marsh can however be utilized for recreational and educational
purposes. There are possibilities of utilizing certain areas of the marsh for
industrial or commercial development in conformity with the Muthurajawela
Master Plan.
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Eastern Trace
The eastern trace traverses one of the most densely populated areas in the
Gampaha District, It cuts across major population concentrations in Pehyagoda,
Dalugania. Dippiligoda, Hunupitiya. Endcramulia, Ragama and Ekala As
illustrated (Fig. 3.2) the southern part of the 400 m wide corridor, has ver>'
high population densities of 5000 persons per km ^ A significant proportion of
the remaining area has medium densities ranging from 2000 - 5000 persons per
km^. At major junctions such as Ragama and Dalugama
commercial,
institutional and other urban uses are interspersed with residential uses (Fig, 3,2
) , According to the EIA Report on the eastern trace, of the total land area
affected, 54% comprises residential ( houses and homestead gardens ) and
commercial land uses while 32% is under prime agricultural land (coconut,
paddy and rubber).
Unlike m the western trace as much as 1480 houses and 101 other
buildings in 26 villages and towns would be demolished by the eastern
trace ( NHDA Census 1992 ). These buildings include 19 factories, 17 small
industries. 45 commercial establishments 3 places of worship and 4 govemment
loss of houses,
buildings (NHDA Census , 1992). Apart from the material
property and businesses and income from agriculture and other sources, there
would be adverse social and psychological impacts on a greater number of (a)
people on the trace who are to be displaced and (b) people on either side of
the trace.
As a result of involuntary displacement of a large number of families in 26
villages
and towns family ties would be broken and the frequency of
contacts between relations, friends and negihbours would be reduced. Unless
they are resettled as close to their original homes as possible, displacement
v^ou[d affect their accessibility to schools, hospitals and other institutions, to
places of worship and places of emplovment. Although previous road links
would be mamtained by under passes the residents on either side of the trace
fear that the expressway would invariablv divide communities due to the
high elevation of the expresswav embankment.
The EIA report on the eastern trace has identified several institutions at
Ragama and a large number of residential areas along the trace that would
be affected b\ the higher noise levels if the expresswav' is constructed Since
the trace cuts across denseh' populated areas, the number of sensitive receivers
susceptible to noise impacts would be higher than that in the western trace.
TTie extent along which sound barriers have to be erected as a mitigatory
measure is much greater than for the western trace. The cxprcsswav' would
help improve acccssibilitv' to Colombo and Katunayake and to areas around
intersections whereby the travel time would be reduced Hence the potential
for development of the surrounding area is high.
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Improvements to

A3

A contiguous built up area has emerged with a mixture of commercial,
industrial, recreational, institutional and residential land uses on cither side of
the A3 with larger nucleations around major junctions such as Wattala .
Kandana. Ja Ela As shown in Fig. 3.2
high residential densities of over
5000 persons per
occur on cither side of the road up to Welisara
beyond which densities decline
A large extent of land has already been acquired for the widening of the road
in 1975/ 76 and there would be a strong public sentiment against further
acquisition If the road is widened once again, a total of 1143 buildings
would be demolished ( Tabic 3 2 ) These include 757 commercial buildings,
some of which are multistoried. with several establishments, 355 houses and
31 religious, educational and other buildings.

TABLE

3.2

NUMBER OF BUILDINGS THAT WOULD BE DEMOLISHED IF A3 IS
WIDENED
Location

Peli>agod3 to

Religious

Other

Commercial
*

Residential

Educational

571

239

03

07

186

116

03

04

03

312

757

355

06

11

14

1143

11

TOTAL

831

Tudclla
Tudella to
Kalunavakc
TOTAL

Source
Note

RDA Field Surrey 1996
Multiple e.fiablishmcnls in the same buildin}; counted as one.

Commercial establishments with road frontages would lose the economic
advantage of a prime location. Moreover suitable locations for resettlement
are not easily available Their relocation in the interior will not be acceptable
since commercial, recreational and other establishments and institutions cater
not onh to a local clientele but also to the people who use the road dail).

Widening of the road will not be economically viable since it would involve
payment of compensation to thousands of relocatees for loss of valuable
property.

If widened, it is anticipated that traffic volumes, noise and air pollution
would increase further Since this is a road with unlimited access it will not
be possible to construct sound barriers.
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Improvements to the Railway
An additional
reservation

track

will

impact

adversely on

Severance of communities would be marginal
would not be as high as for an expressway.

squatters

living

on the

The potential for development

No Action Alternative
At present the A3 is over utilized by nearly 120% rcsultmg in traffic
congestion and traffic and pedestrian dela>s especially at major junctions.
According to studies conducted by the Metropolitan Environment Improvement
Programme (MEIP). traffic congestion from Colombo along
the A3 is
projected to increase from 26.5 km in 1992 to 28.7 km in 2000. In addition
to increases in economic costs there would be the adverse social impacts
from excessive noise, vibration, air pollution and from more accidents.
The potential for development is low because the land on either side is alread>'
built up and congestion and delays would prevent entrepreneurs from investing
in the area.

3.2.4

Engineering

Considerations

Western Trace
This trace is 24.6 km long and is estimated to cost Rs. 5 bn. The average
height of the embankment is 1.5 m. This needs a narrower base than if it were
taken on a high embankment. As the base is narrower, both the area covered
by the trace and the volume of material required for embankment construction
is smaller.

The trace involves
seven road crossings and about 200 m of bridging. As
the embankment is low, the number of road crossings can be increased even
after construction, should the need arises, as overpasses can be provided
without disturbing the expressway.

The road platform is designed for six lanes even though onh four lanes of
carriageway will be provided initially. The embankment will be provided for
the ftill si\-lane width This is possible owing to the availabilitv of the
land Onh 15% of the land is privately owned, the balance being state land.

The construction technique proposed for the embankment is sound and proven
as exemplified b\ the port access road After tv\o \ears of use by hcav>'
vehicles
no visible cracks and defects on the road pavement have been
identified b\ the RDA
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As the road trace runs through marsh\ uninhabited lands, only 2 km of
road\sa\ requires road barriers and the maintenance cost of diamond fence
around the road trace will be ver>- low.
There are three mterchanges in the road trace with a loll plaza and
administration building The project construction period is four jears.

Eastern

Trace

The road trace is 28.3 km long and «ill have 29 bridges and viaducts The
road pavement is a flexible conventional tjpc. The total length of bridging is
1,700 m The cost of the project will be around Rs. 20 billion The project
construction period is estimated to be five jears.

The easleni trace passes through a highh- developed area with a wide network
of roads and therefore it has been designed as an elevated highway passing
over all other roads. The average height of fill is 3 to 9 meters except for a
few cut sections. The road embankment forms a massive earth bund and
requires a large quantity of construction material. It cuts across
populated
areas separating communities, even to the extent of cutting off visibiHty of
the other side of the road. Due to the massive quantity of material involved
transporting them through the existing road network in the highly populated
areas is not desirable.

TTie width of the road is plarmed for four lanes and cannot be increased due
to the high cost of construction There are two important drawbacks inherent
to roads constriictcd on high embankments.
The first is that due to high
embankment, future widening of the road is difficult and expensive Secondly
lateral crossings will be limited to those provided at the time of construction
with no subsequent additions being possible.

Where the road is elevated on embankment fill, the base width will be wider
and as a result more land has to be acquired. More than 1500 buildings
will be demolished as they are directly affected. However, the height of the
embankment increases the area of adverse impact owing to the dust and mud
flow. This makes it nccessarj' for additional houses to be acquired as the>'
will become uninhabitable even though they do not fall on the path of the
trace.

Only 10% of land to be acquired is state land. Since 90% of land is privately
owned, acquisition will be expensive and problematic, A long period of time
is required for the acquisition of houses and property and relocation of people.
Finding suitable land for relocation in the same area is difficult. People
dislike being relocated in distant areas
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At least 15 km of sound barriers will be required where the road runs
through high!) populated areas, which is considcrabl> more than that
needed for the western trace. As the road sides are heavih populated the
maintenance of diamond fences and sound barriers will be expensive.

Improvements to A3
Under this alternative, section of road A3 from Colombo to Katunayakc will
be widened from 20 m (66 ft) to 30 m { 100 ft) The A3 road was widened in
1976 and at present some geometric corrections arc being made to obtain the
present design width of 20 m (66 ft). A3 route passes through a continuously
built-up areas consEsting of a mi.xture of commercial, industrial, recreational,
institutional and residential land The widening of A3 to 30 m (100 ft.) width
involves demolition of 1143 buildings valued at present rate of Rs. 300 million
and land valued at Rs 17 billion Hence the total cost of relocation of 1143
lots is estimated at Rs. 2.00 billion.
Even though actual construction work invoked in widening of existing road
pavement is much cheaper and quicker than building a new road the
acquisition of 1143 lots on the road front may take a long time.
Unlike the two previous alternatives, this not being access controlled, will be
subject to traffic conflicts arising from the frequent, uncontrolled intersections
and driver behaviour Therefore improvements to A3 road will not meet the
projected demand.
The conslniction cost of widening the A3 route to 30 m including relocation
cost is estimated to be Rs, 3.0 billion and the construction period will be 7
years inclusive of the acquisition period.
Since normal roads do not have wide shoulders and are not maintained up to
the same standard used for expressways the cost of maintenance will be
considerably lower In the initial years ver\' little maintenance will be required
to the road pavement. Absence of wide shoulders eliminates much of the road
maintenance cost This alternative does not require any operational staff.
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Improvements to Railway
This alternative proposes to lay additional tracks between Colombo Fort and
Ncgombo and installation of signals. At present double tracks exist
between
the Colombo Fort and Ragama Station with a third track available in some
sections The section between Ragama and Negombo has onh single track
operation with loops at Kandana, Pcralanda and Kaluna)ake.

To improve eflficienc)' it needs to increase the speeds and reduce the headway
between trains. This could be achieved through the inlroduclion of modem
diesel multiple units with high pickup and rapid braking system along with the
installation of an efficient train management system
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3.2.5

Evaluation of Automotive A i r Pollution, Noise and Accidents
w i t h / w i t h o u t C K E against A 3

a)

Air

Pollution

Air
pollution from vehicles
uas calculated separately for the
construction and the operation phases o f the C K E . The comparison
has been done using the CEA base data published in National
Environmental
{ Ambient
Air
quaiit> )
regulations.
1994,
Gazette (Extra - Ordinary
850 / 4 dated 20,12.1994) Table 3 3. The
analysts clearly shows that there is a reduction o f emissions from the
new road as a result of higher speeds and diversion o f traffic
from
A3 road
to the C K E , The results obtained from Mexico Cit} and
Bangkok were used to estimate the emission loads m this section.

TABLE

3.3

A>craPollutant

eina
Time*

CarEwii Monoxide

Ozone

1 hr.

10
30
58
0.10
0.15
0.25
0.08
0.12
0.20
0.20

Lead

Annual

0.0005

"

Suspended
Particulate
Matter
(SPM)

24 hr.
Annual
24 hr.
8hr.
3 hr.
1 hr.

0.002
0.10
0.30
0.35
0.45
0.50

-.
•

Nitrogen Dioxide

Sulfur Dioxide

8hr.
Ihr.
Anv time
24 hr.
8hr.
1 hr.
24 hr.
8hr.

Maximum
PermisMbIc
Level
in mg/m"*
in ppm

Ihr.

9.0
26.0
50.0
0.05
0.08
0.13
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.10

Method of Mea.Mirenient

Non-dispcrsivc infrared Spectroscopy

Colourimelrie using. SaK/man method or
cquivalent(}>as phaxe chemilumineNCCiice)
Pararosaniline method or equivalent
(pulsed fluorescent method )
Chemilumincsccnce method or equivalent
(ultra violet photometric method)
Hi - volume sampling, net ashing/atomic
absorption or spectroscopy
H i - volume sampling and Gravimetric

•

Minimum numher of observations required to determine the average over the
specified period :
03 hour ateriigc-03 consecutive hourly average,
08 hour average - 06 hourl> average,
24 hour average -18 hourly average,
yearly average - 09 monthly averages with at Icsist 1)2 monthly average each quarter.
B j net chemistry methods or by automated analysers.

Source - Central Environmental Authority 1994.
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Table 3. 4 shows the annual emission loads from traffic flow of the
CKE while Table 3.5 indicates the emissions from the A3 road, if the
CKE proposal is implemented Table 3.6 shows the annual emissions
from the A3 road if the CKE proposal is not implemented
The forecasted emission loads in kgs and the ppm indicated in Tables
3.4. 3.5, and 3.6 shows that the project will help to improve the air
quality during the operation phase and it helps to improve the air
qualit> of the existing road as a result of the reduction of traffic. The
ppm level will be improved overall but. due to the CKE. new areas
will get afTected by vehicle emissions.
TABLE 3.4
ANNUAL EMISSION LOADS DUE TO TRAFFIC FLOWS OF CKE
(in ' 000 kgs)

1

Year

CO

HC

NOï

SO»

Aldehydes

PIM

20O1

253

59

261

77

15

20

2006

353

82

359

103

33

30

2011

472

109

475

134

32

42

2016

668

151

699

177

46

60

Source

i

Emission Estimate Model, World Bank.

TABLE

3.5

ANNUAL EMISSIONS FROM TRAFFIC ON A3 ROAD WITHOUT CKE
PROJECT
(in'OOÜ kgs)

Year

CO

HC

2001

2.622

733

1.923

919

94

172

2006

3.653

1.004

2.671

1,262

138

246

2011

4.883

1.325

3.570

1.675

197

339

1

2016

6,381

1.705

4,648

2.169

272

455

1

Source

NOx

SOx

Aldehydes

Emission E s l i m ü l c M o d e l , W o r l d
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Bank

PM

TABLE 3.6
ANNUAL EMISSION FROM TRAFFIC ON A3 ROAD WITH CKE PROJECT
{ in "000 kgs)

SOx

Aldcti^dcK

PIM

1.593

806

78

'«

898

2.259

1.122

117

210

4.204

1.185

X(I22

1.495

166

289

5.471

1.524

1.940

1.946

228

389

Year

CO

2001

2.240

651

2006

3.149

2011
2016

HC

NOx

1

Sources: Emission Estimate (Model, World Bank

There is a decrease of air pollution as a result of the reduction of traffic
congestion on the A3 road as a portion of the traffic is being diverted to
the new road.
The other factor is that the vehicles on
the
newexpressway will be moving at high speeds with reduced emission levels
compared to slow moving vehicles It is estimated that during the construction
period, the diesel -driven equipment moving in the area will add annualK 300
kg of CO. 132 kg of aldehydes and 102 kg of PM,
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TABLE 3.7

SUMMARY OF THE NOISE GENERATION BY THE

CKE AND

ATTENUATION REQUIREMENTS

Year

Arra

Peliyagodi

Hunupitlya

Kerawalipili^i

Ja E l l

Zone

Reqd.
Noise
Level
|dB(A)|

Peak
TrafHc
Flo»
PCI)

Speed
k m ph

Noise
Generation
|dB(A)|

Allenualion
Required
[dB (A)

Distance
To
Attenuate
{metres)

2001

i

63

3600

60

82

19

(K0-90ni)

2011

A

63

4800

60

98

3J

(85-100m)

2021

•1

63

?-300

60

107

44

(lOO.IIOm)

2001

3

60

2X00

80

8J

25

(135-150m)

2011

3

60

3200

80

102

42

(I45-I55m)

2021

3

60

410O

80

113

53

(I4i-I60ni)

2001

2

60

2400

100

K8

28

(27O-3O0ni)

2011

2

60

2600

100

105

45

(3O0-32Oni)

2021

2

60

3400

11)0

in

55

(3O0-330m)

2001

2

flO

2700

100

79

0

('300m)

2011

2

KO

3200

100

83

i

(-300m)

2021

2

SO

3900

100

92

12

( ^300m)

TudelU-

2001

3

60

2700

100

84

24

(Il0-I20m)

Psmunugama

201!

3

60

3100

lOO

88

2S

(I15-130m)

2021

3

60

3700

100

95

3J

(I20.|35ni)

2001

•1

63

18Ü0

100

84

21

(I00-I20ni)

2011

4

63

270O

80

98

35

(llJ-l30m)

2021

4

63

.1600

80

107

44

(I20-I35m)

Kalunayakc

Source : Transport Studies and Planning Centre
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b)

Noise Pollution
A model \\as used to estimate the noise levels during the operational
stage of the road and during the conslniction stage The input
parameters were passenger car units and
vibrations. The noise
impacts depend on the road surface, number of tyres and speed of the
vehicles, background noise levels, natural topographic shielding effects,
shielding due to cutting and proximit> to Noise Sensitive Receivers
(NSR) The basic calibrations were done to estimate the noise level
of the CKE
The noise levels by zones have been forecast up to 2021. Where the
forecast noise level is higher than the tolerable le\el, the distance
required to attenuate also was calculated. These figures are given in
the Table ? 7 For example, CKE would generate a noise level of 82
dB (A) at Peli>'agoda in year 2001, while in 2021 it would generate
107 dB (A), Tolerable noise level being 63 dB(A), attenuation needed in
these two years are 19 dB(A) and 44 dB(A), respectively Where the
required attenuation distance is not available, mitigaton measures have
to be used

C)

Accidents
The total number of accidents on the A3 road has increased from 778
in 1992 to 1,347 in 1995 Number of fatalities has increased form
37 to 40 during the same period. The accident forecast has been
carried out using the TRRL accident model calibrated using historical
data. This model generates the relationship of the number of accidents
with the number of Passenger Car Units (PCU) for the same period.
Accident data for the past four years (Table 3.8 ) of the A3 road
is used in this analysis.
The total number of accidents on the A3 road forecast from 1997 to
2022 is given in Table 3.9. The number of accidents increases in
relation to the volume capacitv ratio The results obtained
from the
model shows that the proposed CKE would reduce the volume capacity ratio of the A3 road. Savings from reducmg the number of
accidents on 1995 prices due to the construction of Colombo Katuna\ake Expressway range from Rs. 3.3 million in 1997 to 12,9
million in 2022 Tliereforc. in terms of accidents the proposed
Colombo - Katuna>ake road is beneficial to the countrv and this will be
further increased with safet> measures. The Table 3.10 provides
details of the accident costs on the A3 road with the proposed CKE.
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TABLE

ACCIDENT

3.8

DATA FOR THE

A 3 ROAD ( 1992-1995)

1992

1993

1994

1995

Falaiitics

37

38

35

40

Grievously Injured

68

44

35

40

Non-grievousK injured

261

263

321

372

Damaged vehicles

412

879

948

945

Tola!

778

1224

1339

1347

Source :

Police Stations of Wallala and Seedutva.
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TABLE

3.9

A C C I D E N T F O R E C A S T F O R A3 ( WITH T H E P R O P O S E D C K E )
Year

ADT without

Fatalities

Motor Bic>clcs

Grievously

Non-

Injured

grievousl)

Damage

injureil
1997

6.152

9

12

72

189

1998

6.642

10

13

78

204

1999

7,175

11

15

84

221

2000

7.753

12

16

90

238

2001

8,380

13

17

98

258

2002

9.060

14

18

106

279

2003

9.618

15

20

112

296

2004

10.214

16

21

119

314

2005

10.850

17

22

127

334

2006

11.529

18

23

135

355

2007

12.255

19

25

143

377

2008

13.030

20

26

152

401

2009

13.728

21

28

160

422

2010

14,469

22

29

169

445

2011

15.253

23

31

178

469

2012

16.085

24

33

188

495

2013

16.968

25

34

198

522

2014

17.904

26

36

209

551

2015

18.896

27

38

221

581

2016

19.761

28

40

231

608

2017

20,670

29

42

241

636

2018

21.627

30

44

252

665

2019

22.635

31

46

264

696

2020

23,695

32

48

277

729

2021

24.812

33

50

290

763

2022

25,987

34

53

303

799

Source: Transport Studies and Planning Centre.
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TABLE

3.10

ACCIDENT COST A3 WITH

THE

PROPOSED CKE

(in fnillion Rs.)
Year

FalulilicN

Grifvouslj

Non-

Injured

grievous 1}'

Damage

Total

injured
1997

3.97

1.14

1,31

2.76

9,18

1998

4.28

1.23

1,42

2.99

9,92

1999

4 6.1

1.33

1.53

3.22

10.71

2000

5.00

1.44

1.65

3.48

11,57

2001

5.40

1.56

1.79

3,77

12.51

2002

5,84

1,68

1,93

4.07

13,53

2003

620

1,79

205

4,32

14,36

2004

6.58

1,90

2.18

4,59

15,25

2005

6.99

2.01

2.31

4,88

16,20

2006

7.43

2,14

2,46

5.18

17,21

2007

790

2.27

2,61

5,51

18.30

2008

8.40

2,42

2,78

5,86

19,45

2009

8.85

2,55

2,93

6,17

20,50

2010

9.33

2,69

3,09

6.50

21,60

2011

9.83

2,83

3.25

6.86

22.77

2012

10.37

299

3,43

7.23

24,01

2013

10,94

3,15

3.62

7,63

25,33

2014

11 54

3,32

3.82

8.05

26 73

2015

12.18

3.51

4.03

8,49

28,21

2016

12.74

3,67

4,21

8.88

29,50

20)7

13.32

3.84

4.41

9,29

30,86

2018

13,94

4.01

4,6]

9,72

32.29

2019

14,59

4.20

4,83

10.17

33.79

2020

15.27

4.40

5-05

10,65

35.38

2021

15,99

4,61

5,29

11,15

37,04

2022

16,75

4.82

5,54

11,68

38,80

Source : Transport Studies and

Planning
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Centre

3.2.6

Ecnnomic Cost Benefit Analysis
To conduct a cosl-bcncfit analysis, a baseline (no action altcmali\c) option must be
selected, against \Nliich all the other options can be measured In this case the baseline is
the road and rail s\ stem existing in 1996.
No Action Alternative
The existing road link is the 24 km A3 road from New Ketani bridge to Katunayake. which
then continues to Ncgombo and Puttalam. In the most recent IrafTic count on this road for
1995. the average daiK traffic (ADT) was 44.024 (inclusive of motorcycles) and 35.149
(exclusi\e of motorcvclcs) This was 24% cars, 39% light and medium goods. 17% buses
and 20% motorc>clcs The existing rail system rims 36 km from Colombo Fort to
Ncgombo stopping at Katunayake. with a separate Ikm section running to the Airport
station. The line is double track from Colombo to Ragama (I4kni). and single track north
of Ragama with passing loops at all stations and two of the halts.
Existing Road and Traffic Conditions:
The existing road access to the airport is along the 4 lane A3 road. Surveys show that
traffic decreases with distance from Colombo Thus ADT - the number of vehicles passing
a particular point in both directions - depends on where along the road it is measured.
ADTs have been estimated in four sections from Peli\agoda to Wattala (5 km). Watlala to
Mahabage (3 km), Mahabage to Tudella (Skm) and Tudella to Katuna\ akc (8 km).
The most congested section is from Peliyagoda to Wattala with an ADT measured in 1995
of 44,024 (inclusive of molorc>clcs) and 35,149 (exclusive of motorcvcles). This section
has almost twice as much traffic as the last section from Tudella to Katuna>akc. which had
an ADT measured in 1994 of 18,965 (excluding motorcjcles).
In order to calculate the total number of vehicles using the road (which is useful to
calculate toll revenue), it is necessary to fmd the number of vehicles which join the road
north of Wattala Estimates are that m addition to the 35,149 vehicles using the road from
Pelivagoda to Wattala. another 3374 or 9,2% further vehicles join the road. This gives a
total figure of vehicles (excluding motorcycles) using the road as about 38,500 in 1995,
Traffic predictions for the A3 road are based on past traffic growth trends on the A3 of 8%
a vcar and past economic growlh in the Western Province of 6% a vear. It is assumed that
traffic will continue to grow on the A3 road at 8% per year for the first seven vcars (until
2002), then at 7% a vear for the next seven years, then at 3 % a year. This gives an
estimated ADT (excluding motorcycles) of 54,000 by year 2000. 96.000 by year 2010
and 151,000 bv vear 2020,
The 199.^ joumev time v aries bv time of day, with a minimum of 45 minutes at night, and
maximum of 90 minutes during peak hours. Travel speeds average around l8km/liour at
peak hours. Forecasts traffic show that by 2000, ADT will increase to above 50,000
(excluding motorcycles) This will cause further reductions in average speeds.
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There is no detailed data on Ihe destination and purpose of existing A3 road users.
International fliglit departures and arTi\als «as 1.76 million during IW4, a\eraging out at
about 4800 per da\. Assuming thai on a\erage 2 passengers arc traveling together (to
allow for groups), this suggests thai of the 19.000 A D T trafilc (e.\eluding motorcycles)
reaching Katuna>akc, about 15% ma\ be passengers going to and from the airport
Sune\s in 1991 showed that 3000 vehicles passed in and out of the KIPZ Main Gate,
including 469 containers, 1194 \ans and 1244 cars (Japan Bridge, 1991) At 6% grouth
rales, this traffic would ha\c reached ,3800 by 1995. In addition, it is estimated thai about
1000 buses per dav use the Pultalam road to go to Katunayakc. This suggests that about
25% of the A3 traffic reaching Katunay akc turns off to the KEPZ Tlie remaining 40-50%
of traffic reaehing Kaluna> akc would seem to continue on to Negombo.

R a i l : The existing rail senice runs from Colombo Fori to Negombo (36 km) with a
separate I km side track to the Airport station The line is double track on the 14 km up to
Ragania. but on ihc 22kni from Ragama to Negombo it is single track. At present about 67 locomoti\es serve the route providing 16 scheduled trains each wa\ on weekdays. The
trains run roughlv even. 2 hours during the day. but with a peak senice of 20-25 minutes
during the rush hour (peak direction only) The last train in both directions is about 8.30
p.m. However there are frequent cancellations
At present there are no through trains
ninning direct from Negombo down the south coast, and so passengers ha\c to tcnninate at
Colombo and change.
The most recent sur\c> of passenger trips on the PuUalam line in 1994 showed that there
are 7.800 passenger trips each way, or 15.600 in both directions. Surveys also show that in
1994. there were an average of 490 passengers per train, with an estimated 1140
passengers in peak hour trains. This is higher than the Kelani tine (390 average daily
trips per train), but lovvcr than the main line (1,230 passengers per train) and Coast line
(1110 passengers per train) (Halcrow Fox. 1996) As with the road, Ihc busiest section is
nearer Colombo from Ragama to Peralanda.
One freight train each way serves the Airport station leaving Colombo at 5am and arriving
at the Airport at 6.13ani, and returning from the Airport at 6.50 p.m. and arri\ing at
Colombo at 8pm. For the Airport station 1990 estimates show 5,386 journeys (both ways)
per month. This means that by 1995, there were an estimated 624 dailv trips in both
directions The low usage of the Airport station is for a number of reasons First the direct
Airport train arrives too early for factor, workers, for whom factories open between 7am to
8am. and leaves too late in the evening. However a more frequent service or a more
suitable time tabling is not possible as the locomotives are used to provide sen ices for the
Colombo-Negombo connection In addition, many of the factory workers either live
within walking distance, or on areas not sened by the railway (eg Gampaha. Biyagama).
According to infonnation from factories at the KIPZ less than 3% of workers use the
railway for commuting to work (Japan Bridge, 1992).
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No detailed data is a\ailablc on passenger growth on ihc Colombo-Pullalam line. Hov\c\er
national dala for rail\\a> demand shows ihat passenger trips are increasing at 6.2% per
year. This means that in 1995, there were an estimated 16,550 passenger trips both
ways, increasing to 21,(M)Ü passenger trips b> jcar2üüO, assuming ihe same rales are
applicable.
Economic Cost Bcncni Analysis
For the can\cntional cost benefit anal>sis. the benefits ofcach option include the direct
benefits to road and rail users of lime sa\ings and reductions in \ehiclc operating costs
(VOC). In ihe case of the rail and road re\enue {ie from lolls), this can be included, but
then il must be subtracted from the lime savings and VOC sa^ings. Indirect bcnefls such
as opening up land for de\clopment arc not included The costs of each option include
both the capital costs of construction, land acquisition, as well as ihc \ariable costs of
maintenance etc.
For the economic appraisal, the project is e\aluated over 26 years, with construction
assumed lo begin in 1997 taking 4 > ears to compete. Thus the benefits of the project will
begin in year 2001 and continue up until \car 2022.
Once the annual costs and benefits of each option are known, they are summed over the 26
years, and discounted back lo the present to find the net present value The discount rates
selected arc 12%,
The forecast volume of traffic on the A3 road is such that il may be economically \iablc
to implement a number of options at the same lime. Thus for example, there ma>'
be sufficient demand for access lo Negombo tojustif> the construction of an
expresswa>, as well as improving the existing A3 road and improving the rail ser\icc. in
this analysis, for the sake of simplicit> each option is cxalualed separateK. Based on the
benefit cost ratio for each option, it is economicatl\ efficient lo construct an\ option whose
benefits arc higher than the costs, or whose economic rale of return is higher ihan the
discount rale. However given limited resources, it is economiealU most cfficienl first lo
construct the option with the highest benefit cost ratio, or the highest economic rate of
return, Tlius in this anaKsts. the recommended alternative will be the option vMth the
highest economic rate of return

CalcuUitin}; Benefits of Options

The conventional economic benefits of each option will include time savings and VOC,
The VOC and lime sa\ ings will apply both lo passengers using the option, and those left on
the existing road, which will proceed more quickly.
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Time Savings

These arc catculalcd on llie basis of \ aluc of time per hour These lake into account the
a\cragc income of car-owTiing and non-car owning groups, working hours, trip purpose
composition. difTcrcncc in time \alucs bct^^een work trips and other purposes and average
occupanc\ b\ \ehiclct>pc. The rclc\anldata is shown in thcTable3.l I.

TABLE :3.M

ASSUMPTIONS FOR CALCULATION OF
TIME VALUES PER VEHICLE PER HOUR
Car

Train

Bus

7500

4500

3000

Income (Rs/huur)

47

2H

20

Average occupancy

25

490

24

56%
44%

66%
34%

66%
34%

100%
0%

100%
0%

100%
0%

66

9055

316

Income
(Rs/month)

Trip purpose
(composition)
work
Other

Time value factor

weric
other

Time \'alue/hour/
\ehicle (Rs)

'—'

Suurce: Traiisparl Studies «nd Planning Cmlre, 1996

Once the lime \alucs per hour per vehicle arc calculated, it is ncecssar> to first calculate
the baseline lime costs without the project This is the time values per \ehiclc multiplied by
the lime laken per vehicle multiplied b\ ihc total number of vehicles.

For each option the new total time v alues then need lo be calculated. This must include ihc
lime savmgs that accrue lo vehicles on the new route and to those that remain on ihe A3
which is also going faster. These time values can then be subtracted from tlie lime values
with the baseline ease, to give the net time savings.
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Vehicle Operating Costs {VOCs)

These arc a function of fuel, lubricants, t>TCS, crcu. passengers, maintenance labour,
maintenance parts, depreciation, interest and o\erheads VOCs \av\ depending on surface
roughness and speed. In the financial calculation, fuel makes up 30% of the total cost due
to the high taxes on petrol. Ho\\e\er in the economic costs, fuel is much lower since here
the tax IS remo\ed. The Table 3 12 below illustrates these values of one measure of road
roughness.

TABLE 3.12
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS (VOC«)
AT 65 KM/HOUR WITH ROAD ROUGHNESS 6
Ca lego rj

Eizonomk cusi

FimuiL-iul Cost

Rs per 1000 km

Percentage
%

1000 km

Percentage
%

3185

31

1014

18

Lubricants

118

1

89

2

T\Tes

184

2

119

2

Maimenanoe - labour

189

2

189

3

Maintenance - Paris

1087

11

544

10

Depreciation

1927

19

99!

18

Interest

1786

17

684

12

Crew + Passenger

1441

14

1705

30

0\erhi:ads

36';

4

302

5

10,286

too

5637

10(1

Fuel

1 TOTAl,

Source: Trunsporl Sfudv ami Pinnning Centre, 1996
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Rs per

1

Evaluating Economic Cosls and Bcncrus of Options
Western

Trace

The option is the conslruclion of a 4 lane controlled access cxpress\va\ of 24.6 km from
New Kclani bridge to the Katiinayake Airport lum-ofr. In addition to the two end points,
the road would lia\c 3 interchanges at Peliyagoda, Kcrawalapiliya and Tudclia.

Costs

The capital costs of the expressway includes the basic construction cost (including the toll
booths) and the cost of land acquisition and relocation These arc eslimalcd b\ the RDA
lo cost Rs 5 billion as detailed in Table 3.13.
In addition, there arc periodic costs of
maintenance estimated at Rs 7 7 million peryear as the road roughness needs to be kept lo
a very high quality.
Bcnedts
For the toll road options it is necessar\ to model the number of vehicles shirting lo
the new road Tlic benefits lo these users and lo those thai remain on the A3
can then be calculated in terms of savings in VOCs and time.
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TABLE : 3.13
PROJECT
Work

No.

COST ( WESTERN
lletni

Prelim initr>
Desipi (A)

Conslrucuon Cost

(A)
Al

General Item

340,000,000.00

A2

Harlh Works

330,000,000.00

A,3

Drainage and Pjpe Cul\ert

386,000.000.00

A.4

Road Works

800,000,000.00

A,5

Road Structures
(Culverts)

276,000,000.00

A.6

Bridge Works

778,000,000.00

A7

Highway Ulililies

300,000.000.00

A,8

Administration Building

75.000,000.00

A,9

Toll Collection S\slem
and Toll Booths

20,000,000.00

Miscellaneous

20,000.000,00

A. 10

Total (A)
(B)

Engineering Fee

(C)

llJther

3,325,000.000-00
350,000.000.00

Costs

CI
C.2

l^nd Acquisition Fee
Compensation

400,000,000.00

C.3
C4

Taxes and Duties
Administration Cost of RDA

200,000,000-00
15,000,000.00

Total

615,000,000.00

(C)

Contingency

(D)
D.1
D.2

CE>

TRACE )

Physical Conimgcncy )
Price Contingenc) )

710,000,000,00

Total (D)

710.000,000.00

Project Cost ( A + B + C + D >

5.000.000.000 00
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To calculate ADT on Ihc loll road requires an estimate of the lc\el of \ehiclcs that will
choose lo pay the toll and shift lo the new road. As ihe benefits ol' the loll road arc ils
faster speed (and hence time sa\ings and lower VOC) Ihc loll should be set to ensure thai
vehicles shifimg lo the toll road can maintain an a\erage speed of 80 km per hour (The
road has been designed for 100 Vm an hour and no speed limil has >cl been set). It is
assumed ihal niolorc\clcs will be banned from the toll road lo a\oid accidents and maintain
the 80 km/hour speed limil.

International estimates sho\^ thai the maximum number of ears per hour that can
comfortably lra\cl per lane is 2200 vehicles. Allowing for ihc mixed traffic of buses
(20%). trucks (50%) and cars (30%), and the service volume al the standard lc\cl of
service C. this will reduce ihc maximum number of vehicles to 1100 per hour Allowing
for a direction split of 70% in the peak hour, and peak ratio of 10%. this translates into an
average dailv traffic of 31,500 for a 4 lane road Thus the toll should be set so thai the
ADT docs not exceed 31,500 vehicles per day.

Taking these maximum eapacit> constraints, the traffic assignment model is then run lo find
the maximum re\enue for a gi\en level of capacit> The decision b\ ^chicle operators lo
use the loll road is based on Ihc cost of using the road (ic the toll) \ersus ils benefits The
toll is assumed lo be a vehicle specific fiat toll (ie it docs not vary with distance traveled).
The benefits of the loll road arc a weighted sum of the benefils from reduced vehicle
operating eosls and from lime savings.

The results suggest ihat a loll of Rs 30 for cars. Rs. 20 for buses. Rs.45 for medium and
lighl trucks and Rs. 100 for containers and large trucks gives llie right mix of traffic and the
desired le\cl of ADT The results are given in Table ( 3 14 ), which shows that toll traffic
in Ihc first year of operation VMII be about one quarter ears, half lighl and medium goods
vehicles and the remainder heavy trucks and buses This means that most smaller goods
vehicles, long distance buses and hea\j trucks will shiO lo ihe toll road from the A3.
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TABLE:

3A4

BASELINE AND ASSIGNED TRAFFIC TO FOUR LANE TOLL ROAD
IN YEAR 2001 ( AT PELIYACODA)
Total daily
Ira flic
nilhoul
prujtcl(Nus.)

Toll
<R*)

Total tIaiK
IrafTic un toll
road (Nos.)

Total dally
traffic
$ta> in)> on
A3(Nus.)

PvrcenlaKC
«r ^ chicks
xn itch ing
(%)

Trafllc
com position
o f toll road

15.780

30

3945

11835

25

26

Medium
Buses

5493

211

1373

4119

75

9

Lar^e Buses

4388

20

1097

3291

75

7

30.275

45

7554

22661

75

50

1458

KKl

1167

292

80

8

Total A D T 15.136

Total AJ>r=
42199

A\eragt;
switch^
26%

100

Cars

Li^hl and
Medium
Truck
Hea\y Truck

Total A D T =
57.334

Source :

Transport Studies and Planning Centre

Taking these estimales of ADT, the lime sa^i^gs and VOC sa\ings are then calculated
benefits are sboun for selected) ears, and^^ith a total benefit a(\er discounting. (Tabic 3.15).
TABLE: 3.15

Year

Benents (R« million)

2001

11915

2006

17139

2011

24273

2021

•12741

2001-2022

97403 (at 12% discount rate)

Source: Trantporl Studie* and Plaiuiing Centre, 1996
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The

k

Results
When ihe costs and benefits of the western trace arc compared, the result is an internal rate
of return of 63%, Net present \alue ofRs 93 billion, and benefit cost ratio of 21 5. (Tabic
3,16)

TABLE: 3.16
ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF WESTERN TRACE

Ye«r
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2-4
25
26

Bcncfll

Cosl-W

Net Bcn-E

0
0
0
0
11915
12996
13961
I50ÜO
I6II7
17319
18613
20006
21334
22754
24273
25898
27636
29497
31490
33126
34851
36669
38586
40608
42741
44990

5000
0
0
0
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2

-5000
0
0
0
11903.8
12984.8
13949.8
14988.8
16105.8
17307.8
18601.8
19994.8
19994.8
21322.8
22742.8
25886.8
27624.8
29485.8
31478.8
33114.8
34839.8
36657.8
38474.8
40596.8
42729.8
44978.8

n.2
11.2
11.2

NPV

9288.5.03

IRR

0.629615

DIS.BENEF1T

97403.72

DIS.COST

4518,699

BIC RATIO

21.5557

Source : Transport Studie« and Planning Centre
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I
Eastern Trace
The easlcm trace is the proposed 4 lane cxprcsswa> running from New Kclani bridge to
Katuna> akc \ ia an inland route. The route is described in detail in reports b> JICA,

Costs

The costs of the route are given in the Japan Bridge Final report in 1993 prices as
construction costs of Rs 6.9 billion and total project costs {including land acquisition,
engineering sen ices and contingency) of Rs 10.5 billion. These figures would ha\e risen
to about Rs Id billion in 1996 prices. However these figures do not include the need to
raise the c\pressua> at man\ points to allou access under the road, which was discussed
during public consultation. Including all these additions, the RDA now estimates that the
cost of the road would be about Rs 20 billion {1996 prices) - four times the cost of the
western trace This is set out in Table 3.17.

Benefits

While the Japan Bridge report pro\ ides estimates of traffic demand for the eastern trace,
these are not directK comparable lo our estimates for the western trace due to differences in
modeling The Japan Bridge report assumes lower trafTic \olumes m the without project
altemati\c (44.000 ADT at Wallala - including motorcycles - in year 2000 in their report,
compared to 69,000 in our models), but thc> also assume a higher proportion of traffic will
transfer lo the loll route {ADT of 15,400 vehicles in 2000 m their report compared to ADT
of 11,000 in our model).

Thus according to their model, the eastern loll road will ha\c 35% of the A3 ADT. while in
our model the western loll road will ha\e only 26% of the A3 ADT. in other words,
according to these results, the eastern trace will attract roughK one third, or 35% as much
traffic from the A3 road as the western trace. This is parth because the Japan Bridge
report assumes a slightl> lower toll for hea\> vehicles. However ihe main explanation for
this difference is thai there is some evidence that the eastern route b\ being more inland
will attract more traffic. This is both because it is further from the existing A3 road, and
because it is closer lo the Kand> road, so some traffic ma> switch from the Kandv road to
the easicm toll route.

For Ihe purposes of comparing the two traces, v\e assume that the eastern trace will attract
one third as much traffic as the western trace. For ihc purpose of simplicit\. this can be
then assumed lo generate one third as nianj benefits in tcniis of lime saving and vehicle
operating cost saving as the western trace. (Table 3.18)
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TABLE r 3.17
PROJECT COST ( EASTERN TRACE )
Work Items
Preliminan
Deiign (A)

No.

Cons true I ion Cos I

(A)
A.1

General hum

1,119,000.000.00

A.2

Earth Works

4,506,000,000.00

A5

Drainage anJ Pipe Culvert

A.4

Road Works

A,5

Road Slnjclures
(CuUens)

A.6

Bridge Works

A.7

Highwav Uiiliiies

486,000,000.00

A.8

Administration Building

129,000,000,00

A. 9

Toll Collection System
and Toll Boolhs

135,000,000,00

Miscellaneous

126,000,000.00

A 10

598,000,000.00
3,043,000,000,00
477,000,000.00

2,593.000,000,00

Total (A)
Engineering Fee

1,174,000,000.00

C.I
C.2

Other Costs
Land Acquisition Fee
Compensation

1,178,000,000.00
627,000,000.00

C3
C,4

Taxes and Duties
Administration Cost of RDA

1,898,000,000.00
93,000,000.00

Total (C)

3,796,000,000,00

Contingenc\
Physical Contingency
Price Contingency

1,818,000,000,00

Total (D)

1,818,000,000 00

(B)

(D)
D.1
D2

(E)

13,212,000,000,00

Project Cost ( A + B + C +D)

20.000,000.000,00

Source : Road Dt,-> ciopmcnl Authority
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TABLE : 3.18
BENEFITS OF THE EASTERN TRACE
Year

Benefits (Rs million)

2001

16085

2006

23380

2011

32768

2021

57700

2001-2022

59,736 (.at 12% discount rale)

Source: Transport Studies and Planning Centre, 1996
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TABLE; 3.19

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
ft
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2t
22
23
24
25
26
NPV
IRR
DtS. BENEFIT
DES. COST
B/C RATIO

EASTERN TRACE

Bencni

Coïl -E

Nel Ben - E

Q

20000
0
0
0
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2

-20000
0
0
0
16074.1
17533.4
18836.2
20238.8
21746.8
23369.5
25116.4
26996.9
28789.7
30706.7
32757.4
34951.1
37297.4
39809.8
425.003
44708.9
47037.7
49492
52079.9
54809.6
57689.2
60725.3

0
0
0
I60S5.3
17544.6
18847.4
20250
21758
23380.7
25127.6
27008.1
28800.9
30717.9
32768.6
34962.3
37308.6
39821
42511.5
44720.1
47048.9
49503.2
52091.1
54820.8
57700.4
60736.5
113583.6
0.380775
131495.2
17911..%
7.341359

Source : Based on Japan Bridge and Strticlure Institute Inc.,1992

Rcsultü
When ihe costs and benefits of llie eastern trace are compared, llie result is an inlcmal rale
of return of 38%, Net present value of Rs 113 billion, and benefit cost ratio of 7,3 (Table
3,19)
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lmpro\cmenls to Existing A3 Road (itidcningand traffic management)
The existing A3 road, could be signirieantly impro\cd to increase traffic flow and reduce
accidents The main problem is currcntk the loss of the side oflhc road b> parking, the
large number of molorc\clcs and ihc poor lane discipline b> dri\crs. The situation towards
Colombo has impro\ed b> the placements of road medians to control o\er-laking The road
could be inipro\cd b\ widening the road to create a separate lane for cycles and
motorc>clcs. rcdesignmg kc\ junctions and other design impro\cments.
Costs
ll is estimated that the capital costs would be in the region of Rs 3 billion, including Rs 1.1
billion construction costs and Rs I '> billion for relocation set out in Table 3.20. In
addition, there will be the same maintenance costs as for the western trace.

TABLE :3.20
COST ESTIMATE FOR THREE ROAD OPTIONS

1.

Cost Estiniuic for the Western Trace
(a)
(.b)

2.

l"he appro.\imale construction Cost
Approximate Cost ul" Relocation

Rs.
Rs.

4,6(X)
400

Million
Million

Total Approximate Cost Estimate for
the Western Trace

Rs.

5,000

Million

Rs.
Rs.

1,100
1,900

Million
Million

Rs.

3,000

Million

Cost Estimates for Widening of Existing Colombo
Katunayakc Road (A3)
(a)
(b)

The approximate Construction Cost
The approximate Cost of Relocation
Total approximate cost estimate for
Widening of existing Colombo Katunuyuke Ruad

3.

-

-

Cost Estimates for the Eastern Trace (Estimated in 1992)
(a)
Total Constniclion Cost
Rs.
18.195 Million
(h)

Total

Relocation

Cost

Tolul Cost Estimate
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-

Rs.

1,805

Million

-

Rs.

20,000

Million

Benen (s

The beneHts or lnipro\ing and widening ihe A3 are set out in ihcTabic 3,21.

TABLE : 3.21
BENEFITS OF IMPROVING
AND WIDENINC A3
—
Benefits (Ri million)

r—i^—
Y far

2001

44S

2006

553

2011

688

2017

856

Suurvc: Transpon Studies and Planning
Centre, 1996

When these benefits are compared \\illi the costs. tlic\ gi\c an internal rale of return of
18%, net present \aluc of R s l billion, and benefit cost ralioof2.5.

Imjirovements to rail service
In order to assess the most economically cfncienl rail option a number of sub-options have
been identified These arc gi\en below.
Puvscngcr Senicc
a.

Minor inipro\ement lo Colombo-Negombo line: upgrading 36km of line.

b.

Minor inipro\ement to Colonibo-Ncgombo line and increased frequenc> of
sen ice lo Negombo: upgradmg 36km of track and purchase of one new
diesel multiple unit.

c.

Major impro\cnicnts to Colonibo-Ncgonibo line and increased frequency of
senice
to
Negombo: double track for 22km from Ragama to Puttalam
(including 2 additional bridges), and one new diesel multiple unit

d.

Major track improvements lo Negombo and increased frequencj of senicc to
Airport Station: (double track and 2 diesel multiple units to extend impro\cd
senice lo the Airport station)
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Cargo

Senke

Cargo scnicc from Colombo Port to Airport Stalion: Double track on 22km
north of Ragama. one extra diesel unit and installation of two container
rancs for loading containers.
The option ofelcctrificalion of the Putlalam line has not been in^cstigatcd, since
data suggest thai electric units would nol bc much faster than modem diesel
units (Halcrou Fox, 1996), but would ha\e much higher capital costs.

As »ith other options it is necessary to compare the capital and operating costs of
each option with the bcncfils. The benefits arc calculated m terms of time
savings both to existing rail passenger and time sa\ings and \ehicle operating
cos! sa\ings to ncv passengers who shift to rail from other modes. In
addition, there will besa\ings to vehicles left on the A3 if the svMtch of
passengers to rail has an impact on congestion.

E\en if economic appraisal results are positi\e, the go\emment ma\ still lack
funds to make an> changes Indeed financial appraisal of the rail option would
gi\c much lower results since current tram fares on the Colombo to Puttalam line
co\cr onlj 27% of operating cost and onl>
16% of operating and capital costs
(Halcrow Fox. 1996), Thus c\en if the rail option has net social benefits, the
railwav ma> not ha\c sufficicnl re\enue to make the in\cstment at the current
level of low fares.
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TABLE: 3.ZZ
ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF ROAD WiDEMNG
PELIVAGODA TO KATUNAYAKE (A3) ROAD
(in Million Rs.)
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Total VOC
Sa^biK
212
220
229
238
248
258
268
279
290
302
314
326
339
353
367
382
397
413
429
447

^^pv
IRR
C/B RATIO

Note:

ToUl PTC
Sa\lni;
162
170
179
188
197
207
217
228
239
251
264
277
291
305
321
337
354
371
390
409

ToUl Benefit
374
391
408
426
445
465
485
507
529
553
578
603
630
658
688
719
75 i
784
819
856

Cos) of
Widening
2985

Net Bcnefil
-2611
390.58
407.9042
426.0064
444.922
464.688
485 3431
506.9278
529.4844
553 0573
577.6927
603.4392
630.3476
658,4707
687.8643
718 5864
750 6977
784.2619
819.3454
856.018

1,061
18%
2.512888

llicse rcsuUs uure obUiined using V/C and speed model, (with and without
uiduning. )

Source : RDA

Costs
The costs of rail include capital cost of track upgrading and, new rolling stock and
operating costs. The basic data for cost arc shoMii in the tabic.
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TABLE : 3.13
COSTS OF MAJOR RAILWAY INVESTMENTS

Hem

Cosl (Rs)
3 niillion/km

Minor improvements to line
(e.g. ne\s ballasl and sleepers)
1 Major impro\cmenls to line

13 million/km

Cost of signalm(i

5 million/km

Bridges

1 million/metre or 38 million for 38
metre bridge

Multiple diesel unit (engine and 4 carriages
- t:jp;iL:it\ I5()0 pyssengers)

200 million

Annual operating cosl of each train (Rs 0.55
per passenger km N 36 km x 4 x 490
passengers x 2001

7.76 million per year

Mobile container crane

f> million

Source: Railnuv c«timHtc<!

The capital costs for the different options are presented in the Table 3.24.
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TABLE 3.2J
COST OF RAIL OPTIONS
Opilun

Ca|iitul I'Dsl: track
(Rs)

A Minor irack
improvement

3 million/ km x
36km = 108 million

B. Minor (rack
impro\'emen[ and
impro\'e(J fruijuencv

Cupital cost;
rolliiit' stock etc.
<R»)

Tolul
capital
cost (in
million
Rs.)

Annual
operating
cost (in
million Ri.)

_

108

-

3 million/km
x 3 6 = 108 million

1 diesel multiple
unit = 200 million

308

7,75

C, Major
improvements and
improved frequencv
lo Negombii

(18 million/km
X 22km) + (38
mdhon x 2)=
472 million

1 diesel multiple
unit = 200 million

672

7.75

D. Major track
improvement and
improved frequencv
lo Airport

(18 million/km x
22kni) + (38
million x 2) =
472 million

2 diesel mulliple
unit = 4(X) million

872

15,5

F: Major track
improvement and
cargo service

472 +(13 million
/km X 3) = 508

1 diL-sel multiple
unit (200 million)
+ 2 container
cranes (6 million x
2) =
212 million

720

7.75

Source: Con»ulliutl'K calcululions from Rallwaj' data, 1996
Benefits
As with the benefits of road options, the benefits should ineludc the benefits lo existing rail
passengers from sa\ed time, benefits to new passengers who transfer lo rail, and reduced
congestion costs for those \\ho remain on the A3
The benefits of the cargo option are not included bul are unlikely to be considerable since
lorries which currently charge only Rs 3000 to deli^er lo Katunayake are alrcad> cheaper
than the rail option.
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TABLE : J.25
ESTIMATED BENEFITS OF RAIL OPTIONS TO RAIL PASSENGERS
Option

T i m e savlnii
piT Irain

Daily frtqui-iiL-y
o f trains

Daily sat ings
(at R» 9U55 per
huur)

Annual savings

A. Minor impro\emenl

tl.l7hours(IO
min) X 9095 =
1516

32

48,500

9,7 million

B. Minor and frequency

0,17 hours (10
minutes) X 9095

36

54.576

10 9 million

C. Major and frequency

0.33(20
minutcsjx 9095

36

109,140

21 8 million

D Major impro\emenis and
IrcqiiencN lo airport

0.33 X 9095

40

121,280

24.2 million

Source : Consultants' cakulaliims from Railway data, 1996
As with the road option it is necessary to calculate the modal shifl Trom the A3 road to the
train ser\ice. As with the trafilc assignment model, the decision by and indi\idual user to
take the train is based on the cost of the train {le the fair) \crsus its benefits The benefits of
the shifting lo rail for pri\alc \chiclc owners wil! bc sa\ings in vehicle operating costs, and
limesa\ings if there is any. The benefits for bus passengers will be saving in bus fares and
any time savings if there arc any The relative benefits must also cover the frequency and
quality of service and the problems of access to the train station.
In 1995. average number of train passengers uas 21,000, Assume this goes up by 33% to
28,200 due to increased frequency of scnice by 10 Mis. This will mean a decline of bus
passengers by 7200 which at average occupancy of 24 leads to a rcduclion in buses by 300
per day. This is equivalent lo 6% decline.
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I

TABLE :3.25 b

RAILWAY OPTIONS : COSTS VERSUS BENEFITS TO RAIL USERS ONLY. ( R». Million)
Option

Annual
benefits (in
million Rs.)

Benefits

met 20
years (in
million
Rs.)

Operating
costs o \ e r
20 years
(In million
Rs.)

Capitul
eusts (in
million
R.V)

Costs o\er
20 years
(in million
Rs.)

Payback
period

108

108

11 \ears

A Minor track
inipro\cmcnt

9.7

194

B Minor and
trctiviencN

10,9

218

155

308

463

•

C. Major and
frequency

21.8

436

155

672

827

-

D. Major
improvement and
IVcquencN to airport

24.2

484

310

872

1182

"

Source; CoiuulUnt caleuUlions Hilh railMay data, 1996

Summary o f Conventional Cost Benefit Analysis Five Options
From the sunmiar> Tabic 3,27, it is clear that llic western trace has a higher rate of return
and benefit cost ratio. It has a slightly lower net present \aluc than the eastern trace as
fewer traffic will transfer Bui based on the internal rale of return and bencfil cost ratio,
the western trace is the most economically attracli\e option.
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TABLE 3.27
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FIVE OPTIONS
Nil action

Eatlem
Imee

Western
trttcK

Rund
widening

Rail option

Capital
Cost
(Rs billion)

0

20

5

2.98'

0.1

Cost (capital and
operating - discounted
over 26 Ncars at 12%)

0

17,911

4,519

0

108

0

n 1,495

97,403

4.0%

1,034

0

113,584

92.885

1,061

938

Benefll/cosl ratio

0

7.3

21.5

2,5

10.7

Internal rale of return

0

38%

63%

18%

47%

(Rs. million)
Benefits (discounted
over 26 years al 12%)
(Rs. milium )
Net present value(o\'er
26 \ears al 12%)
(Rs. million )

* road nidening discounted over 20 vears.
Source: 1) Transport Studies and Planning Centre, 1996
2) Consultants' calculations

3.2.7

Environmental (Extended) Economic Analysis

From the economic analysis, it is clear (hat the western expressway has the highest rate of
return The following section allcmpls to add to the economic anal>sis. the environmental
impacts of the western trace to see if this significantlj alters the rale of return, and to
pro\ ide economic justification for certain mitigatory options.
The "en\ironmental" impacts of operation includes the following components:
Accidents
Se\erance
Disniplion to lagoon (fisheries and biodi\ersity)
Noise and Visual inlnision
Air quality
H\drological impacts of increased Hooding
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Each of these impacts (except air qualit>) can be mitigated by certain design measures.
These are summarised in the Tabic 3.28,
Loss of tand (acquisition cosls) and relocalion costs ha^c alread> been included in the
conventional economic appraisal, so it is not necessan to include them here.
1

En« ironmenUl

impact

Mrtigaton

mensure

Resource extraction - sand dredging and stockpiling

Proper drainage of stockpile, deep sea mining of sand
with proper dredging methodolog>'

Damage to roud surfucu from hoau vehiclus

Repair and maintenance

Noise

Work restricted loda\hght hours in residential areas

A i r qualilv - dust

Dust abatement measures

TABLE 3.28
KEY E^V!RONMENTAL IMPACTS DURING OPERATION OF THE
EXPRESSWAY AND MITIGATORV MEASURES
Environmental impact

Miti];ator>' measure

Kiiad Accidents

Proper road design, lighling, speed controls, barriers and
pedestrian ftwtbridges

Se«erance (lack ofacccss to lagoon and across road )

Viaducl.s and footbridges

Disruption lo lagoon flora and fauna

Vents under road to alio« water flow in lagoon

Noise

Noise screens, surface of road

Visual intrusion

Sight screen

Air qualit>

Mmimum speed restrictions

Increased lliwiding

Sul"ficienll\ wide bridges

A.

Accidents
The A3 road is the most dangerous road in the country with about 40 fatalities
from accidents in 1995 - equivalent to about 2 deaths per >car per km. With the
expressvva\. it is assumed that there ^^ill be a decline in traffic on the A3 and hence
the number of accidents on the A3 road will also reduce.
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The economic cost of injuries and death can be measured by the amount people are
willing lo pa\ fordiflcrenl l>pcs oC insurance. {Tabic 3.29)

TABLE 3.29
ACCIDENTS COSTS
C a l t g o n of injur>

Co.it (from insurance premiums)

Fatalilies

420.210

Grievous injured

91,350

Non-grit.'\(His iii)urcd

18.616

Damage

14,616

Source: Tnoiport Siuilivs und Planning Centre, 1996

When the net reduction in accidents is calculated in monetär, terms based on the
accidents costs gi\en abo\e, then the net beneHls of the e\prcsswa\ in reducing
accidents arc gi\en m Table 3.30.

TABLE 3.30
BENEFITS FROM REDUCED ACCIDENTS
ON EXPRESSWAY
Year

Benent.v (Rs million)

2001

12.5

2006

17.2

2011

22.8

2021

37

,
^
Source: Tnuisport Sludles and Plmining Centre, 1990

B.

Severance
Se\erance refers to the disruption to pedestrian and other movements due lo the
conslruclion of the c\press\\a>.
Unlike the eastern trace which di\ided many
communities, the western trace by running along the lagoon and the less populated
Muthurajawcia area, «ill cause much lcssdi\ision of existing communities. However in
the urban centres, such as Peli>agoda etc., there will be some sc\erancc. and this
justifies a number of fool bridges / underpasses to allow pedestrians and \ehicles to
cross.
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The other main aspccl of se\crancc is loss of access lo ihc lagoon b> both
fishcnuen and for \\alcrspouts. The number of fishcmicn currcntK entering the
lagoon along llie I 4 km sirelch is small. However there is considerable use of the
lagoon for windsurfing cspcciatly from the Airport Garden Holel If access under the
lagoon costs Rs. 2 million, then it would be necessary for the se\erance costs to be in
the order of Rs 200.ÜUI) per \car for 10 years lo justify viaducts While this may nol be
the case al present, it could be so in the future with increased hotels developed in the
area This suggests ihe need for a number of access points under the road lo the
lagoon where iwo \iaducts arc proposed.

C.

Di.vturbance to laiiiion flora and rauna
The economic impact on lagoon, flora and fauna can be measured by the impacts
on those currcnlly using the flora and fauna.
The site report for the CEA Wetland Conservation Project estimates that the total
\aluc of the Ncgombo Lagoon is m the order of Rs 1174 million. This includes ihc
value of Ihe lagoon for fishing (Rs 25t) million) and anchorage { Rs 300 million ). as
a sink for domestic and industrial waste (Rs 4M) million), for its rccrealional and
amenity \alue ( 150 million) and as a source for housing (Rs. 69 million).
The total area of the Negombo Lagoon lo be affected by the road will be less
than 6 hectares There arc two section of about 2.4 hectares and 3 hectares where
the road will enter the lagoon. Assuming that three times this area is affected due
lo run-off ele, from the road, then ihe area arTcclcd will be less than 17 hectares.
This is about 0 5 % of the total 3164 hectares of the whole lagoon

This figure can be converted to a damage figure b> finding 0.5% of the estimated Rs
1174 million value for the lagoon. Tliis gives a figure of under Rs 6 million per year.

The most significant impact of the road on the lagoon will be lo the seagrass along the
lagoon which would be damaged bj the road The road runs over a large extent of sea
grass al Lijanagcmulla of 19.5 hectares in extent. This 19,5 hectares is about 3 % of the
total 360 ha. of sea grass in the lagoon.

Research shows that seagrass is a key breeding ground for the cstuarine fishery. NARA
eslimaled in 1994 that the value of the Ncgombo estuary fishery was about Rs 150
million. Taking the most extreme case and assuming that all ihesc fish breed only in
the lagoon sea grass, then the destruction of 3 % of the sea grass would lead to a 3%
decline in the value of the fisherj This would be a loss of Rs 4.5 million.
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The other significant area of impact «ill be on the Mulhurajawela Visitors centre
which «as rcccniK set up b> the CEA, The profits from this centre which will be
reinvested in conscnation activities arc forecast to be in the order of Rs. 100,000
per month, or about Rs. 1.2 million per year.

Taking these Hgiires together it can be estimated that the impact on existing users
of the lagoon ma> b> be in the order of Rs 12 million per year However this docs nol
include the "e\islence" value of the resource which may be shared b> those who
prescntK do not use the resource. Since less than 3% of the proposed conse^^alion
area is afreelcd, it is assumed that any existence \alue of the area would not be
affected.
Estimates of the benefits of the Ncgombo Lagoon have been found in a study of
Muthurajawcia (CEA / Euroconsult / 1994 )

TABLE : 3.31
MAJOR VALUES OF NEGOMBO LAGOON
r

Rs (million)

Value
Lagiwn fishcn . 3000 fishennen
(Rs 4166 per month)

150

Coastal shrimp flsherv • 400 llshcrmen

25

(R.S 5 2 0 ( )

|1T

rii.>iili:)

Coastal small pelagic : 4000 fishemien
(Rs 1500 per month)

75

Sink \uiuL' fur vsBste trom 45 induslnts

300

Sink value for domestic/municipal waste

150

Recreational value for
lounsis : 5000 visitors per year x Rs 1000

5

Ameml\ value . Arjiua! eamings
from 120 room Airport Garden Hotel

100

Anchiiratie for marine fishing cral\

300

Land for housing in Mulhurajawela marsh
{Rs 2n,(H)0 per house )

15

Inlertidal sand shoals for housing
[Rs 20,000 per house)

H

Total

1174

Source: CEA/ Euroeunsult, 199-1
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< ^

Noise

Impacts

The \aluc of properties and number alTected is gi\cn in the Tabic 3,32, It is
assumed thai propcrt> price will decline b> IÜ% due lo the noise.
TABLE : 3.32
NUMBER AND VALUE OF PROPERTIES AFFECTED BY NOISE
No. of Properties
aFTi'i-tod

Vaiuc of Land
(Rs. / pcrcli)

1 0 % deciine in iand value
of affcelcJ
properties

Pelivamxiu

108
180
60

100,000
50,000

10.8 million

Hununitiva
Kerav\ulupili\a
Ja Ein
Tudella
Kiiliiiiu\ake

24
24
20
416

Location

Total

50.000
80,000
80.000
100.000

-

9.0 million
3.0 million
I 92
1.92
1.92
28.5

million
milliiiii
milium
million

Source: Consultants Calculations
Thus the annual decline is Rs 28 5 million The \aluc of propcrt> is assumed to
be increasing at 12% a \car ( the same as the discount rate ) So discounted over
21 years (from 2000 to 2021 ), the decline will be just under Rs. 600 million.
Health Costs of

Air Pollution

The health costs of air pollution can be estimated using UK data for health
impacts. The figures ha\e been reduced b\ two thirds as the Sri Lanka per capita
GNP in 1993 of $600 was one third
the
UK GNP at $ 2210. The \alues
for the UK and Sri Lanka are given in the Tables 3.33 and 3.34
TABLE : 3.33
HEALTH COST OF AIR POLLUTION
'
UK Values
(in Rs. /pram )
1 Sri Lanka Values
1 (in Rs./fyam )

SO,

NO\

PM

221

0.39

4.5

0.7

0,13

1,5

As the table shows particulate matter (PM) has the highest health impact.
The net impact of the proposed c\presswa> is lo reduce air pollution, thus the
health impacts will be less Thc^ arc estimated to be annual benefits.
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TABLE : 3.3S
SUMMARY TABLE
Enviranmcntul impHcl

Accidents

Se\'erance

Ci).tt/1ii'ni-fil without
mitiit^liun

Net
benefit
reduction 3.3 million/vear
-

of
12.9

Disraplion to lagoon
flora and fauna

Reduction
in
biodi\ersit\ and area
of
lagoon : Rs, 12
million /year

Noise

Reduclion in property
prices
Rs. 28 5 million/year

Visual intrusion

Reduction in propert)
prices tassumed to be
co\ered b\ noise)
Net
benefit
of
reduced air pollution
Rs. 162 - 347 million
Rs, lU million/^ear

Air quaHt\

Increased flooding

Estimateil cusl
of mitigalun
meitsure

Dumagf Cost
fi)ll<»ting mitigation

Net benefit

Footbridges
and
Viaducts : Rs 2
million/bridge
Raised road on
lagoon : Rs. 2.5
bn./km

Noise
screens.
ltnpro\ed surface
of road Rs. 30
million
Sight
screen
Rs. 10 million

Minimal
depending
on no of bridges
Some
loss
biodiversits'
ine\i table

of
is

Some
decline
property prices

in

Some
decline
properly prices

in

Net benefit
Sulllcienily \^ide
bridges
:Rs.30
million

Rs.5 million/year

\Wi ^

Conclusions

As the table illustrates Tor both accidents and health impacts from pollution, the new trace
will be an improvement
These benefits are sufTicicnt to outweigh any
of the
environmental costs. In addition (he cnMronnicntal costs can be significantly mitigated by M
measures proposed in lliis report.
"^
Annual net benefits
reduced accidents is
million and niavimum
the costs of reduced
to noise and visual
million Thus the net

of air quality improvement is Rs. 62 - 347 million, and of
3.3 -12.9 million. This gives minimum benefit of Rs 166
benefits of Rs 360 million This is about 9 limes larger than
biodiversity (12 million/year) and reduced property prices due
intrusion ( 28.5 million), which seems to be about Rs. 40
environmental impacts of the project are positive.
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Recommendation
The relative magnitudes of adxersc impacts from each of the five alternatives
discussed pre\iousl> are graphicall> depicted in Figures 3 3 a and 3 3b.
It can be seen that the iinprovcmcnts to the railuay does not meet the objective of
ha\ing high speed link as both passenger and goods transport will not change from
road to rail transport for a short stretch in\ol\ing modal changes to complete a

trip.
Improvements to the A3 road also docs not meet the objccti\cs of the project The
nature of the A3 road docs not permit it to be con\ertcd into a high speed link
capable of meeting the projected demand. Any widening of the road ^^ould affect a
very large section of tlie community as a large number of buildings {1143) will be
demolished
As both the above options do not meet the objecli\es of the project.
eliminated as inadequate.

the> can be

Both the expressway options - western and eastern meet the objectives of the
project, as thev are access controlled high speed roads Therefore the selection has
to be made between these Iwo.
Ecologicalh the eastern trace has few adverse impacts as it runs mainly through
cultivated lands as home gardens. In case of the \sestem trace, the ecological
impacts are higher as it skirts the eastern edge of Muthurajawela marsh and goes
into the Negonibo lagoon for some distance However the areas impacted are i
4.5% and 3 % respeclivciv, which does not affect the entire marsh and lagoon lA-''-'
system.
Economicallv the eastern trace costs Rs 20 billion while the western trace costs Rs.
5.0 billion to construct. Tlic western trace will have a B/C ratio of 21.5% and thai
of the eastern trace will be 7.3% oniv. The Economic Internal Rale of Return is
63% for the wcslem trace and 38% for the eastern trace.
Hvdrologicallv the eastern trace causes more impacts than the western trace as it
lies upstream of the existing A3 road and the railvvav. These two act as shields to
the eastern trace Hence it will cause fewer impacts.
Most of the western trace lies through marshes thus avoiding denscK populated
areas most of the time. It cau.ses the demolition of 130 houses and acquisition of
60, In contrast the eastern trace will cause the demolition of 1480 houses.
Therefore the social impacts from the eastem trace is much greater than those from
ihc western trace.
Other social impacts like visual intrusion and cominunit) severance will be much
higher from the eastern trace owing to the high density of population in the area
and the elevated nature of the expressway.
Considering the above comparison, the western trace is recommended as the better
alternative over the eastern trace.
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3.4

Evaluation of Secondary Allernalives for the selected option
(Western Trace)
After the western trace was selected as the preferred option, the study evaluated
secondar> options for some segments of the trace to select the route which
would have the least possible adverse ecological, hydrological and socioeconomic impacts while maintaining acccplable standards of a high speed
expressway ( Fig 3.4 )
The Master Plan of Muthurajaweta and Negombo Lagoon ( MPMNL) has also
proposed a trace ( Fig. 3.5 ) which HeS vcr> close to the western trace. The
feasibihty of using this road trace was also considered as one of the secondaryoptions within the following segments.
1)

Peliyagoda to Mabole
This is a hight\ congested area where the resident population is opposed
to the construction of ihe CKE,

2)

Mabole to Kalaeliya
In this reach the CKE crosses the Old Negombo canal and enters the
conservation zone of MiLthurajawela.

3)

Kalaeliya to Dandugam Oya
The proposed trace runs on the cast of Old Negombo canal upto Ja
ela; north of Ja da it runs to the west side of Mahadora cla.
Therefore it lies on the eastern edge of the Muthurajawela conservation
zone south of Dandugam oya. The trace also runs through the premises
yVof Muthurajawela Visitor Centre.

4)

Liyanagemulla (o Katunayake Airport Junction
In this reach, the trace runs through the Negombo lagoon and one of
its inlets for a combined length of 1.4 kni.
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Evaluation of these secondare alternatives is given below:
3.4.1

Segment

1

-

Peliyagoda to Mabole

Three alternatives were considered
Alternative

A

(Muthurajawela Masler Plan trace)

The route proposed in the MPMNL is to
to Mabole via Avariawattc and Hondala.
populated built up areas with a density
\\ould have significant adverse impacts
businesses.
Alternative

proceed from Peliyagoda Interchange
This trace uould cut across highly
of over 5000 persons per km^. It
on a large number of people and

B

To proceed from Wanawasala to Mabole via Avariyawatte and Hendala. This
route also will pass through the high dcnsit> areas as in Alternate A, and would
adversely affect a large number of residents in the area.
Alternative

C

To reach Mabole \ia Hunupiti\a, The population densit> is approximateh 3000
persons per km^ and land values are relatively low. Over a significant
proportion of the area, the route passes through marsh land and railway
reservations, thus avoidmg built -up areas. This will result in lower social
disruption.
Other considerations been equal. Alternative C which affects the least number
of people is recommended,

3.4.2

Segment

2

-

Mabole to Kalaeliya

Four alternatives were considered
A

-

Follows the eastern bank of the Old Ncgombo canal and falls
onto A3 road at Kandana via Palli>a Junction,

B

-

Follows on the eastern bank of the Old Negombo canal upto
Kalaeliya,

C

-

Follows on the western
upto Delatura and from
A3 road near Dandugama
posts and proceeds to the
by the MPMNL)

D

-

Follows the eastern bank
of the Old Negombo canal upto
Dcwatotupola and crosses over to the western bank of the Old
Negombo canal between Dcwatotupola and Kalaeliya,
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bank of the Old Negombo canal
there curves to the right to crosses
between the 17th and 18th kilometer
Airport, ( This is the trace proposed

Alternative A If alternative A is selected the expressway would icmiinato at Kandana on
the A3 road
Taking the design speed for 100-125 km/h, the minimum curve thai has to be
allowed is 250 m In order to provide this curve 65 houses, places of worship
and a school will have to be demolished and people relocated From
Kandana to Katunavake the A3 road will have to be widened at a cost of
around Rs. 13 billion The social problems that might be encountered in
widening the road are given in the evaluation of primarj alternatives.
This alternative falls short of the stated aims and objectives of the project.

Alternative B Thirtj' six houses will be affected if the trace is taken on the eastern bank
of the Old Negombo Canal.

Alternative

C -

( iVluthurajawela Master Plan trace )

This is the option provided in the MPMNL as a service corridor for siting
trunk facilities and a local access road In this option, from Mabole to Dclatura
it lies on the western bank of the Old Negombo canal Thus more than 5 km
of the trace lies on the eastern edge of the Conservation zone to the west of
the Old Negombo canal. ( Fig 3 6 ). The area lost from the Conservation zone
is about 50 ha.
At the southern end of the segment the road will affect about 5 houses from
the small hamlet called Nai Duwa near Mahabage In the stretch between
Denatura and Dandugama, the trace runs through the village Wahativagama, in
a medium density (2000-5000 persons/km^) residential area and a number of
industrial and commercial premises.
Beyond the A3 it
Scheme.

will cross populated areas such as Raddoluwa Housing
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Alternative

D

About 8 0 ha of the conservation zone will be affected but will not involve
demolition of buildin^js and relocation of people.
Hence alternative D is recommended as the other alternatives cannot be
accepted, for the following reasons :

3.4.3

Alternative

A

Adverse social impacts, failure to reach the
objectives of an expressway.

Alternative

B

Adverse social impacts, unacceptable design
standards.

Alternative

C

Adverse social impacts, and high intrusion
into conservation zone ( 50 ha compared to
8 ha for alternative D)

Segment

3

-

Kalaeliya to Dandugam oya

Three alternatives were considered.

A

From Kalaeli\a to proceed along the eastern
canal, and Mahadora Ela.

B.

From Kalaeliya to proceed along the eastern side of the Old Negombo
canal upto Ja ela; North of Ja cla it crosses to the western side of
the Mahadora cla upto Dandugam Cha,

C

Turn eastwards at Delatura to join the A3 road at Tudclla
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side of the Negombo

Alternative A
The trace involves the demolition of 19 houses in Wahati\ agama and 42
houses in the area between Tudclla - Pamunugama road and Ja ela and the loss
of valuable land.
The households that will be displaced will be given compensation according to the
current market prices valued by the Chief Valuer An additional e\-gratia payment
will be made b\ the RDA to compensate for the inconveniences and hardships, the
house owners are to undergo
The estimated costs for compensation and relocation are as follows:
Compensation for houses and other buildings

-

Rs. 25.2 M

Compensation for lands ( commercial value
at the rate of Rs 50.000 per perch)

-

Rs. 95.0 M

Alternative

B

This affects about 7 5 hectares of the total Muthurajawcia Conservation Zone
which could be compensated by allocating the equivalent area from the
Northern boarder of the buffer zone, so that the total extent of the
Conservation Zone remains unchanged
It also passes through the premises of the Visitor Centre separating the office
complex from the nature trails However the RDA proposed to provide access
from the office complex to nature trails through an overpass. Boat trips can
continue along the same route as at present after construction of the bridges
over Nonage ela and Dandugam Oya, With mitigaton.' measures the ecological
impacts on the nature trail area will be minimal The Visitor Centre which is
housed at present in a rented building may be relocated on state land to the
west of the expresswa\ obviating the need for an overpass. Furthermore, the
new building could be designed specificalK to meet the needs of the Wetland
Conservation Project (WCP).
The high fencing that will be erected along the fiill length of the expresswaj'
will act as a barrier against encroachment into the marsh.

Alternative C
This
involves
the demolition of 29 commercial, residential and school
buildings. If the expresswaj joins the A3 road at Tudella, the problems
discussed under the improvement to A3 road in
the evaluation of primaryalternatives will arise.
Alternative A involves heav\ social and economic costs to the people in the
area such as separation of long established communities, loss of houses and
propert; It involves the demolition of 61 houses for this segment alone.
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Alternative C docs not conform to the aims and objectives of an expressway.
The alternative B has the least ad\crse social impacts and ecological problems
encountered can be mitigated with appropriate measures. (Fig. 3,3 ),
However, if it is considered that the expresswa\ should avoid the conservation
zone. Alternative A ma> be selected with suitable mitigato^^ measures.

3.4.4

Segment 4

• Liyanagemulla to Katunayake Airport Junction

Three alternatives uere considered
(A)

Without going into the lagoon the route lies along the shoreline of the
lagoon and joins the CFR at Katunavake,

(B)

Road passing through the lagoon at a distance of
shore at the furthest point

(C)

Same as B but elevated

50 m. from the

Alternative A
If the lagoon were to be completel) avoided, the trace requires the following
changes:
1)

The departure from A3 road at a sharp angle.

2)

Introduction of a verj' sharp curve to the road and another reverse
cnr\e.

3)

Demolition of

more than 25 houses

A junction at an angle is prone to accidents and unacceptable in the case of
an expressway, A very sharp curve will sloudown the traffic leading to long
delays Reverse cur\cs reduce the safet\ of the highway.
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Alternative

B

The Stretch oF road proceeding from the Kaluna\akc Airport Junction enters
die lagoon, then takes a sharp curve south and runs through the lagoon for
1.4 km.
The sharp curve is possible as the expressway is near the terminal and
vehicles have not yet accelerated to high speeds or already slowed down for
stopping The roadway will be at a distance is 50 m from the shore at its
ferthest. After reaching land, it will proceed southwards to Dandugam oya
This alignment affects eight fishermen belonging to five fishing families, who
have brushpilcs ( athu kotu) in the area to the cast of trace Out of 18002200 bnishpiles operated in the Negombo Lagoon, only twelve are located in
the segment to the cast of the trace. It is reported that each fishing family
owTis 2 0 - 3 0 brushpiles in the Negombo lagoon ( Jayakod\, 1996): therefore
each afFected famlK has the majorit>' of their brushpilcs located outside this
segment of the lagoon.
The major source of income of these fishermen is selling foodfish. ornamental
fish and crabs The average catch of fish per fisherman is 108 kg/\car and the
average income per fishing family is Rs. 16666 per year, (Values computed
from data given in the Environmental Profile of Muthurajawela and Negombo
Lagoon, Samarakoon & van zon 1991).
Fishermen adverseK affected must be adequately compensated for loss of
income during the construction phase of the expressuaj when fishing activities
in this segment are bound to be disrupted and also for any adverse impact on
the brushpile fishcr\ of this area should such an impact occur during the
operational phase
Sections of bridging in the expressway will ensure the to and fro movement of
tidal currents, fish and fishing craft across the expressway.

Alternative

C

This is geometricall> similar to the alternative B, with the difference that in
place of the roadwa\ being taken on an embankment, it will be taken on a
bridge over the lagoon.
The cost for the 1.4 km length of bridging invoked has been estimated at
Rs. 1,4 bn for a four lane highwa\ and Rs. 2.5 bn for a six lane highway
{RDA sources). This represents a price escalation of 50% to the total cost
which is unacceptable.
Considering all the above factors, the alternative C' cannot be recommended owing to
the high cost and the alternative 'A" owing to the unacceptable alignment and social
cost.
Hence alternative B' is proposed
rescnled ( fig 3 3)

although people in the five houses to be
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3.5

Financial Analysis for the Western Trace

3.5.1

Project Cost

The total project cost has been cstimaEcd at Rs 5 bn by the RDA inclusive of
costs expected to be incurred on roadway construction, engineering fees and
land acquisition/ compensation costs.
This cost IS expected to include both foreign and local elements in the
proportion of 65% and 35% respectively.
The cost escalation of the foreign component is estimated to be 3% pa, and
the domestic component at 8% p.a.
These costs are expected to be expended
construction period as foUous:

annually

during

the

4

year

Yr. I 10%
Yr, 2 25%
Yr. 3 35%
Yr. 4 30%
The

other direct cost considered arc Maintenance and Operations costs.

Maintenance Cost

Cost incurred on the maintenance of the expressway is divided into two
categories, annual maintenance and periodic maintenance.

Annual Maintenance Cost

Annual maintenance cost consists of the following items:
•
•
•

Routine surface maintenance
Sweeping costs
Electricity cost

The routine surface maintenance is the operation of patching road surfaces to
climinale pot hole.s and cracking.
Sweeping cost involves
cleaning
maintenance, removal leaf litter.
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and

reshaping

side

drain,

shoulder

Electricity cost is assumed to include the cost of illumination along the
expressway and maintenance of adequate inventory of bulbs etc.
This annual maintenance cost is estimated to be Rs. 7 70 M in 1997 prices.

Periodic Maintenance Cost

The periodic maintenance cost involves the overlay of surface courses estimated
at a thickness of 6 cm It is assumed to incur once in ever>' 10 years from
the commencement of the cxpresswav The initial cost to be incurred on
mamtenance is estimated to be Rs, 210 M in 1997 prices.

These annual and periodic maintenance costs consist of both local and foreign
components. Therefore the price escalation is assumed to be 8% per annum.

Operational Costs

The management and operational costs for this evaluation have been estimated
at Rs. 3.5 M in 1997 prices This cost represents mostly local costs.
Therefore the price escalation is assumed to be 8% per annum

The detailed cost estimates are given in Anne.\ure IV,
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3.5.2

Project Revenue

Traffic Forecast
Traffic forecasts for the period under consideration have been made on the
basis of traffic projections prepared by the Transport Studies and Planning
Centre (TSPC) It is assumed that in the 25th \car of operation (ie 2021) the
expressway reaches its full vehicle accommodation capacity of 32,000 units of
average daiK traffic (ADT) and thereafter ADT is assumed to be constant. The
detailed traffic projections are given in Annexurc V.

Toll Rates
The base toll rates used in the above traffic forecast have been obtained from
Transport Studies and Ptannmg Centre, These toll rates are given below:

Rs. / Trip

30.00
45.00
45.00
100.00
20,00
20.00

Cars
Light goods vehicles
Medium goods vehicles
Heav^ goods vehicles
Light buses
Medium buses

Annual price escalation of the toll rates have been estimated to be 8% p.a.
However price escalation is assumed to be effected once in everj' 5 \ears as
given in Anne.\ure VL

Toll Revenue

Toll revenue estimates based on the above forecasts are tabulated in Annexure

vn.
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Alternative

revenue sources

The Government could release State Land in the vicinity of the interchanges for
development as an added incentive

RDA has already identified 500 acres of land which could be offered to this
project. The income that could be generated from these lands have to be
worked out in the feasibility study stage of the project.

3.5.3

Project Cash flow
The projected cash flo\N position of the project is given in Annexure Vlll.
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CHAPTER 4
EXISTING ENVIRONMENT AND SITE DESCRIPTION

4.1

Physical Environment

4.1.1

Geology and Geomorphoiogy
Geologically the study area developed during the Pleistocene age and a high
proportion of the land is covered with Holocene deposits. Pre-Cambrian gneiss
prevails in the slightly elevated areas such as Hunupitiya.
Geomorphologically, there are no salient topographical characteristics in the
area The general slope is from East to West; the height variations range from
10 to 6 0 m In areas such as Peliyagoda, southern part of Ragama, the deltas
of Ja ela and Dadugam oya and areas around Negombo lagoon, the average
height does not exceed 1.5 m. In Waitala, Mabole, Mahabage and Hunupitiya
the elevation ranges from 5,0 to 6 0 m,

4.1.2

Climate
Rainfall

The rainfall pattern of the entire study area is determined by two factors viz ;
the South West Monsoon (SWM) which prevails from May to September,
when the area receives 2000 - 2500 mm of rainfall during this season The
rainfall during the two inter - monsoonal periods, ranges from 1750 - 2000 mm
(ie March/April and September/October.)
Temperature
A mean daily maximum of 31,5" C has been recorded in April and a mean daily
minimum of 22,3" C in January, The mean annual temperature varies from
25.0" C - 27.5 C. Table 4,1 given below summarizes the temperature, humidity
and wind speed for Colombo and Katunayake,
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TABLE 4.1
CUMATOLOGICAL RECORD FOR COLOMBO AND KATUNAYAKE

Temperalute
Mtan Daily Max.
Mean Daily Min.

MAB

APR

Jl'N

MA>

JUL AUG

SEP (X. r

NO\

DEC

JAN

FKl)

30.3
22.2

30.6
22.3

31.0
23.3

31.1
24.3

30.6
2J.3

296
2J,2

29,3
24 9

29.4
2Ï0

296 29 4
24.7 23 8

29 6
22.9

Z9.8
22.4

ttl
70

S2
72

S4
74

83
78

82
78

81
77

82
78

81
77

81
77

83
77

81
74

NE
N

NE
NW

E
W

E
SW

SW
SW

SW
SW

\\'SW SW
SW S\S'

8.7

66

84
lO.I

9.8
109

9.7

98.7

II 1

J3
8J

89

119

1J3
9.7

100

108

10.3

ANNUAI.
30.0
239

Rel alive llumidil\
8:30
17:30
Pres ailing Wind Dtredioa
8:30
17. 30

83
77

SW (CA1.M) NE
SW
SW NW

82
75

NE
N

Mean Wind Speed
8:30
17:30

6 1
8.0

6.8
8.7

77
100

82
10 3

Katunayake
J.A\

FEB

M,\B

,\PR

MA^

JI'N

Jl'l,

Al'G

SEP OCT

NOV

DEC

AN'NIVU.

Tempeialure
Max

31.4

32.2

323

32.1

31.1

30.3

30.1

30.2

30.3

30 1

30.8

30.6

Mem Dail> Min.

Mcui Di\\\

21.6

210

23.0

23 9

2J.0

2J.I

24.8

24.8

24.2

23 6

22.7

22.3

310
22 4

236

Relative Humidity
8:30

78

79

80

SO

81

80

80

73

80

81

80

79

79

17 30

63

64

69

72

76

76

76

75

75

76

73

70

72

8.30

NE

NE

(V,\R)

s\\-

S\\'

SW

SW

SW

SW

17.30

N

N

WSM

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

SW

Prevailing Wind Direction
(VAR) NE
SW

NE

(V.AJt) N

Mean Wind Speed

102

8:30

12.0

82

4.5

46

4.6

IM

15.0

12.9

156

129

82

17:30

IJ.2

IS.0

14.1

14.1

132

15.7

166

15.6

16.1

16.3

12.7 10.6

66

Source ; K>i>rologic>l Studies foe Colombo-Kaluna>ake Exprcuuay Japan Bridge & Structure Institute Inc.ct al. 1991.
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Wind
The study area is generally free from devastating cyclonic storms The wind
records over ihe past 25 years show that the maximum wind speed had been
5.3 km/hr in March and 15 3 km/h in April
In addition to the influence of South West Monsoonal winds (May to
September) a general phenomenon associated with the wind pattern is that mild
winds blow from sea to land (sea breeze) during the day and from land to sea
(land breeze) during the night.

4.1.3

Water Resources
Surface Water
In the northern sector of the study area Dandugam oya flows from east to west.
This river system is fed by South West Monsoons (May - September) and
convectional rainfall during the two inter-monsoon seasons, (March - April and
October - November) When rainfall exceeds the rate of infiltration into the
ground, phenomena such as increased surface run -off and flood flows are
frequent in the study area.

Ground Water

Ground water resources are found at varying depths depending on the location
of the land In areas such as Peliyagoda, Ja Ela, the average depth of ground
water table is about 5 m. The depth of ground water table in slightly elevated
lands varies between 20-30 m Most of these areas consist of crystalline rocks
which are impervious and generally non - porous. The quality of water in
crystalline rocks is fairly good except in marshy lands and lands around the
lagoon, where the water is saline.

4.1.4

Soils
The predominant soil group in the study area is organic soil (bog soils) found in
low lying marshy lands. The colour of these soils varies from dark brown to
black Most of these soils contain high sulphur levels that may be harmful to
agricultural crops Alluvial soils are confined particularly to delta areas of Ja ela
and Dandugam oya Some of the alluvial deposits are affected by annual floods
which result in their rejuvenation Water logged conditions are likely to develop
in areas where drainage facilities are poor. In addition to these two major soil
groups, patches of Red-Yellow Podzolic soils and Red Yellow Latosols are
also found
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4.1.5

Minerat Resources
The study area is rich in non-metallic mineral resources such as clays Ball clays
which are widely used for manufacturing tiles and bricks are found in the
lowlands of Dandugam oya. The extent of deposits and their quality have not
been evaluated.

4.1.6

Hydrology
The study area falls within two river basins Major portion of the study area,
starting from the northern end, lies within the Attanagalu oya basin. Southern
end falls within the Kalu oya sub-basin of Kelani ganga basin Between these
two, the study area traverses valleys of several small streams draining local
catchments into Muthurajawela marsh (Fig. 4 I)

Kalu oya sub-basin of Kelani ganga basin

Kalu Oya drains an area of 77 sqkm, on the right bank of Kelani ganga, This
sub-basin extends upto Mahara, Ragama and Horape area (Fig, 4 1), It has a
mild slope and is changing from being predominantly agricultural, to being
urban. Wetlands are being converted to building sites with the consequent loss
of catchment detention. This results in increased flood peaks, longer flood
durations and lowered threshold rainfall value for inundation.

Kalu oya, the main drainage stream of the sub-basin falls to Kelani ganga at
Hekitta The outfall is controlled by a radial gated structure to prevent Kelani
ganga floods from entering the right bank area A number of tributaries join
Kalu oya before the outfall, eg, Vedamulla ela and Mahara-Mudun ela etc,
CKE crosses Kalu oya about 0,7 km to the east (upstream) of the bridge No
5/2 of A3 road. The 100 year return period rainfall has been calculated to
produce a peak flood of 460 cumec
CK£ runs mostly through marshes within this sub-basin. These marshes are
inter-connected and are crossed by several smaller drains, excavated as part of
the Kalu oya drainage scheme, but neglected now.
In addition to the Hekitta outfall, this sub-basin has two more outfalls. These
outfalls at Oliyamulla and Wattala are both connected to the peripheral
drainage canal of the PIUDP, A 300 cusec pump has been installed at Wattala
by the PIUDP. A second pump of 600 cusec capacity will be installed at
Oliyamulla when the second stage of PIUDP is implemented (pers. comment by
Mr. G. Abeyratne of UDA).
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Altanagalu oya basin
This is a medium sized basin extending upto Pasyala in the east covering an
area of 812 sqkm. The basin has a moderate slope, getting flatter towards the
west. The catchment is predominantly agricultural Here also the urbanising
trend is observed.
The basin is drained by a highly ramified stream system flowing generally in a
westward direction. (Fig 4.1) Main tributaries are Uruwel oya, Attanaglu oya,
Diyaeli oya, Mapalam oya and Kimbulapitiya oya. The lowermost section of the
combined river is known as Dandugam oya and falls to sea via the Negombo
lagoon. The river system is subject to frequent flooding.
CKE crosses Dandugam oya 0.5km below the bridge on the A3 road The peak
flood produced by a 100 year return period storm is computed to be 1840
cumec at the proposed bridge site,

Ja ela
An important hydrological feature in the study area is the canal known as Ja
ela It was constructed by connecting Uruwel oya - a tributary of A^ttanagalu
oya, with the Negombo lagoon This was constructed in the late 18 Century
by the Dutch colonial administrator of the area, Dissave de Costa to irrigate
Muthurajawela fields with water from reservoirs in Tammita and Maha ela
(Abeysekara, 1954).
Ja ela allows part of the flow in Attanagalu oya system to avoid the main outfall
of Dandugam oya and wend to sea by a shorter route. CKE will cross Ja ela
about 1 5km to the west (downstream) of the bridge on the A3 road The 100
year return period rainfall is calculated to produce a flood peak of 800 cumec
at the bridge site.

Old Negombo canal and Mahadora ela
Old Negombo canal and Mahadora ela together traverse the two basins from
Kelani ganga upto Dandugam oya Both of these canals run approximately in a
north-south direction, the former from Kelani ganga to Ja ela and the latter
from there to Dandugam oya. Both are sometimes collectively known as the
"Old Dutch canal".

Old Negombo canal starts from Kelani ganga at Hekitta It shares the same
radial gale controlled outfall with Kalu oya. This canal was first constructed by
King Weera Parakramabahu of Kotte before the advent of the Portugese His
aim was to provide an inland navigation canal from Kotte to Negombo. The
canal succeeded in ruining the paddy cultivation in Muthurajawela for ever by
salinity, in turn causing a peasant rebellion (Abeysekara, 1954)
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Old Negombo canal has a varying width It has an average bed level of about
1,5 - 2m below sea level The canal is not efficient hydraulically owing to
obstruction to flow created both by natural causes such as weed growth and by
man-made causes such as low and narrow fool bridges.
Old Negombo canal ends at the Ja ela confiuence Mahadora ela starts a Httle to
the east of this point and leads to Dandugam oya, following roughly in a
northerly direction Both ends of Mahadora ela are provided with salt water
exclusion regulators with lifting gates. Northern end of the Old Negombo canal
also is provided with such a regulator These have not been operated for a long
time and are in a derelict condition now.
Old Negombo canal lies mainly to the west of the CKE. However, immediately
after crossing the A3 road at Mabole, the CKE encroaches into the canal near a
place called Nai Duwa and obliterates it for a distance of about 600m, before
settling to follow it on the eastern bank About five kilometers further north,
near Dewa Totupola, the CKE crosses the canal from east to west. After
continuing for about 1.8km, the CKE crosses back to the east near Kalaeliya
and continues on the east upto Ja ela confluence. Mahadora ela for its entire
length lies to the east of the CK£.

Muthurajawela marsh
Muthurajawela is generally defined by the Hamilton canal in the west. Old
Negombo canal and Mahadora ela in the east, Kerawalapitiya village in the
south and Negombo lagoon in the north, though in some places the marsh
extends farther east than the two canals.
This marsh is low lying with average elevation 0 15m or less above the sea
level. It has an area of about 3500 ha In an average year, the marsh receives
about 1500 MCM of water mainly flowing from Attanagalu oya basin. Direct
precipitation brings in a further 200 MCM while evaporation and evapotranspiration removes 150 MCM annually from the area Salt water exchange is
estimated to be 1100 MCM, most of it from the lagoon.
(Environmental Profile of Muthurajawela, 1991)

Old Negombo canal is not hydraulically efficient With only its two ends having
some capacity to serve as a drainage canal, the middle portion of the marsh has
to drain elsewhere. In this region, drainage is effected by a series of lateral
canals leading west to the Hamilton canal. Some examples of these canals are,
Depa ela. Mudiyansege ela, Vedralage ela etc After a heavy storm these canals
are overwhelmed by the inflow and leads to overland flow across the marsh in a
continuous sheet westward from Old Negombo canal to the Hamilton canal.
Hamilton canal drains to Negombo lagoon on the north and Kelani Ganga in
the south.
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Existing irrigation and flood protection schemes are described below:
Kelani North Flood Protection Scheme
This is a system of flood bunds constructed along the right bank of Kelani
ganga affording protection to the area to the north of Kelani ganga. Flood
protection bunds extend from Peliyagoda to Telwatta about 7 km to the east
The flood bunds are being improved in the aftermath of the 1989 floods. With
the improvements, the scheme would protect against the 50 year return period
flood. The details of the bunds are as follows;
TABLE 4.2
KELANI NORTH FLOOD PROTECTION SCHEME: DETAILS
At Peliyagoda End

At Telwatta End

Bund top level
(m above MSL)

4,99

7.50

Top width (m)

3.65

3.65

The proposed CKE has no impact on the flood protection scheme, as it starts
to the north of the flood bunds lies entirely within the area protected by the
flood protection scheme,
Kalu oya Scheme (Mahara Mudun Ela Scheme)
This drainage scheme was designed to make an area of 1000 hectares cultivable
by improving drainage of the area Kalu oya was the main drain for the scheme
with secondary drainage streams being Mahara Mudun ela. Wedamulla ela etc.
This area has now changed from an agricultural to a suburban area The
scheme is now abandoned and no cultivation is done Former paddy fields have
already been filled for construction or have been ear-marked for filling by the
SLLRDC.

Mulhurajawela Scheme
Sporadic attempts have been made from 1920's to bring parts of the
Muthurajawela marsh under paddy cultivation. Most of the efforts succeeded
only ill the fringes of the marsh. Renewed eflbrts were made in the war years to
cultivate the marsh in Kandana area. Initial successes could not be sustained
with falling productivity and increasing costs Efforts were continued till the
late 1950's Finally, the 1966 Sessional Paper was a tacit admission of failure,
as [his allowed only for non-agricultural uses. At the moment there are no
cultivations in the marsh.
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Present Water L'ses
Apart from being used for bathing and washing, no use of water is made from
Ja ela and Dandugam oya in the study area or downstream People depend on
standposts for potable water.
The waters of Kalu oya below the proposed trace are rarely used. This being an
urban area, people depend on pipe borne water for all their needs.

Surface Water Quality
Surface water of the study area can be divided into two main systemsMuthurajawela marsh - Negombo lagoon system and its influent streams form
one system while the Kalu oya basin forms the second system. While many
studies have been done on the quality of the former system, little or no
attention has been given to the second system.
In the first area Muthurajawela marsh and the Old Negombo canal are the most
likely to be affected as the proposed road trace lies adjacent to these. In the
case of Dandugam oya, and Ja ela the proposed road only crosses them making
the impact on water quality minimal.
The wetland formed by the Negombo lagoon and the Muthurajawela marsh
opens to the sea by way of a single opening at the northern end. Dandugam oya
is the main source of freshwater The inflow Dandugam oya keeps the delta
from becoming too saline. It also tends to vary the salinity in the lagoon from
season to season.
Salinity is low in the entire area during the wet season. Salt penetrates into the
north eastern part of the area from the Negombo lagoon via Dandugam oya
and Ja ela outfalls. Hamilton canal is the conduit for salinity into the south
western part during the dry season. High salinity levels of 50 were observed in
the south western half of the Muthurajawela area. (Environmental Profile of
Muthurajawela, 1991)
Table 4 3 gives the baseline water quality values of water bodies in the project
area.
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TABLE 4.3
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES RECORDED FOR SELECTED
WATER QUALITY INDICATORS OF THE FOUR AFFECTED WATER
BODIES
Indicators

Marsh

Ncunmbii

Min

J a - Ela

Dandu};am
Oja

Lagoon
Max

Min

Max

Min

Ma.1

Mm

Ma-x

PH »1 Z J ^ C

7,1

8,:

i.6

g.8

5.6

KS

5.4

91

Turt»idily(NTL')

2.0

2i

2

97

2,0

36

3

25

CcmduLiJvily
( M" L-m )

22.2

31 7

0,2

40

0 06

Ü 22

0.17

0,33

Silinily ( g l )

3!

43

J 85

J.85

-

S.8S

Totil ColUonm
per ml

5200

11.200

24.000

-

2100

2100

Faecal call forms
per 100 ml.

50

3500

60

6000

-

200

1250

7

40

8

80

16

22

10

40

BOD 3 dayi al 3 o " C

•

6000

Total phofphale
(mg 1)

0.01

1 9H

0 02

3,44

0,21

0,JS

0,18

0.61

Zinc (mg 1)

0.01

0.12

0.01

0 15

0,01

0.02

0.01

0,04

Chromium (mg.1)

0,01

0.01

0,03

0 86

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0 03

-

0.02

0,01

-

0.01

1,0

10

-

1,0

Copper ( m g / l )

1.0

A m m o n i a (mg/1)
Nilrale

-

0 06

0.40

0,01

«02

0,01

0 24

0 05

0 26

0.001

0.003

0.001

0,003

0.002

0.003

0.002

0,003

0,01

0.02

0.O1

0 03

0,02

0 02

0,01

0.01

0,02

002

0,02

0,02

0.02

0 02

0.02

0-02

(mg/l)

Nitrate ( m g / l )
Cadmium

(mg/l)

Mercury ( mg/1)

Source :

Environmental Pronie of Muthurajawela and Negomho Lagoon.
Greater Colombo Economic Commission/Euroconsull, 199L
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Water in the Old Negombo canal, at the western periphery' of the marsh is high
in nutrients and low in salinity The presence of blue-green algae in the
southern part of the marsh and the dominant species of photo plankton indicate
high concentrations of nitrogen and dissolved solids {high conductivity), low
pH and reduced oxygen content. This indicates some degree of pollution.
Kalu oya is the main source of inflow to the project area in Kalu oya sub-basin,
the main stream and its tributaries pass thorough urbanized areas and therefore
convey low to moderate amounts of pollutants As can be expected from the
nature of the surrounding area, the main pollutants are particulate matter,
organic nutrients, faecal matter, oily residues and chemicals Some workplaces
discharging untreated effluents into smaller drains have converted them to
anaerobic conditions for short stretches However the large expanses of marsh
areas are still able to assimilate the pollution except in certain locations. One
such locality is the southern part of this region where the trace enters
Peliyagoda It is a low lying marsh with impaired drainage surrounded by urban
areas

4.1.7

Offshore and Nearshore Environment
Proposed Borrow Site
Zanen Verstoep BV had carried out a series of investigations for SLLRDC in
an area 42 km^ situated within Sri Lanka's territorial waters about 12 km north
- north west of Colombo for good quality sand for Kerawalapitiya land fill.
Based on results from various investigations a suitable borrow area of4.6km2
had been identified and located approximately 9 to 12 km offshore in the
western part of the area of investigation (Fig, 4.2.) Approximately 8 25 million
m-' of good quality sand (envelope of grain size curve. Fig 4 3) was available
in the selected borrow area. Of this 4 80 million m^ of sand was used for _
Kerawalapitiya land fill The balance available is approximately 3 45 million m^
of sand The sand requirement for the CKE is approximately 2 50 million in-^.
Hence sufficient good quality sand is available offshore for this project.
<J
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n
^

3700

Fig 4.2
Source

s

Area of Investigation
SL.L.R,D.C
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Fig 4-3

Enveloppe of Gram Size Curves

Source - S. L.L.R.D.C

9)

Studies carried out (Environmenlai -ProfÊle of Muthurajawela - Negombo
Lagoon, 1991 and Kerawalapitiya Reclamation Project, EIA 1993) indicate the
existence of primary, secondary and tertiary offshore sand stone reefs at
distances of 500. 900, and 1500 meters at depths of 2. 6, and 10 meters below
MSL respectively which are an integral part of coastline dynamics. Further the )
borrow area is situated at a 15m depth more than 3 km from the shore which is f.i\^
acceptable from a sediment budget consideration.
)i

4.1.8

Coastline from Colombo to Negombo

The coast line from Colombo to Negombo off which the borrow area is located
is a progressively eroding beach. There is a net drift of sand from south to
north and a loss of coast has been observed over the last decades,

\i

A system of groynes and revetments has been constructed in the area north of
Kelani ganga to protect the coast from sea erosion Extensive sand mining in
Kelani ganga has contributed to a great extent to the erosion process,
Muthurajawela marsh is separated from the sea by sand dunes Beach rock
exists along the entire coast extending northwards and exposed where the coast
is steep For the navigation of fishing craft there is an opening in the sand stone
reef which to some degree contributes to the damage of the coast line, since
this gap creates greater wave activity

Ocean Environment

From data collected through wave measurement programmes carried out by
Lanka Hydraulic Institute (LHI) for Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA) and the
Coast Conservation Department (CCD) in 1989, 1990 and 1993, the following
may be noted
*

Highest and second highest significant (Hs) wave heights have been
recorded during the S-W monsoon Highest Hs = 4.61 m in June 1992.
Minimum Hs - 0,19 m in November 1991.

*

Existence of varying wave climates with maximum wave period (Ts) of
Ts = 10.96 sec and minimum Ts= 2 81 sec in June 1991 and February
1992 respectively.

Tides observed at Colombo are relevant to this area Mean tidal range is 0.35 m
with 0 2 m during neap tide and 0.6 to 0.7 m during spring tide.
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4.2

Ecological Resources

4.2.1

Type of Terrain Traversed
The types o f terrain through which the expressway passes may be categorised
as built-up land, homesteads, cultivated land, marshes, stream and canal banks,
brackish water swamp and lagoon O f these, the last four categories which
constitute the Muthurajawela Marsh - Negombo Lagoon wetland system can be
regarded as ecologically sensitive, due to the reason that in spile o f human
activities, it still retains a certain degree o f naturalness; remaining categories are
man-made habitats.

From its starling point at Peliyagoda upto Mabole, the expressway passes
through marshland, homestead gardens, keera (leafy vegetable) fields, and built
up areas; from Mabole to Nedurupitiya (Jayasooriya road.) it goes over
marshland and homestead gardens; from Mabole at first it runs on the east side
o f the Dutch canal, but I I km south of Jayasooriya road, it comes over to the
west side, proceeds 1.8 km and then returns to the east side o f the canal,
creating an isolated segment o f canal 18 km long The continuity o f the canal
will be restored by constructing a stretch o f canal linking the two ends on the
eastern boundary of the coservation zone. From Jayasooriya road to Ja ela
(canal) the express way runs through marshland (abandoned paddy fields) and
homestead gardens Northwards of Ja ela, it runs on the west side of Mahadora
ela passing through the Muthurajawela Visitor Centre ( M V C ) at Delature
From Ja ela to Dandugam oya, besides the M V C premises, it goes through
marshland, brackish water swamp and a coconut cultivation Then it enters the
Negombo lagoon at a point in Liyanagemulla, about 1 0 km south o f the
Airport Garden Hotel (AGH), It runs approximately 11 km through the
lagoon keeping within a distance of 150 m from the shoreline. This stretch o f
the expressway passes through seagrass beds. After moving onto land, it passes
through a patch of mangrove forest to the north of the A G H , then across a
creek (running 0.5 km through the lagoon), veers eastwards and runs a further
0.5 km through a coconut cultivation and homestead gardens to join the
Colombo - Negombo road at its junction with the Canada Friendship Road
(Airport access road) (Fig. 4.4 - I: 50.000 map).
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4.2.2

Man -made habitats
This category includes buildings, home gardens and cultivated lands which
provide shelter and sustenance to both plants and animals. Plants found in these
habitats may either be there by choice (ornamental plants, fruit trees, medicinal
plants, vegetables) or by chance (weeds, wild shrubs and trees) which are often
removed by weeding or cutting Animals present, are there by choice (livestock
and pets) or by chance (eg house rats, shrews, civet cats, bandicoots, insects,
slugs and snails) There are also amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals,
common to both home gardens and cultivated land.
There are characteristic ecosystems operating within man-made habitats, but
they are by no means confined to the study area. Similar plant and animal
communities occur widely throughout the wet zone Many plants in these
habitats are propagated by man and others destroyed when necessary.
However, fauna of these habitats are not totally isolated from the marsh and
riverine ecosystems For example birds frequenting home gardens may nest in
the marsh vegetation Such animals are highly mobile and may travel
considerable distances in search of food.

4.2.3

Wetlands

4.2.3.1 Flora of the Wetland

a)

Marsh Proper and Abandoned Paddy Fields
The marsh proper and abandoned paddy fields have a peaty substrate, is
temporarily flooded during monsoon rains and remains saturated for
most of the year Large areas of it are covered with grasses (Graminae),
reeds (Poaceae) and cat -tails (Typhaceae). Acrostichiim aiireum
(karan) and Hydrocera triflom (diya koodalu) also occur in patches.
Among the woody stemmed species are the aggressive introduced
species Annoiia glabra (wel aththa) spreading to the marshes from
canal and stream banks, Cerhera manghas (gon kaduru), Osheckia
aspera (bovitiya), Syzigium caryophyllalum (dan) Hibiscus tiliaceus
(beli-patta) and Calophylhim inophyllum (domba) The most abundant
species growing in abandoned paddy fields are Ischaemum rugosum
(kudu kedu), Panicum repeiis (atora) and Carex indica.
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b)

Brackishwaler Swamp and Mangrove Forest
The brackishwaler zone marks the transition from the marsh proper to
the Negombo lagoon It is characterised by the presence of mangrove
species. Ecologically and economically the swamp is very important; it
maintains a high productivity, acts as a silt trap, removes pollutants,
provides nursery and feeding grounds for a variety of economically
important fish and shrimp species and constantly supplies the lagoon
with nutrients. It also provides a wildlife habitat.
The vegetation of the brackishwater swamp comprises ferns, sedges and
reeds associated with typical mangrove species. Common sedges are
limbrislyits polylricha (hal pan) and Cyperus exaltalus. Cerbera
nianghas (gon kaduru) and Antiona glabra {wel aththa) also occur on
raised banks.
Vast areas of the swamp are covered by the fern, Acrostichum aiireum
(karan) which is used by fisherman for making "brush piles" in the
canals, ('Brush piles" are fish aggregation devices made by sticking
mangrove twigs and branches on the lagoon bottom, covering a circular
area about 3 m across) Other associated plant species are Derris
uliginosa (kala wel) and Dolichandrone spathacea (diya danga).
Mangrove forest forms a narrow belt along certain segments of the
shoreline of the lagoon. In estuarine environments, mangroves are
known to provide important nursery habitats to young fish and
crustaceans However, since the tidal amplitude of the Negombo lagoon
is less than 20 cm, mangroves that can function as nurseries are
confined to a narrow band of about 10 m (CEA^uroconsult, 1994).
Mangrove species found in the study area are Rhizophora apiculala
(kadol), R. miicronala (ela kadol), Sotmeralia caseolaris (kirala).
Acanthus ilki/oliiis (ikili), Aegicems corniculaium (heen kadol),
Aviceunia marina (kadol), Bnigtiiera gymnorhiza (path kadol), B.
sexangula, Ceriopslagal (mutti kadol), Excoecaria agallocha (thela
keeriya), and I.iimnilzera racemosa (beriya).
Mangroves are used for purposes connected with fisheries, house
construction, cottage industries and for medicinal purposes, mangrove
branches and twigs are extensively used for making "brush piles", which
practice constitutes the greatest threat to mangroves growing around
the lagoon However at the northern end of the lagoon, some fishermen
cultivate mangroves in order to obtain twigs and branches for their
brush piles (Amarasinghe, 1988),
The expressway will pass through a small area of the brackishwater
swamp and a patch of mangrove forest to the north of the AGH
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c)

Ponds, Canals and Streams
Factors that influence the occurrence of aquatic plant species in these
habitats are the depth of water, salinity and eutrophication. In shallow
water, like in the southern part of the Dutch canal, occur grasses such
as Panicum repens (atora) and Ischaeniimi rugosum (Icuda kedu) and
sedges such as Carex indica, Eleocharis geniciikila (boru pan) and
Cyperiis spiralis. In the nutrient rich but nol loo saline water are found
the primary and secondary stages of the floating weed Salvinia molesla
("salviniaj. Also present are islands of another aquatic weed /Cichhoniia
crassipes (water hyacinth). In stagnant pools and canals rich in nutrients
is found Lemim species (duck weed) in addition lo salvinia and water
hyacinth In not too deep water occur rooted aquatic planls such as
Nymphoiik's indica (olu), Nymphaea loins (nelum) Nymphaea stellala
(manel), Aponogeion crispus (kekatiya) and the submerged strands of
Hydrilla veiiicel/ata (hydrilla).
Growing on the canal banks in the southern part of the marsh from
Mabole upto Dandugam oya are the woody stermmed species Cerhera
manghas (gonkaduru), Osbeckia aspera (bovitiya), Syzigium
caryophyllalum (dan), Pandanus odorolissimus (wetakeiya). Hibiscus
tiliaceus (belipatta), Cahphyllum inophyllum (domba) Acroslichum
aiireum (karan) and the introduced aggressive species Annona glabra
(wel aththa) Tangled among these trees and shrubs are creepers such as
Mikania scandens (wathupalu), Lygodium microphyllum (pamba),
Flagellaria indica (goi wel), Ipomaea species and Derris uhginosa
(kala wel) In the brackishwater swamp area of these canals and
streams, the banks are invaded by Acanthus ilticifolius (ikiliya),
Sonneratia caseolaris (kirala). Hibiscus tiliaceus (belipatta),
Phragmites karka (waluk), DoUchadrome spathacea fdiya danga),
Bruguiera gymnorhiza (path kadol), Lumnitzera racemosa (beriya),
Excoecaria agallocha (thela keeriya) which occur along with some
other species such as Cerbera manghas (gon kaduru) and Acroslichum
aureiim (karan) The transition from freshwater to brackishwater
vegetation is gradual.
These waters are also rich in phytoplankton which constitute a primary
link in the aquatic food webs of this ecosystem.
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d)

Negombo Lagoon
In addition to phytoplankton the lagoon has seven species of sea
grasses. These have been studied by Jayasooriya (GCEC/EuroconsuU
1991) She has not found seagrasses along the offshore area of the
lagoon through which the expressway will pass.
According to Jayasooriya, the sea grasses Halodule pinifotia,
Halophila minor, PoUimogelon pecliuafus and Rtippia mahlima
undergo major seasonal changes. Random bottom sampling in the area
off Liyanagemulla carried out by Fernando (1996) indicated a paucity of
sea grasses within a belt of approximately 150 m from the shoreline,
which may be due to seasonaHty of the grasses. However, thick mats of
the green alga Chaelomorpha species were abundant at the bottom and
it is possible that this may have suppressed the growth of sea grasses.
Seagrasses play an important part in the flinctioning of the lagoon
ecosystem. They bind the sediments in the lagoon and stabilise the
bottom They are also very important primary producers. Leaf litter
from the seagrasses contribute significantly to the trophic status of the
habitat. Detritus produced by seagrasses and mangroves is very
important in the diet of many species of commercially important finfish
and shell fish (Wijeyaratne and Costa 1990.) In addition to this, blades
of certain seagrasses provide a substrate for the growth of other tiny
plants and animals. Many fish and shrimp species depend on these for
food, thus making seagrasses a major link in the foodweb of the
Negombo lagoon. Seagrasses thus provide microhabitats for many
species of euryhaline fauna so that they contribute significantly to the
existence of a high biodiversity in this habitat. These microhabitats
provide excellent places for nature studies.
Seagrass beds in the Negombo lagoon are said to be faced with severe
threats from pushnets and dragnets used in the lagoon. However, recent
studies carried out by Amarasinghe et al. (1993) suggest that these
types of fishing gear do more harm to the fish and shrimp stocks of the
lagoon than to the sea grasses themselves.
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4.2.3.2. Fauna of (he Wetland
a.

Mammals
At Muthurajawela, 34 species o f mammals have been recorded o f which
two are endemic and six are threatened (Annexure I X ) The endemic
species are the fruit bat Rouseltus semitituJus (ma-waula) and the toque
macaque, Macaca si/iica sinica (rilawa). The fruit bat occurs in fairly
large numbers in the wet lowlands and also in the lower hills upto about
1200 m They feed on many species of flowers and fruits growing in
home gardens They usually roost in caves and occasionally in tall trees.
They can fly many miles in search o f food and are not endangered. The
toque macaque has adapted well to the marshland and seems to relish
fruits 0Ï Annona glabra They even swim across rivers They feed on
flowers, fruits, seeds, barks, stems and roots of many plant species and
also on insects The macaque is found in many parts o f Sri Lanka and is
not endangered.
The six mammalian species that are threatened are the painted bat,
Kerivoiila picfa (kiri waula) the slender loris, Loris larJtgradus (una
hapuluwa), the otter l.uira Intra (diya balla), the mouse deer, Tragiilus
memiima (meeminna) and two wild cat species, h'elis viverrina and
Felis ruhiginosa, (wal balallu).
F. ruhiginosa is also included in the !UCN red list o f threatened
animals Kerivoula picla occurs in small numbers throughout the
lowlands and lower hills in the wet zone as well as the dry zone. Its
favourite sheltering place is banana groves, it hides among leaves during
the day and flies out at night in search of insects on which it feeds.
Therefore Muthurajawela is not a critical habitat for this species
Loris tardigradus (una hapuluwa) is confined to the lowlands o f the
wet zone It is not abundant anywhere but is well distributed in suitable
wooded habitats (Not confined to Muthurajawela). It feeds on insects,
small birds, lizards, frogs and fruits,
Liiira Infra (diya balla) although listed as threatened is moderately
abundant in and near rivers, streams, lakes, lagoons and paddy fields in
most parts of island (De Silva, 1996). Its food consists of fish,
freshwater crabs, frogs, water fowl, young birds and small rodents.
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The wild cat Felis viverrina (wal balala) is also not confined to
Muthurajawela It occurs in small numbers throughout Sri Lanka in the
highest mountains as well as lowlands in both the wet and the dry
zones. Its food consists of fish, fresh water molluscs, crabs and small
reptiles It lives in forests, swamps and reed beds beside rivers.
The other wild cat Felis rubiginosa (wal balala) although threatened by
the dwindling forest cover is found throughout the jungles of the whole
island but Is not abundant anywhere. Its food consists of small
mammals, birds, lizards and frogs Muthurajawela is not a critical
habitat for this cat
The mouse deer Tragiilus meminna (meeminna) is moderately plentiful
throughout the woodlands and jungles of the lowlands as well as the
highlands It is nocturnal and shy and therefore not easily observed It
feeds on grasses, herbaceous plants, leaves, seedlings and fallen fruits
and berries. Muthurajawela is not a special habitat for it
b)

Birds
Except for the endemic species indigenous avi fauna are common to Sri
Lanka and the Indian mainland According to De Silva
(G.C.E.C./EUROCONSULT 1991) none of the resident species
observed at Muthurajawela are endemic.
The many canals and abandoned paddy fields of Muthurajawela provide
a suitable habitat for many species of small to medium sized fish upon
which a variety of birds feed Stalkers such as herons and egrets prefer
shallow waters Plunge divers favour deeper waters and shags and
cormorants dive deep down in pursuit of prey. Extensive marshes are
home to many insectivorous and omnivorous birds such as warblers,
prinias, swallows and shrikes Frugivorous birds such as bulbuls,
mynahs and barbets, nectar feeders like sunbirds and mud-flat feeders
like the short and long billed species of waders are also present in the
marshland Migrant rapators, which feed mainly on small rodents are
also present from September to January.
The lagoon/swamp transition area is of great importance for a wide
variety of avifauna and the MVC is ideally located for the obersevation
and study of the multitude of birds that use the marshland as their
permanent habitat or winter feeding grounds.
A list of 85 indigenous species recorded at Muthurajawela is given in
Annexure X
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De Silva (1991) has listed 38 migrant species that have been recordtxl
from Muthurajawcla ( Annexurc XI ). Waders, ducks and wag tails are the
main migrant groups generally associated with wetland habitats They come
from eastern Europe and westen Asia and arrive
at
Muthurajawela
towards
the end of August and leave in April or Mav the following
year Of these, the threatened species are Halcyon pileala. ( black -capped
purple king fisher). Sterna hinmdo iibetana. (tibetan common stem)
and Pholacrocorax carba sinensis. {Indian cormorant) H pilieala is
a coastal bird frequentmg
mangrove lined estuaries.
it
feeds
mainly on crabs S. hirundo tihelana is an irregular winter visitor,
partial to estuaries, where it feeds on fish, crustaceans and molluscs,
/' carho sinensis
is a winter visitor which is not common in
Muthurajawela It feeds on fish which it pursues under water.
Among the many birds that may be observed throughout the year arc the
pied kingfisher, ( CV/y/i? rudis), the purple heron, (Ardea purpurea), the
whistling teal, {Dendroclonus javanicu),
the purple coot, ( Porphyria
porhyrio)
the little cormorant,
(Phalacrocorax niger), large, medium
and small egrets, {Kgrelta alba. E intermedia and E garzella), the
brahminy kite, (Haliaster indiis ) . the plain and liirgc prinias ( Primia
subßava and P. sylvalica ) and the red vciilcd and wliitc browed bulbuls (
Pycnotus

c)

cafer

ami

P.

luleolus).

Reptiles
In Muthurajawela, 37 reptilian sp«;ies have been recorded, of which 15
arc tetrapods and 22 serpcnoids ( Annexure XII ). Of the Tetrapods,
seven species are threatened: they are the two endemic skinks (Mabuya
macularia and the rare Sphenomorphus falle ), two freshwater terrapins
( Melanochetys injuga and Lissemys punctata) the cstuarine crocodile
(Crocodylus porosus)^ the green garden lizard Calotes ca/otes and another
lizard (Typhlina bramina). Crocodylus porosus is listed in the lUCN red
data book as an endangered species as its breeding grrounds are greatly
reduced. It still breeds in Muthurajawela and the conditions for continued
breeding still exist.
The land monitor lizard ( Varanus hengalensis) is not as common as it
used to be, due to over exploitation for its flesh. The water monitor lizard
( Varanus salvalor ) a protected species, is common in the marsh mainly
because it is not eaten by the humans.

IUI

Of the 22 snake species, three are endemic and
six are listed as
threatened in the National Status Report of the lUCN (1993). Two very
rare species Guenlher's roughsidc (Aspi<iura gtienlheri) ( both genus and
species are endemic ) and Gerada prero.siiona have been recorded from
Muthurajawela,
Another snake, not ver>- common at Muthurajaweia is the
pylhonil'yihon mo!iinis) which has been included in the lUCN red
data book The endemic Sri Lanka pipe snake Cylindrophis maciiialits
is the only representative of its family found in Muthurajawela.
These reptilian species also occur elsewhere, but they arc an important
component of this wetland ecosystem.
d)

Amphibians
The number of amphibians recorded from Muthurajawela is 15; they belong
to the families Ranidae ( 6 species ). Bufonidac (3 species }. Rhacophoridae
( 3 species ). Microhylidac ( 3 species ) (Anne.\urc XIII)
Two of the recorded species, Atukoralc's dwarf toad, Bufo atukofalei and
the greater hourglass tree frog Polypedatedes cniciger are endemic to
Sri Lanka and also
listed as threatened. B aliikoratei has been
recorded from man>' places in the wet zone and dry zone, P. cruciger
occurs throughout Sri Lanka in botli tlie dr. and wet zone.
Ranidae prefer Muthurajawela's aquatic habitats Rana hexadaclyla and Rana
ligehna dominate in open
waters
with floating vegetation. Rana
cyanophlyctis and Limnonech's limnocharis occup>' shallow pools with
abundant water plants , Rana temporalis is mainK' found in marshes with
reeds especially along canals.
Rana brevipes is a burrowing frog breeding in rainwater holes on higher
ground Bufo melanoslicus is found on high ground, often under disturbed
conditions, close to human habitations
B. siamalicus found
in
Muthurajawela lives in habitats similar to that of B. mclanoiisficus.
An unindentificd tiny tree frogs species, ( I'hilaiitus species), is found
throughout Muturajawela among low bushes Polypedates macuhnis and
P. cntciger are also tree frogs common
in
Muthurajawela,
they
maj
sometimes be found inside houses. /'. maculatus, }' cruciger and
Philaulus species build foamy nests attached to foliage hanging over
water.
Tadpoles on hatching drop into water where the>' spend their
larval stages Except for Bufo stomatiais which is suspected to be an
introduced species, other species have been recorded from man>' places in
Sri Lanka. Therefore Muthurajawela is not a unique habitat for any of the
amphibians found tlicre.
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e)

Fish
Mulhurajawela marsh - Negombo lagoon weiland is an important fish
habitat not only because of its extent, but because of the series of
interconnected diverse biotopes such as pools, canals, streams and
lagoon. Pinto (1991) has listed 21 species sampled in Muthurajawela
from September 1990 - Febmary 1991 (Annexure 4 6) In the pools of
Muthurajawela, typical freshwater species are reported to be
Ophicephahis
strialiis,
Heteropneustes
fossilis,
Thcho^asler
pecloralis,
Aniihas tesludineiis.
PutUius villains,
Oreochromis
mossamhiais and Klroplus suralensis In the canals, Pinto (1991) has
found that the common species were Ambassis dayi, I'unlius vitlalus,
Etropliis suralensis, E. maciilatiis, and Panchax panchax Species such
as Caratix sex/asciatus, Heteroptiensies fossilis, Elops echinala and
Me^alops typritioiJes have been found to be less common Mullets and
half beaks have also been observed in the canals.
In the rivers, the abundant species have been recorded as Etroplus
suralensis and Oreochromis mossamhicus. Less abundant species
recorded were Ambassis dayi, Tachysimis species, Gerres ahbrevialiis,
I.utjamts argenlinmculatiis, Eleotris fiisca, Oligolepis
aculipennis,
Punliiis villains and Panchax melasfigma
In the southern part of the estuary the abundant species reported are
Ambassis dayi and common species are Leiognalhus
equulus,
Oligolepis
aculipennis,
Etroplus
suralensis,
Eleotris
fiisca,
Epinepheliis lauvina. Ijtijanus argentimaculatus and Lates calcarifer.
At least 133 different fish species are known to inhabit the Negombo
lagoon (Silva & De Silva, 1979; De Silva & De Silva 1992; Wijeyaratne
& Perera 1992). More than half of these are marine species that move
into the estuary to feed and some are known to move deep into the
canals in the marshes without which these marine migrant species
would diminish. Among these, are numerous species of economic
importance such as groupers, snappers, mullets and sunbream which are
abundant and moray eel, snake eel and conger eei which are less
abundant.
There are also species found in the estuary that migrate from freshwater
to marine habitats for breeding. Among them is the freshwater eel,
Angtiilla bicolor hicolor.
Some illustrations of fish occurring in the wetland are given in the
Annexure XIV
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f)

Aquatic Invertebrates
The zooplankton of Muthurajawela is composed of cycloid copepods,
nauplius larvae, rotifers, cladocerans, ichthyoplankton and shrimp
larvae Of these, the most abundant are copepods, but their numbers
decrease with increasing salinity Nauplius larvae are most numerous in
Delature but virtually absent in the Dutch canal Rotifers are widely
distributed in Muthurajawela and abundant in the Delature area.
Cladocerans show a somewhat narrow distribution, being restricted to
Mudun ela and Kudagahapitiya ela (GCEC/EUROCONSULT 1991).
Zooplankton is an important food source offish, crustaceans and some
birds, it also contains larvae of commercially important fish and shrimp
species.
The most important freshwater and brackishwater macro invertebrates
of this wetland ecosystem include crustaceans, molluscs, worms, insects
and insect larvae,
A large number of crustacean species have been reported from the
wetland; among them are the estuarine shrimp, Mekipi'tiaetis äobsoni
and the large white shrimp, Penaeus indiciis present in the northern
parts of the marsh and the lagoon. The giant freshwater prawn
Macrohrachium rosenhergii occurs further south in Dandugam oya. Ja
ela and the Dutch canal ; it spends its larval life in the estuary and the
post larvae return to freshwaters. The mangrove crab Scylla serraia
and the crab Neosernatium malaharivum have been found in the canal
system.
Aquatic insects reported from Muthurajawela include dragonfly and
mayfly larvae and the creeping water bug Holeocatis hengalensis.
Numerous annelids have also been reported from the benthos of the
canal system, Hirudinaha manillarsis is a common form Among the
aquatic molluscs present in Muthurajawela are Pila glohosa,
Indoplanorbis species, Fanniis ater and Melanoides species (Gamalath
1996), So far none of Sri Lanka's 12 endemic species of aquatic
mollucscs have been reported from the area

g)

Terrestrial Invertebrates
Of the numerous groups of invertebrates present in Muthurajawela,
information on the species composition is available for butterflies and
dragonflies, Karunaratne (1990) has recorded 67 species of butterflies
including nine endemic subspecies. Of these, 28 species are reported to
be migratory They are present only during the migratory seasons
March - April and October - December, The families of butterflies
present in Muthurajawela are given in Aimexure XV.

:o4

The Muthurajawela area has at least 34 species of dragonllies including
eight endemics (Kanjnaratne,l990) Dragonflies are found in marshy
waters with heavy aquatic vegetation. The families of dragonflies
present in Muthurajawela are given in Annexure XVI.
4.2.3.3 Disease Vectors
Rats, Raftus non-egiciis and Rniiiis rattus present in the wet land, are
responsible for the spread of leptospirosis, a potentially fatal disease caused by
the bacterium Leptospira ictiohaemorrhagica.
The most important mosquito vectors of disease present in Muthurajawela
belong to the genera Aedes. Culex and Anopheles for which there are
numerous breeding places in the wetland Diseases caused by pathogens
transmitted by these mosquitoes include dengue haemorrhagic fever, filariasis,
Japanese Encephalitis and malaria
4.2.3.4 Stockpile Area
Two sites about 0.5 km apart with a total extent of 40 ha situated between the
reclaimed (sandfilled) Kerawalapitiya Project area and the Dutch canal have
been identified for the purpose of stockpiling sand. (Fig 4.5) The fauna and
flora present here are typical of the marsh and are not unique.endangered or
rare.

4.2.4

Existing Fauna of Borrow Site
Turbidity prevails for most of the year particularly during rainy season when
vast amount of silt enter the sea south of the borrow area. This sediment fans
out for several kilometers from the Kelani river mouth and is transported
northwards covering the borrow area. Probably due to this reason, no sea grass
beds have been observed in the borrow site
Sea benthos shows a decrease in animal life with increase in depth Futhermore
at the dredging depth the faunal diversity in the benthos is known to be low
The animals most likely to occur at this depth are deposit feeders such as
annelids (worms) and crustaceans Molluscs such as bivalves and gastropods
are also known to be present at this depth
The benethic fauna associated with the reefs includes sea fans, black corals, soft
corals, polychaele worms, shrimps, bivalves, crabs and spiny lobsters. Among
the fish species are the groupers, snappersjacks, angel fish, puffer fish, damsel
fish etc However the faunal diversity compared to that of the area south of the
borrowsite or north of it is less. The reefs close to Kelani river inflow has a
large number of predatory fish such as seer, herring skipjack tuna, makerel etc.
List of reef fauna between Colombo (Fort) and Negombo is given in Annexure
XVIi
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4.3

Socio - Economic Environment

4.3.1

Major Settlement Types
The study area is located in the rapidly urbanizing Colombo Metropolitan
Region (CMR) Hence most of the settlements in the area belong to urban and
"rurban" categories Rurban settlements can be described as former villages
that are in the process of being transformed into suburbs or towns They are
characterized by a mixed urban and rural land use pattern, rapid population
growth and an influx of migrants. Since the majority of their working
population are commuters, these settlements can be described as commuter
settlements that perform dormitory functions.
The urban settlements in the study area include areas administered by Urban
Councils such as Wattala - Mabole, Peliyagoda, Je Ela, and Seeduwa Katunayake, as well as former Town Council areas that have been incorporated
with Pradeshiya Sabhas (PS) such as Hendata, Dalugama, Kelaniya, Kandana
and Welisara. Most of these urban settlements had evolved as suburbs of
Colombo Wattala - Mabole and Peliyagoda for example, are two of Colombo's
oldest suburbs and they had experienced rapid growth of population prior to
1970 due to the influx of migrants who work in Colombo Although there was
a decline in the growth rates between 1971 - 1981, due to the diversification of
economic activities in the region and the resultant increase in employment
opportunities, there was once again a rise in their average annual growth rates
(aagr) to I 2% and 0 7% respectively during 1981 - 1991 As reflected in Table
4.4 very high growth rates of 4,61% and 6 17% per annum are predicted for
these two suburbs during the period 1994- 2014, It is anticipated that their
population densities would rise from 44 persons/hectare (p/ha) to 86 p/ha and
from 46 p/ha to 90 p/ha respectively by 2014.
The remaining urban and rurban settlements too have experienced relatively
high growth rates Population in the Wattala PS area had increased at the rate
of 3 15% per annum between 1981 -1991 In fijture, the already congested high
density suburbs such as Dalugama (80 p/ha), Kelaniya (62 p/ha) and Hendala
(65 p/ha), are not expected to grow as rapidly as the less densely populated
areas in the northern and eastern parts of the study area It is anticipated that
the availability of buildable serviced land in these areas at relatively low cost
will attract more industries and other economic activities as well as migrants to
Biyagama, Ja Ela, Katana and Seeduwa - Katunayake, During 1994 - 2014,
their population is projected to increase at rates between 4.45% to 8,30 % per
annum (Table 4,4)
Only a few rural settlements, where the majority of the working population are
engaged in farming or fishing remain in the area. The more accessible rural
settlements are in the process of being converted to rurban settlements.
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TABLE 4.4
ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED POPULATION IN SELECTED
URBAN
AND RURBAN SETTLEMENTS IN THE STUDY AREA
Urban Centre

Extent

Eslimated

Denxitv

Projected

Density

Average

(Sq.km)

Population

1994

Populalio

2014

Annual

1994

(P/ha.)

n2014

(P/ha.)

Growth
Rate %
94-2014

1 Wallala Mabola U,C

4,4

19.184

44 0

37.776

860

4.61

2.Pelivaj;oda U.C.

3,6

15.058

42,0

33.661

94.0

6,17

.l.Ja Ela U-C,

7.7

27,967

36.0

57.967

82.0

5.36

4 Nesonibo M.C.

10,4

98.354

94.0

118.354

113.8

1.02

5 Secdiiwa Katunavakc U.C.

21,8

36.559

16,0

71,559

32,8

4.45

6.Dalueama P.S.

7.7

61.734

80.0

80.337

104.0

1,50

7,Hcndala P.S.

7.7

50.262

65.0

68.865

90,0

1,85

8 Kelaniva P.S.

7.7

47.524

62.0

66.127

77.0

1 95

9,Bivagama PS,

5.0

12.568

25,0

32.568

65,0

7.90

lO.Kandana PS

7.7

28.022

36,0

48.022

68.0

3,56

ll.KaianaP.S,

5,0

4,801

10.0

2,801

25,0

8,30

Source : UDA, Colombo Metropolitan Regional Structure Plan 1995
" Projections bj Consultant, 1996.

There is a mixture of low, medium and high income groups in the study area
The Low Income Communities (LICs) live mainly in 3 types of settlements viz ;
i)
ii)
iii)

unauthorised squatter settlements or shanties of encroachers
unserviced semi urban neighbourhoods
upgraded or relocated new settlements

LICs living in shanties do not have a legal right to the land they occupy.
Shanties are temporary or semi -permanent structures that are located primarily
in or near marshes and in road, canal and rail reservations without adequate
sanitation facilities or a potable water supply Shanty dwellers in this area are
employed as casual labourers, petty traders and in other informal sector
activities.
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There are 7686 housing units in 78 unserviced semi-urban neighbourhoods in
the study area. The LICs in these settlements do not have adequate
infrastructure facilities and amenities, some of their dweMings are in a
dilapidated state However, their occupants have a legal right to the land and
houses they occupy Due to the inadequacy of facilities even some of the model
villages and aided self-help housing schemes in the area fall into this category.
Upgraded or relocated new settlements in the study area include electoral

housing schemes, model villages and aided self-help housing schemes eg
Wahatiyagama model village close to the western trace.

4.3.2

Industries
The study area contains some of the largest industrial concentrations in the
island. As much as 22% of the industries operating under Section 16 and 45%
of industries operating under Section 17 of BOl Law are located in the
Gampaha District, particularly in the study area The major industrial
concentrations located in the vicinity of the proposed trace are BIPZ, KIPZ,
Ekala industrial Estate and PIUDP. (Table 4. 5)

TABLE 4.5
MAJOR INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE STUDY AREA. 1993
Name of Induülrial

Nunit>er of

Numhcr o(

Concent ration

UnitK

Employees

BIPZ

40

32852

KIPZ

79

55077

Ekala Industrial Estate

48

2«)0

Peli>agoda Integrated

22

15000

189

104929

Urban Devclopmenl Project
TOTAL

Source : UDA, Colombo Metropolitan Region Master Plan 1995

Smaller concentrations occur around the Ekala Industrial Estate and at
Sapugaskanda, Mahara, Kandana, Ja Ela, Kelaniya and Wattala areas. The
majority of registered and unregistered industrial units located in these areas
belong to four categories viz, textiles and wearing apparel; food and beverages,
basic metals and non metallic mineral products. {Table 4. 6)
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TABLE 4.6
LOCATION OF INDUSTRIES (REGISTERED & UNREGISTERED)
IN THE STUDY AREA 1993

Categories

Peliya
gada

Wa(tala

Kelaniya

Scltlcments
DaluHengama
dala

Kanda
na

Ja
Ela

Welisara

Number or Units
01

Food. be\crages and
tobacco

12

21

08

27

34

25

22

16

02

Texlilcs, wearing
apparel

48

23

87

102

55

27

13

33

03

Wood and Wood
Products

28

08

22

19

05

08

02

06

04

Paper and Paper
Products

04

06

18

22

27

02

06

05

05

Chemical, Pclrolciini
Rubber and Plastics
Products

yo

08

07

07

19

01

-

08

Of)

Non Metallic Mineral
Products

06

14

6Ü

02

14

01

-

34

07

Basic Metal Products

34

-

07

43

-

04

38

01

08

Fabricated niclal
Products. Machineo
and Transport
Equipment

19

15

09

53

08

06

02

03

64

34

62

132

72

29

31

10

245

129

280

407

234

103

114

116

09

Products nol
elsewhere specified

TOTAL
Source :

Unpublished data Trom IAK»1 Authorities

no

4.3.3. Employment

The number of jobs in the Gampaha District has increased from 440,000 in
1985 to 533.000 in 1992 (approx, 20% increase) The study area provides
employment to a significant proponion to the establishment of manufacturing
industries in and around the KIPZ and the Ekala industrial estate. The
estimated and projected employment data for the major settlements in the area
are shown in Table 4 7. In 1995 the Hendala and Welisara urban settlements
provided jobs for 33,600 persons while Ja Ela employed 49,300,

TABLE 4.7
EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS, IN
SETTLEMENTS IN THE STUDY AREA - 1995 -

SELECTED

2015
TRANSPORT
Nu.

ZONE

1 I9U5

2IHK)

2005
Trend

Name

2015

Structure
Plan
Sccnario(SP)

Control
Trend

Trend

(CT>

Strucnrc
Plan
Scenario
(SP)

Control
Trend

(CT)

53

Kelaniya

25ÜOO

25800

27200

27200

29300

28300

28300

30600

54

Dalugama

19000

22000

22400

22500

23900

26100

25800

30200

55

7500

9100

9700

10000

10500

11700

12000

12900

56

Wallala
UC
Ikndala

21200

29400

34900

34100

32400

44600

42100

38400

57

Welisara

124ÜO

15100

16100

I6IDÜ

16600

19400

18300

21100

58

23600

27600

28600

29000

29300

34400

34400

37200

59

Bi\agama
W
Bivagama

14100

18100

18800

17900

19300

24900

21300

23200

63

Ja Ela S.

25700

29900

30700

31100

32400

37000

38500

40500

64

JulïlaN.

23600

29200

30000

29300

28800

38900

32800

37600

67

Kaiana S.

44900

66700

63600

55800

57600

92700

64900

69300

6')

Ncgntnbo

48400

69500

73900

67300

67400

97200

76800

82800

Source : Halcron Fox ANS(>ciiltc^ mtt Transport Study and Planning Centre,
Colombo Urban Transport Stud}, September, 1995
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4.3.4

Land Use Pattern
a)

Urban Land Use
The study area exhibits a mixed urban and rural land use patlem and is
characterized by a rapid conversion of agricultural and other rural land
uses into urban uses In the past, due to push factors operating in
Colombo and the pull exerted by the nearby suburbs and rurban areas,

there was an increasing demand for land in the study area by urban uses
such as residential, industrial, commercial, educational, health and
recreational activities Consequently, in the older suburbs of Wattala Mabole and Peliyagoda as much as 85% and 74% respectively of the
total land area is currently utilized for urban purposes (Table 4. 8). Of
this amount more than 50% is under residential uses
The present trend is for the area, under agriculture and other
developable land to decline while that of urban uses to increase At
Peliyagoda VC area for instance, there was a reduction of developable
area from 74 ha to 15 ha between 1990 and 1995 while the area under
commerce and industries increased from 33 ha to 97 ha during the
same period In Kelaniya PS area, recent land conversion is primarily
for industrial and commercial activities and the ratio of urban to rural
land use is 3 :l.
The majority of urban non-residential uses are located along major
highways forming continuously built up areas with larger nucleations at
junctions The interstices are filled in by low, middle and high income
residential areas
b)

Agricultural Land Use
Outside the densely populated areas, agricultural (paddy, coconut and
vegetables) land uses predominate. In Biyagama and Ja Ela PS areas for
example, the proportion of urban to agricultural uses is I : 1 as shown
in Table 4.8.
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f
T A B L E 4.8

Land Use Patlern In Selected Settlements In the Study Area, 1995 (In Hectares)

Selllemenli
(itil

Commer-

Entlui-

Initi-

Parlci,

ARri-

Water &

cial

IriHl

lulional

Roadf &

cullural

Marihj

Open
Spaces

Pcliyagoda U.C

177

16

61

05

68

0

41

Waiiala Mabole U.C

208

07

38

08

18

02

98

Ja Ela U.C

408

09

18

12

52

107

268

KatanaPS

1200

186

87

98

280

955

32

380

15

108

208

60

120

145

2.188

42

60

12

210

3205

1638

Seedurta Kalunavake U.C

Waitala P.S
Ja Ela PS

1590

48

250

134

170

1650

1700

Kclaniva P.S

1500

40

100

54

184

219

190

Bivagama P.S

2340

40

325

27

220

2889

0

Source :

National Waier Suppt> and Drainage Board.
Minisln of Housing. Construction and Public Utilities
Greater Colombo Wastewaler and
Sanitation Master Plan - April 1993

.13

Marshes
A significant proportion of the land in Waltala and Ja Ela PS areas is
under marshes and water bodies They include the proposed strict
conservation zone, a major part of which has since been gazetted as a
santuary (Fig 4 7) and the buffer zone of the Muturajawela marsh.
(Table 4 8)

d)

L a n d Use in a 600 wide m c o r r i d o r

The detailed land use map of a 300 m wide corridor on either side of
the trace (Fig, 4 6) indicates that the area can be divided into two main
sections namely the area from Peliyagoda to Maboia in the south and
the area from Mabole to Katunayake in the north. The densely
populated southern area depicts two clusters of highly residential,
commercial and industrial land uses in Peliyagoda and Mabole. giving
rise to high building density. Apart from these two clusters, residential
areas and marshes are interspersed with patches of reclaimed land,
paddy fields and small plots of coconut cultivation Shanty settlements
form a significant component of the land use in these marshlands
especially close to the New Kelani Bridge. In the section to the north of
Mabole, marshes and abandoned paddy fields and keera plots constitute
the major proportion of the land area. Sand filled area in Kerawalapitiya
exhibits a significant land use feature while smaller plots of reclaimed
land dot the area Residential land uses are dispersed on either side of
the trace up to Katunayaka, Residential and commercial building
density is considerably lower than that in the southern section

e)

Land Values
Due to the increasing demand for accessible serviced land, there has
been an escalation of the price of buildable land. Land values had
increased by 19.7% per annum between 1978 and 1994 in Wattala and
by 23.0 % and 27.2 % in Kelaniya and Biyagama PS areas respectively
during the same period. (Table 4.9) The construction of an expressway
would lead to an appreciation of commercial and industrial land values.
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TABLE 4.9
Increases in Land Values 1978 -1994
In selected Urban Settlement in the Study Area

Selltcmcnl

ln\L'.stmciit

Average

Average

Annual

Annual

Annual

in 1978

Value in

Value in

RAte of

Rate o f

Rale of

1985

1994

Increase

Increase

Increase

1978-85

1985-94

1978-94

Colombo

KM)

406

I.6Ü9

22.2%

16.5%

19.0%

Mahnra

100

392

1.675

21.6%

17.5%

19.3%

Waltala

100

566

1,768

28.1%

13,5%

1') 7%

Kelam\a

100

5_14

2.749

27.0%

20,0%

23.0%

Bivagama

100

904

4,678

37.0%

20.0%

27.2%

Colombo

Consumer

Price Index 13.1 %

Source : ADB, Urban Land Mi)na);L-mtnl Study, 1994
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Future Trends
The projected land use pattern for 2020 in Table 4. 10 indicates that the
rate of land conversion for urban uses will increase in future With the
CKE it is anticipated that development will be accelerated and the land
use mix will change further.

4.3.5

Environmental Issues in the Study Area
Numerous environmental issues identified by individual researchers as well as
by agencies and institutions such as the MEIP, UDA, NHDA, NWS & DB,
SLLRDC include the contamination of ground and surface water, and air
pollution, spread of vector borne, water washed and water related diseases.
These environmental problems are caused by following factors :
rapid population growth and high density of population
concentration of industries
inadequacy of a safe water supply. Only 7% of the population of the
Gampaha District is provided with a pipe-borne water supply. In
Wattala Mabole UC and Wattala PS areas water is obtained from wells
while pipe borne water and wells provide water for the Peliyagoda UC
area.
inadequacy of a sewage disposal system Conventional sewage is
provided in a few places such as the KIPZ. BIPZ and Ekala Industrial
estate,
absence of a controlled solid waste disposal system in a large part of the
study area.
Frequent inundation and salt water intrusions of low-lying areas.

Environmental health problems in the study area include the incidence
of vector borne diseases such as fitaria, Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever
(DHF)and Japanese Encephalitis (JE) as well as Leptospirosis, caused
by the contamination of stagnant water by rat urine Data for the MOH
Divisions of Gampaha reveal that water related diseases such as
bacillary dysentery (shigellosis), amoebiasis, helminthiasis and other ill
defined infections occur due to use of contaminated water
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TABLE 4. 10
Land Use Patlern In Selected Settlements In the Study Area, 2020 (In Hectares)

Settlement)

Rcilden-

Commer-

Indus-

[nili-

Parka,

Agri-

Water &

lial

cial

trial

tutjonal

Roadi &

cultural

Marfhv

Opvn
Spaces
180

17

63

06

Wailala Mabole U.C

226

25

61

Ja Ela U C

497

17

Kaiana P S

1642

216

414

19

116

Pcllyagoda Ü.C

SeeduwB KHtuna\akt: U C

70

0

41

13

26

02

26

34

24

66

17

241

113

128

394

370

32

214

66

81

126

Waitala P S

2688

53

150

30

246

3100

1338

Ja Ela P S

2273

60

400

188

254

982

1400

Kelaniva P S

1654

76

250

66

253

0

0

Bi)agama P S

2640

54

620

40

270

2247

0

Source :

National Water Supply and Drainage Board,
Minislr* of Housing. Construction and Public Utilities
Greater Colombo Wastewalcr and
Sanitation Master Plan - April 1993
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Squatters are more at risk from these diseases than other residents since
they live in crowded substandard houses in marginal areas. The high
occupancy rate and overcrowding in these poorly ventilated houses
leads to the rapid transmission of communicable diseases The incidence
of vector borne and water related diseases is due to the inadequacy of
water, sanitation and waste disposal facilities The problems created by
these conditions are exacerbated by poverty and malnutrition.
Some of the following on-going/proposed programmes attempt to
address the major environmental issues in the study area :
Greater Colombo Canal and Drainage Systems Rehabilitation
Project
Wetlands Conservation Project
Master Plan for Mulurajawela Marsh and Negombo Lagoon
Colombo Environmental Improvement Project (CEIP)

f
i

I
'

-

Clean Settlement Programme
Industrial Waste Water Abatement Programme
Solid Waste Water Management Project

I

Greater Colombo Water Supply Master Plan (update)
Greater Colombo Flood
Improvement Programme

Control

Coastal Zone Management Plan (CZMP)
" Coastal 2000"
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and

Environmental

CHAPTER

5

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

5.1

Aim and Scope
The proposed expressway aims to provide a high speed road link
between the capital Colombo and BIA at Kalunayake The expressway
would allow unimpeded passenger and goods transport between the
two points In addition this will facilitate traffic to and from the North
avoiding the worst congested part of the journey This six lane
expressway, which starts at
New Kelani bridge and ends
at
Katunayake, will be access controlled with interchanges at Peliyagoda,
Kerawalapitiya and Tudella.

5.1.1

The Alignment
The proposed CKE is 24.6 km in length and begins at Peliyagoda at
the northern end of the new Kelani bridge It runs northwards, passing
the Hunupitiya railway station to the west of the rail track, before
veering north-west and crossing the A3 road at Mabole It then
proceeds alongside the Old Negombo canal on its east bank till it
reaches the Ja ela canal and continues on the west side of the
Mahadora ela, passing through the premises of the MVC It crosses
Dandugam oya, and enters the Negombo lagoon at Liyanagemulla,
proceeding 1,1 km through it The average distance from the trace to the
shoreline will be 50 m. After moving onto land it again passes through
a creek of the lagoon north of the AGH over a distance of 0.3 km,
and veers north-east and continues for a kilometer to join the A3 road
at its junction with the Canada Friendship Road at Katunayake.
Interchanges with toll gates will be provided at Peliyagoda,
Kerawalapitiya, Tudella and Katunayake ( Fig 5,1 )

5.2

Justification of Ihe Project
The proposed CKE is a fijlly access controlled four lane highway,
expandable to six lanes with a design speed of lOOkm/hr with 3.5
meter travel lanes, and three grade separated interchanges. Its primary
purpose is to provide (a) high-speed travel between the BIA and its
principal catchment area (including Ihe city of Colombo) and (b)
provide a link to the POC from the northern part of its hinterland.
Additionally, once the widening of the A3 road north of Katunayake
and the construction of the new Katunayake - Kandy road are completed
the CKE is expected to serve as the main conduit for passenger and
freight movement between the Western Province and the North / North Western / North Central Provinces.
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Trace )

Water Supply
Pipe - borne water supply is available in all the areas covered by the
project. Additional clean water for drinking, production of concrete etc,
could be transported from nearby sources with bowsers and could be
stored in storage tanks However
water for the construction of
aggregate base course, preparation of embankment layers, subgrade
subbase and dust control could be obtained from following sources :
1)
2)
3)
4)

Negombo lagoon
Old Negombo canal
Hamilton canal
Dandugam oya

Power supply
Single and three phase supply from the national grid is available in the
project area However, independent generating capacity to cover any
unforeseen breakdowns should be available.

5.3.3. Construction Programme
The timing and duration of all project activities as programmed by RDA
are indicated in Fig. 5,4,

5.3.4

Elements

of

the Toll Plaza

Toll gates
A single full width barrier type toll gates will be installed ( Fig. 5.5 ),
This is a simple and easily maintained system.
Toll Booths and Islands
Toll islands divide the expressway into the required number of lanes,
accommodate toll booths and prevent vehicles from knocking against toll
booths. A toll island is a raised platform approximately 20 m long and
2.2 m wide. It has to accommodate a number of sign boards and
service ducts which are essential to the toll system operation (Fig, 5.6),
The Toll booth houses the operator and serves as repository of cash
and tickets

12S

The social and economic need for the CKE is as strong as the operational
need mentioned above For instance, the reduction in travel time would
permit outward migration of people living under congested conditions in
the city and suburbs of Colombo, thereby relieving the heightened
pressure for housing and other amenities Moreover, experience from
other countries in the region suggest that development activities that
normally accompany highway projects are better planned and therefore
more conducive to family living due to better sanitation, enhanced
access to services and efficient utilities.
Aided by developments
in the POC, BIA, and rapid industrial
expansion in the area, it is anticipated that employment opportunities
will increase significantly in the next decade,Consequently, the CKE is
needed to open new labour markets through enhanced access to areas that
were hitherto accessible entirely by sub-standard local roads.
Connecting BIA and the Sri Lanka Air Force Base at Katunayake with
the city of Colombo by a high-speed link has many strategic advantages.
It will permit rapid deployment of resources among key economic
installations, and / or evacuation of areas north of Colombo in case of
emergencies and other events of national importance.

System Linkage
Once completed, the CKE is expected to attract at least 25% of the
through traffic on the existing roadway, which in 1995 was carrying a
mixed load of approximately 44,000 vehicles per day By placing access
points at major commercial and industrial centers such as Peliyagoda,
Kerawalapitiya and Tudella, the CKE will also serve the commercial and
private traffic from the smaller townships in the corridor and link up
the local and collector road system with the BIA, POC, and the city
of Colombo

Safety
The divided controlled - access design of the CKE is expected to derive
significant safety benefits, particularly in terms of reduced accidents
involving pedestrians and cyclists. The main contributing factors will be
belter sight distance, limited need for passing and turning and uniform
speeds on the CKE in comparison to the A3 roadway.
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5.3

Nature or the Project

5.3.1

Description of Major Features, Locations and Layout
The terrain through which the CKE passes is mostly marshy land and to a
smaller extent
built up land and the Negombo lagoon { Fig 3.1 ).
These marshes are soft ground consisting mainly of peat The soft
ground treatment will be subjected to accelerated consolidation settlement
as an applicable countermeasure This activity is the most time
consuming and the critical phase of the project As construction of
minor bridges and road structures on soft ground would commence
after the consolidation settlement is completed, this activity is very
critical It is expected that the consolidation settlement will be completed
in one year using the accelerated measures such as a combination of
sand mat, vertical drains and preloading Soil improvements in sections,
I, II. Ill, IV and V will commence simultaneously to minimize the
construction period . ( Fig 5.2).
Construction of embankments too will commence simultaneously in all
five areas in order to minimise the construction period This includes the
filling of three sections of length 1.9 km of the canal Construction of
the canal deviation to maintain hydraulic continuity would be completed
before the filling
Work on asphalt concrete pavement will proceed concurrently with the
construction of base course and sub base course and be completed
within one year.
Bridges over Dandugam oya and Ja ela will be constructed concurrently
and be completed within 25 months and 24 months respectively.
From the assessment of the above factors
period for the project will be 48 months.

S.3.2

the minimum construction

Pre- construction Activities
Pre-construction activities are considered under the following items
Office and housing
Workshops and repair facilities
Warehouse and stockpiling areas
Quarry sites and crushing plant
Concrete batching and mixing plant
Asphalt mixing plant
Power and water supply
Major construction equipment
Site laboratory
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Stock yards are required to store large quantities of materials such as
sand, gravel, aggregate, PVC pipes, bamboos, lighting columns, PC
beams and kerbs, bitumen etc Stock yards could be located in the
camp yard and in several places where it is close to the installation.
The area identified for the construction camp is shown

in Fig, 5.3.

It is expected that between 1000 to 1500 personnel would be
employed on
the construction of the proposed CKE List of
personnel involved is
shown in Table 5.1.

TABLE

5.1

PROBABLE LIST OF STAFF TO BE EMPLOYED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11,
12
13
14.
15
16.
17.

Project Manager
Deputy Project Manager
Mechanical Engineer
Site Engineer
Specialist Foreman
Foreman
Mason
Carpenter
Explosion Loader
Heavy Equipment Operator
Light Equipment Operator
Labour Skilled
Labour Semi- Skilled
Labour Unskilled
Security Officer
Security Guard
Driver
Nurse
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1
7
5
15
08
20
20
20
10
40
50
200
250
500
03
50
150
03

No,
Nos.
Nos,
Nos
Nos,
Nos,
Nos.
Nos,
Nos.
Nos,
Nos,
Nos,
Nos.
Nos,
Nos,
Nos,
Nos,
Nos,

key
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Supervision

Building

This is a two storeyed building which in addition to
for monitoring and implementing toll collection, serves
Administration Office for the expressway
Facilities at
building provide direction and support for the whole
main functions are .
a
b.
c.
d

being a centre
as the Central
this supervision
operation The

Administration
Maintenance
Traffic control and emergency telephone communication
Police enforcement ( staff not directly employed by the RDA )

The ground floor of the supervision building accommodates finance /
cash and security rooms located close to each other with easy access
from toll gates and are separated from the rest of the activities of the
building for security reasons
5.4

Methodology

of

Construction

The
methodology of construction and the sequence of events have
been indicated by the RDA. ( where appropriate, reference is made to
Japanese EIA Reports of the Eastern Trace 1992 and Kerawalapitiya
Reclamation Project 1993)
5.4.1. Raw Material

Required

It has been estimated that for the CKE
required
Sand for sand blanket
Sand for concrete and
road works
Gravel
Aggregate

following materials

•=

2,5 million

m^

=
=
=

60,000
400,000
160,000

m^
m'
m'

will be

Sand for the sand blanket has to be obtained from offshore dredging
Sand for concrete and road works is to be purchased locally from
contractors over a period of four years.

5.4.1.1.

Dredging and Transport of Sand to Stockpiling

Area

The methodology recommended for dredging, mooring, pipeline laying,
installation of booster pumps, stockpiling of sand etc. is as follows :
{ Kerawalapitiya Reclamation Project EIA report 1993 and SLLRDC
sources ).
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i)

Dredging

Operation

The methodology adopted in the extraction of sand is by
dredging in an area located at a minimum distance of 3 km
offshore since this is beyond the wave breaking zone, it will
not have an effect on the near shore sediment budget. Dredging
is at a depth of 15 m below the sea level which is safe from
coastal engineering considerations The depth of dredging will
be limited to 2 m below the existing sea bed level since it would
not create hydraulic and geotechnical problems Dredging will
be carried out parallel to the shore line in linear channels,
avoiding scattered deep holes in the sea bed The quantity of
sand lo be extracted is 2.5 million m^For dredging operations for the excavation of offshore sand,
self-propelled ocean-going suction hopper dredgers have been
found to be the most suitable as they can operate in rough and
open seas without creating too much turbidity Experience by
SLLRDC and others have confirmed this,
ii)

Pipeline

Laying Operation

A system of pipelines with floating, submerged and onshore
sections having 80-90 cm diameter will be used for pumping.

-J

The floating pipeline consisting of flexible elements will be
connected to the submerged pipeline This fully welded pipeline
will be connected to the onshore pipeline (Fig 5 7 )
The pipeline will be laid through the same gap in the reef that
was used by SLLRDC for Kerawalapitiya Reclamation Project
( Fig, 5. 8)
The route of the onshore pipeline of length 4.87 km will
be selected in order to minimize adverse impacts on
people and property. As such the route followed upto
the road crossing by the Kerawalapitiya
Project is
suggested Beyond which
it will follow the northern
boundary of the sand filled area ( Fig. 5 8),

/j\X-^
'-> f i^ I
iii)

Transport of Dredged Material
The dredged sand is transported through
the pipeline
system where the dredged material is pumped to the
stockpiling area A booster station is necessary to
supplement the capacity of the pumps and is located at a
place where cooling water is available . ( Fig 5.8 ) The
power for the booster station is 2500 kw ( SLLRDC ),
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The material pumped to the stockpiling area is a mixture
of sand and sea water in the ratio of 1 : 4 by volume.
Hence for 2.5 million m-' of sand 10,0 million m^ of water
will be pumped from the sea, which will drain from the
stockpiling area leaving sand in the pile. The drainage
water will be pumped back to sea by a drainage pump
via another pipeline laid adjacent to the in-coming pipeline
iv)

Mooring System
The same anchoring system used by the SLLRDC for
sand pumping will be used
It comprised a sunken
heavy weight held fast by three anchors of ten ton
weight and two chains attached to the heavy weight One
chain would hold the floating pipeline while the second
will be connected to the dredger when discharging sand. (
Fig 5,9)

v)

Stockpiling of

Sand

For easy construction RDA has proposed to stockpile
sand in Kerawalapitiya area which is convenient for
transporting to all five sections of the CKE. RDA
considers two alternative sites for stockpiling purposes.
First, it hopes to negotiate an arrangement with the
SLLRDC to obtain about 100 Acs from the area already
reclaimed. ( see the fig. 5.8), On the alternative, a land
bordering the Old Negombo Canal has been identified by
the SLLRDC as a possible stockpiling area, ( Fig 5 8 ). I
v
This land is already earmarked for development by the \\j^ i
SLLRDC
r>

5.4.1.2 Aggregates
Approximate quantity of aggregates and crushed
the project is 160,000 m3.

stones required

for

Quarry sites that are already in operation at Koratota , Yakkala and
Kotadeniyawa will be used Quarry site at Nawagamuwa is close to the
southern section of the project, quarry site at Yakkala is close to
middle section of the project and the site at Kotadeniyawa is close to
the northern section. Access from the quarry sites to the project sites
will be along the existing "B" and "C" class roads as indicated in
Fig. 5.10.
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THE

DETAILS

Ownenhip

Location

JEDB
PRIVATE
SD & CC

Koratota
Yakkala
Koladeniyawa

TABLE 5.2
OF THE QUARRY

SITES

B & C

Approx. Qty.
(ni3)
100,000

A & B

200,000

35

A & B

300,000

40

TOTAL

600,000

Access Road

Distance
(km)

20

Source : RDA

A royalty payment has to be given to the Government or owner of land
for using the rock site. Necessary approval will be obtained from
Institutions such as CEA and Pradeshiya Sabhas.

5.4.1.3 Gravel

Estimated quantity of gravel is 400,000 m^Location of

borrow area are as follows :
12 km to Northern section
11 km to Central
section
16 km to Southern section

Naikanda, Katunayake
Danduwatta, Ragama
Biyagama
( Fig

5,10)

These borrow areas are abandoned at present.
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5,4.2

Formation of Road Embankment

a)

Land Clearance
The road trace passes through 20.61 km of marshy land, 3 km
of built up area and 1,4 km of lagoon. Bulldozers and excavators
with wide crawlers will be used to clear the vegetation and
remove topsoil from the road trace. The spoil will be deposited
in the designated waste dumping areas by the side of the road
and covered with surcharge materials.

b)

Excavations
The road pavement is mainly on embankment and excavations are
only on two stretches totalling 300 m , one at Mabole, where
proposed expressway crosses the existing A3 road and the other
adjoining Hunupitiya railway station. Bulldozers, front end loader
and dump trucks ( 10 tonne capacity ) will be used for this
purpose Excavated materials will be used for road body and
waste material will be used as surcharge in the adjoining
embankment sections.
Details of machinery and equipment used in the construction is
shown in Table 5.3.
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TABLE
MAJOR

No.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

0)
(8)
(9)
<tn)
(11)
(12)
(i-i)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)

Plant

5.3

EQUIPMENT TO BE

& Equipment

USED FOR THE

Capacity

Bulldo/.cr
Bulldo/.cr
Wheel Loader
Wheel Loader
Dump Truck
Dump Truck
Baekhoe
Back hoc
Chemical Drain Driving Machine
Vibrating Roller Tyre Taridom
Macadam Roller
Tire Roller
Molor Grader
Tamping Roller
Asphali Finisher
Asphali Sprayer
Crawler Crane
Crawler Crane
Truck Crane
Truck Crane
Diesel Hammer
Concrete Mixer Truck
Concrelc Pump
Waicr Bov\scr
Trailer lo« bed
Asphalt Plant *
Crushing Plant *
Cement Batching Plant
Generator
Generator
Air Compressor
Crawler Drill
Water Pump
Water Pump
Concrete Vibrator
Cargo Truck / Crane
Lane Marker (Thermo Plastic)

If neccssïrj
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D8
D4
1.4 m^
3.0 m^
10 ton
21 ton
1.2 m^
0.6 m^
15 ton
10 (on
8-20 ton
4 m
20 ton
2,4 - 5m
2001
50 Ion
30 Ion
2.5 Ion
5 ton
2.5 ton
5m3

3gkl
32 ton
110 t/h
100 t/h
80l/h
100 k\a
300 k\ a
7ra5
5 ton
4" dia

6" dia.
45 mm
4 ton
2 lit./min

PROJECT

No. of Units
02
08
10
06
90
10
02
04

16
04
02
10
10
05
02
02
01
04
01
08
15
03
02
10
02
01
02
01
01
01
04
02
10
05
20
06
02

c)

Road Works
Sand for sand blanket will be extracted from offshore dredging
This option has been decided upon by the RDA after evaluating
all possible sources.
Sea sand will be pumped to the
( Fig. 5 8 , vide
designated stockpiling area at Kerawalapitiya
5.4.1.1).
Sand blanket formation will commence simultaneously in all five
sections Sand will
be transported from the main stockpile
to sections
I, II, III, IV and V ( Fig 5.2) using 10 ton
dump trucks through local roads as shown in Fig 5.11.
For the transport of sand 4 Nos. existing culverts and minor
bridges have to be strengthened and 11 Nos. of culverts and
minor bridges have to be rebuilt in the existing road net
work. Special unit will be set up to maintain the existing road
network used for sand transportation.
Typical cross sections of the CKE are shown for built up areas
and non-built up areas in Fig. 5,12 for four lanes and Fig 5.13
for six lanes,

d)

Method of Soft Ground Treatment
The following five methods will be used for treating soft
ground These have previously been applied in Sri Lanka and
found
to be cost effective. A brief explanation of each
method is given below:
i)

Surface

Treatment

To ensure the mobility of heavy construction equipment
and also to prevent local failures of sub-surface soil, a
combination of bamboo nets and construction sheets will
be adopted
A bamboo mesh of Imx Im will be placed
directly on the soft ground surface and construction sheets
are spread over the bamboo nets so placed. Subsequently
a sand mat to a thickness of Im will be placed over
them. ( Fig. 5.14 )

To lower the groundwater table in the embankment,
stone-filled trenches will be installed in the sand mats at
30 m intervals Ground water will be pumped out to
keep the water level below the sand mats.
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PROPOSED COLOMBO-KATUNAYAKE
EXPRESSWAY

Fig 5.11 * " • "

"*"'*'*

To thft Conitructi'on Sit«»

Source

R.D-A

Colombo-KatonayoKe Expressway
(Waitirn Troc«)
Consfruction Project
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ii)

Stage Construction
Since the shearing strength of the subsurface soils is
small, the amount of fill that can be placed at one stage
is limited, as the weight of fill imposes additional shearing
stresses. Therefore stage construction method is essential.

iii)

Preload
The peaty / organic clay that forms
water content which results in
secondary settlement In order to
settlement due to compression,
adopted ( Fig. 5,15)

iv)

Counter

the ground has a high
significant amounts of
minimize the residual
preloading method is

Embankment

It has been found that the most popular and economical
method of ensuring a safety measure against slip failure
of the embankment is to provide counter embankment.
However due to limitations of area, it is proposed to
limit the widths of counter berms to 45 m from the
centre line as much as possible.
v)

Vertical Drains
The maximum thickness of soft clay is about 10 m and
the time required to complete 90% of the primary
consolidation settlement is in approximately 10 years In
order to speed up the consolidation of soft clays, vertical
drains will be installed. Stone
packed drains will be
provided to ensure connectivity with the vertical drains,
(Fig, 5,14 and 5.15)

e)

Formation of the Embankment
Materials from borrow areas will be transported to each section
independently using 10 ton dump trucks through local roads ( Fig
5 11 ), The total volume of materials to be transported
is
400,000
m-'. This borrowed
material will form
road
embankment, subgrade and sub-base course.
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f)

Formation of

Base Course

The aggregate base course produced at Kotadeniyawa quarry
will be transported through local roads to sections 1, 11 and
III using 10 ton dump trucks
The base course material
produced at Koratota quarry will be transported to sections
III, IV and V, through local roads,

5.5

Maintenance and Operation

5.5.1

Cost of Maintenance

and Operation

The annual maintenance of expressway is estimated at Rs 7 7 million
while the annual operation cost is estimated at Rs. 3.5 million,
5.5.2

Toll Collection

A
5.5.2.1 Toll

toll will be collected at

the point of entry,

Plaza

A toll plaza will be constructed at Peliyagoda comprising toll
gates, toll booths, islands, supervision buildings, garages, parking
areas and
other associated facilities. The functioning of the toll
plaza is shown schematically in Figure 5.16.
The toll plaza will

be manned by the following :

Manager
01
Toll collectors
40
Accounts Assistant
01
Accounts Clerk
01
Security Officer
01
Assistant Security Officers 04
Office aid
01
Architectural design of the toll plaza will conform to the following

a.
b.
c.

International guidelines and standards set out for
expressways
Traditional architecture of Sri Lanka
Accepted standards of the RDA

In addition the design will take into account the local weather and
site conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS OF
THE RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

CHAPTER

6

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF
THE RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE

6.1

[mpacts Related to Project Location

6.1.1

Socio-Economic Impacts on Settlements
Impacts of the proposed CKE are identified on two groups of communities- The
first group is likely to be uprooted and transplanted in a new location as their
immovable properties are on the path of the alignment. The second group is
referred to as the "remaining group" whose immovable properties are located
close to the trace. The second group will be \iilnerable to ill effects, even after
construction.
The present land use map of the trace shows that there is a considerable
number of vulnerable structures including houses,
commercial and other
buildings, roads, bridges and culverts.
One major concern at the design time was to minimize the number of families to
be displaced, Tlic CKE is expected to relocate approximately 130 low and
middle class families About 58% of the ^ l i l i e s in the sample received some
form of Government grant such as food stamps or Saniurdhi assistance. Among
the families that would be displaced, as much as 50% belong to low income
groups who had encroached on state lands. They live in shanties or temporary
makeshift structures and it was observed that in man\ houses two or three
families live together The majority of these encroachcrs have constructed huts in
low-lying marsh> areas near the Kelani bridge and in the land allocated for the
expressway within the PIUDP area.
Only 6% of the squatter families have permanent employment and 80% worked in
temporar>' occupations in the informal sector as casual labourers, petty traders,
carpenters, masons, watchers etc. and as manj' as 77% earned a monthly income
of less than Rs, 3000/= Squatters normally live close to areas that can provide
emplo\Tncnt. Hence the majoritv' of squatters in this area work within a five mile
radius from their homes. As many as 78% of the chief householders belong to
the 26-55 age group and 64% had not studied beyond Grade 10,
The squatter families fear that they would not be able to obtain regular
emplojinent if they have to leave the area. Relocation would also increase time
and cost in travelling to present places of employment and to services such as
Government hospitals, dispensaries, schools and to places of worship. Another
fear expressed was about breaking of social ties with relations, friends and
neighbours.
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If unmitigated the detrimental impact on squatters would be as follows;
i)

Loss of income
a)
b)

from cultivation and sale of keera or leaf> vegetables
from other informal sector activities in the neighbourhood,

ii)

Depending on the sites selected for relocation, the distances to hospitals,
schools, Govcmiiient institutions and places of work could be increased,
resulting in corresponding increases in travel time and cost.

iii)

Severance of communities.

Relocation would also have the following beneficial impacts which the squatters
readily acknowledge.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)

6.1.2

Security of tenure
Better housing
Relief from overcrowding
Freedom from flood hazards
Better access to infrastmcturcregular water supply sanitation, electricity and waste disposal,
Improvement of health conditions
Access to comniuiiit> development programmes
Upliftment of living standards

Impact on Human Behaviour
A high proportion of the population living in permanent houses in Wanawasala ,
Hunupitiya, Wattala and Mabole shows great resentment to the CKE. Those
families who live directly on the path of the CKE will therefore be subject to
"involuntan.' resettlement".
It is therefore important to review the behavioural pattern of the population that
will be involuntarily re-settlcd The behavioural pattern of these people will vary
depending on the stage of construction.
As depicted in Figure 6.1, people generally panic when they hear about the
proposed highway at its planning stage. It is unrealistic to e.\pect an unbiased and
objective view of the project from such people who have enjoyed secure and
comfortable living conditions for several decades
During the planning stage,
people are likely to voice their displeasure and anger through community based
organisations.
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6.1

Emotional
scars

These pemianciit residents arc opposed to relocation and to the severance of their
communities. Some residents have inherited ancestral propcrtv \%hile others have
purchased land and constructed houses rcccntK' They expressed the fear that they
would lose valuable trees in their home gardens, and income from
garden
produce The\ are of the opinion that Ihe\ would not be adequatclj' compensated
for the lime and effort devoted to building up their homes. They express fears
that compensation paid will be "too late" and "too little".
According to the fmdings of the survey, thcj' profess unwillingness to be
uprooted from the present environment because they maintain cordial relationships
with their community and are active members of a number of welfare societies.
Hcnee they would find it difficult to get adjusted to a new environment They also
believe that they would not be able to find suitable locations for resettlement.
The traumatic
having to start
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

experiences of having to be uprooted from their
afresh in a new location can be listed as follows:

homes and

Loss of ancestral and acquired bouse and property
Loss of income from home garden product
Severance of communities - loss of close contacts with relations,
neighbours and friends
Loss of educational, health, and other facilities
Difficulties in travelling to places of emplo>Tiient, schools,
dispensaries etc.
Inability to fmd suitable locations for settlement.

There arc small boutiques and shops in temporary or pcnnanent buildings that
provide a variet> of goods and services. The adverse impacts on the commercial
establishments are given below:
i)
ii)
iii)

Loss of clientele
Loss of income and property
Loss of prime location

The view held b>' residents and shop keepers who will continue to remain on
either side of the express\sa\, is that it would have an adverse impact on the
physical, cultural, social and economic environment of the area. They maintain thai
there would be a decrease in residential satisfaction because of the following
changes:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

severance and consequently a disintegration of old established
communities
noise and air pollution
access restrictions
loss of visual amenity
reduction of land values.
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6.1.3

Impact on Land Use
The alignment extends for 25.41 km and covers approximately 128 ha of land
area. The c\prcssw3>- traverses marshes and abandoned padd> fields over a
great part of the alignment. The proportion under prime agricultural land and
buildings is low, (Table 6.1 )
TABLE 6. I
LAND DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE PROPOSED WESTERN TRACE
Residential
Shanties

Commercial

Agricultural

Pcrnuincnl

& Other

uses

houses &

urban uses

Uses

Marshes

homestead
gardens
Section

%

Ex-

%

Ex-

Ex-

%

%

Ex-

Len-

Ex-

gth

tent

tent

tent

tent

tent

(km)

(ha)

(ha)

(ha)

(ha)

(ha)

%

t
K<tuii Bridge to

3.28

0,3J

28.23

0.22

11,76

6,22

0,38

30.65

1.47

78,61

15 91

0,51

4.12

0 IS

9.63

2541

1,24

100

1,87

lOU

oil

6S,75

17.14

13,80

-

-

11.15

8,97

0.05

3I.2S

95.96

77,23

0,16

100

124.25

100

kclinilim
Miuiihi
2
Kclanilissa
MawBthii

O.JJ

100%

to

Mihabagc
3
Mlhabige

to

Kstuiuv>ki:
Tolal

Soiirre

0.5.^

Field Surrry. 1996
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6.1.4

Impact on Population and Employment

Direct impacts of the CKE on population increase will not be significant during
the construction phase since it is proposed to rccniit unskilled and semi-skilled
workers locally. Skilled employees would either be living within daily commuting
distance of the project or live in temporär, accommodation provided at the site.
Hence there may not be an influx of migrants except for retailers and people
who provide personal services.

6.2

Impacts Related to Design and Construction Activities

6.2.1

Design Impacts
The following design impacts have been identified.
a)

To maintain design speed at the end section of the CKE, the road trace
was shifted mto tlie Lagoon about 1.4 km length stretch.

b)

If lagoon is traversed by wa>' of an embankment rather than by viaduct
this will result in isolation of a narrow strip of the Lagoon.

c)

To avoid demolition of existing 19 houses at Wahatiyagama and MVC
the road trace was shifted into the "Conservation Zone" by about 150 m.
Impacts arising from a, b and c above are described in detail under
6,2.4.2,

6,2.1.L Impact from encroaching on to the Old Negombo canal near Mabole
CKE crosses the A3 road at Mahabagc going in a westerly direction and curves
to the north before ending up on the eastern bank of tlie Old Negombo canal
going on a northerly direction. However at the western -most section of the curve
the expressway encroaches into the canal. The design allows for the deviation of
the canal to the west so that it would avoid being obliterated by the CKE, This
deviation would be effected by smooth curves joining with the existing canal at
either end and the deviated portion will be of sufficient section to be comparable
with tlie original section It will then function as if the old canal has not been
obstructed at all. This will avoid the canal being severed into two parts by a fill
of about 600 m in length.
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If no deviation is made and the Old Negombo canal is obstructed, it will result in
the following :

a) Rising of flood levels to the east if no outlet is provided across the
CKE to relieve the local runoff. This will cause more frequent inundation
with increased depths after rains.
b) Disturbance to the existing hydraulics of the Old Negombo canal and the
nearb\- marshes b> the loss of continuitv' of the canal. Areas around
Kerawalapitiya and Gunasckara road drain partly to the south via this
canal and partly to the west via the peripheral canal provided by the
Keraw'alapiti>a sand fill. Removal of the ability to drain south would affect
the overall drainage of this area.
c) Stagnation of water in the canal segment immediately to the north of the
point of severance.

6.2.1.2 Impact from crossing (he Old Negombo canal near Kalaeliya
At 10,9 km of the trace, the expressway crosses the canal from cast to west.
After 1.8 km, it again crosses to the east (Fig 6.2) Both crossings take place at
a very oblique angle, thus covering long stretches of the canal, 900 m and 450 m
respectively. These lengths make providing bridges uneconomical. On the other
hand, providing culverts also is not effective as it is not possible to maintain such
long openings without obstruction. Once obstructed, it will be very difficult to
clear them. Tlierefore only possibility is for the canal to be filled at these two
places.

However the design provides a b>pass canal to the west of the CKE which would
connect the two canal segments lying to the north and the south of the two
crossing points. Tliis will ensure the hydraulic continuity of the Old Negombo
canal An opening under the CKE connecting the new canal to the isolated
segment to the east would provide an outlet for the runoff from the east and
conjoining of waters.

Therefore the design avoids the severance of the canal and the stagnation of water.
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6.2.2.

Construction Impacts

a)

Dredging and Sand Pumping
Impacts due to offshore dredging of sand and transport of dredged
material arc identified as follows.

i)

Dredging Operation : Physical
Offshore dredging can be expected lo have an impact on the near
shore sediment
movement and the stabiHty of the nearshore
coastline. During the dredging operation ihere is a possibility of
subsidence of adjacent areas, subsoil failure, alteration of soil
characteristics, hydraulic and geotcchnicat
problems Turbidity is
another dredging induced impact, which will be exaggerated by the
spilling of dredged material.

ii)

Dredging Operation : Ecological
Sand minmg from the sea bottom will result in the destruction of
part of the benthic habitat as well as the organisms living therein.
However the ph\sical substrate removed vsill be naturally restored
with time and the fauna will reestablish thcmscUcs at the borrow
site. Some of the benthic fauna such as molluscs are prolific
breeders capable of producnig millions of egs and the impact of
dredging operations on their populations
will be negligible ,
Furthemiore, considering the vastness of the benthic habitat when
compared to the area of the borrow site, il may be concluded that
the ecological loss resulting from the loss of habitat due to sand
mining operations would be negligible.
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Besides loss of habitat two important factors which can be
dclrinicmal to bcnthic fauna arc turbidity and turbulence caused by
dredging operations. These conditions may also prevail naturally at
the borrow site from time lo time due to factors such as high wind
velocit\' and rapid discharge of large volumes of water from
rivers Turbidity is due to fmc particles of sand going into
suspension. These particles
can damage delicate body parts of
marine animals such as gills of fish and molluscs, resulting in
mortality. Turbulence can also dislodge some sedentan. animals from
their places of attachment which may lead to their destruction.
However, the state - of the - art mctliodology utilised in the
extraction of sea sand has been designed to minimize turbulence
and turbidity during operations
There are no established fishing grounds within the borrow area
and therefore there will be no impact on fishing.

(iii)

Transport of Dredged Material
The dredged material will be transported through a pipeline system
crossing the
reef and shoreline and facilitated by a booster
pump. This will cross the
Hamilton canal and the adjacent
road, ( Hekitta - Pamunugama)
As the pipeline will be laid through the existing opening of the reef
(Fig 5.8 ), there will be no additional impact on the shoreline.
The floating pipeline will be well anchored to prevent it coming
into contact with the reef, thus avoiding damage to reef. The
submerged pipe line laid through the reef opening will
be
placed closer to the seabed to ensure that there is no obstruction to
the movement of fishing craft through the reef opening. The
pipeline s\stcm will not be of any hindrance to fishing craft.
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The shoreline crossing will be submerged. Therefore, it will not
act as a Imoral barrier and have an impact on the coast
The site for the booster pump will be the same as for the
SLLRDC project which had been selected to avoid any impacts
such as noise atid vibration on local population.
When crossing Hamilton canal the pipeline will be elevated to
allow sufficient head room for fishing craft. When the pipeline
crosses the road it will be buried so as to prevent any obstruction
to traffic.
The pipeline will be laid from this point skirting the sand filled
area upto the designated stockpile area. Since the pipeline boarders
the marsh and covers an insignificant area it will have no adverse
impact. ( EIA reports of Kerawalapitiya Reclamation Project 1993,
Japan Eastern Trace 1992 and communication by SLLRDC, RDA),

b) (i)

Discharge of salt water Trom the sand stockpile
The dredger will discharge the sand from its hopper to the stockpile area
by pumping a slurry of sand and water in the ratio of 1:4, The dredger
used for the Kerawalapitiya sand fill had a hopper capacity of 8,000m-'
(information from SLLRDC). Therefore when the dredger is discharging the
load, a volume of 32,O00m3 sea water will be pumped into the stockpiling
area within about one hour, Tlie cumulative sea water volume from the
entire operation would be about 4 5 million m-'If unmitigated, this will lead to the following impacts:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Waterlogging of the area
Increase of ground water salinit>
Overloading of the Old Ncgombo canal
Salinity increase in the Old Negombo canal
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(ii)

Ecological Impacts
The existing flora at the site will be eliminated as a result of
sand being piled up on top of the vegetation Fauna that could
move out will do so and the rest, mainly invertebrates will perish
as a result of being buried. Although a mixture of sand and sea
water in the ratio of 1:4 by volume will be pumped to this site,
the design provides for the rapid pumping of uater back to the sea
minimizing the seepage of salt water into adjacent areas

c)

Embankment formation
i)

Transport of sand at the rate of 900 m^ /day, gravel and
earth 300 m^/day using 10 ton dump trucks for road embankment
and sub-base will cause damage to roads and culverts Total
road
network
impacted
includes 3? km of tarred roads
excluding A3 road and 15 km of gravel road. { Fig. 5.11 )
Vibrations and dust will cause a nuisance to road side residents.
Added traffic will cause congestion on the road

ii)

Dust emissions due to the operation of concrete batching and
mixing plant, asphalt concrete plant. the movement of heavy
construction machinery', stockpiling of sand, gravel and aggregates
will have an adverse impact on the people and their property in
the area.

iii)

Dust, noise, and vibrations from drilling, blasting, crushing and
loading operations from quarries will have an adverse impact in
the vicinity. As the selected quarries are operational at present, the
above impacts will be marginal. The impacts from borrow pit
operation will be higher as they arc abandoned at present.
However, unlike quarries, borrowing gravel produces less noise and
dust.

iv)

Pollution by operation of construction machinery will produce
the following pollutants :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Spent lubricants / hydraulic fluids
Fuel from spills
Old tyres and tubes
Old batteries and their components
Other solid items such as used filter elements,
metal engine parts, packing cases, etc.
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Poor management will lead to the following impacts:
a)
b)
c)

6.2.3

Pollution of \\atenva\s and the niarslj in the
vicinit\' b>' oily refuse
Littering of watcnvays and marsh by solid debris
Addition of toxic wastes, such as lead frotn
batteries

The Impact on Health
The proposed e\prcss\va\ will not have significant adverse impacts on public
health blocking of \\atenva>s and formation of stagnant pools provide ideal
breeding places for vectors that transmit filariasis iCiilex guinquefasciatus) since
the study area falls within the filaria endemic zone with a micro filarial rate
which ranged between 0,29% - 0 . 3 4 % in 1993. Other vcctor-bome diseases that
are prevalent in the region and most likely to spread during the construction
phase if unmitigated include Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) transmitted by
\fdes avgypli and Aedes albopicius that breed in fresh water collections and
Japanese Encephalitis (JE) transmitted by Culex Iritaeniorhvndms that generally
breed in marshes, padd>' fields, ditches and other water collections. There is a
danger of workers getting infected with Leptospirosis b\ coming into contact
with contaminated water.

6.2.4

Ecological Impacts During Construction

6.2.4.1 Man-made habitats (built-up areas, home gardens and
cultivated lands)
The flora found in man -made habitats along the corridor of the proposed trace
will perish and the fauna will be either destrovcd or displaced. The displaced
fauna will move into other man-made habitats. However, as explained in section
4.2,2. flora and fauna of these habitats are neither rare, endangered nor
threatened, and tlic impacts of the trace on them arc ecoIogicall>' insignificant.

6.2.4.2 Impacts on the wetlands
Wetlands affected by the Western trace are the Mutlnirajawela marsh, the network
of canals, ponds, brackishwatcr swamps, streams and the Ncgombo lagoon These
wetlands have been extensively studied in the recent past ( GCEC/ Euroconsult
1991 - 1996, CEA/Euroconsult 1994). The Master Plan of Muthurajawela and
Ncgombo Lagoon (MPMNL) {GCEC/Euroconsult 1991) which
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is based on the earlier studies, has taken a balanced view
of developmental
needs and environmental concerns ; it has paved the way for both developers and
conservationists to adopt a fresh approach towards development and conservation'
which were earlier regarded as incompatible processes, The current approach to
wetland conservation lays more emphasis on safeguarding the functioning and
sustainabilit)' of wetland ecosystems as a whole for human benefit rather than the
mere conservation of individual species.

The loss of wetland habitats in terms of area due to the trace is shown in Table
6.2. Although the actual width of the expressway is 30 m, a corridor of 100m is
considered as being directly affected since fauna and flora within this corridor
will be Subjected to the full impact of the expressway during its construction as
well as operation The loss of habitats in terms of area is relatively sniall. Most
of the vertebrate fauna and active terrestrial invertebrates living along the corridor
will move to adjacent safe areas when construction activities begin; plants and
sluggish invertebrates, however, will pensh.

TABLE 6.2
EXTENT OF HABITATS AFFECTED
BY THE WESTERN TRACE
Existing

Type of Habitat

E\ieni AfTected (ha)

Extent as percentage

Physically

Physically

Ecologically

2.7

4,5

1,38

2.3

Area
(ha)
Ecological 1
V
Marsh

2906

79.8

Mangro\es

350

4.8

Lagcxin

3200

9.6

16

0.3

0.5

Seagrasses

704

9.6

16

1.38

2.3

133
08

(Brackishwaier swamp)

*

• *•

Sources:

Aflcr reclamation of the Kcraualapiliya marsh
Tlic enibankmeiil widlh (60 m) is considered in ihe conipiiialion
of ilic exieni afTcclcd physically
A corridor of 100 m is considered in the compulaiion of Ihc extent
afTcclcd ecologically
1)
2)

Land use map 1996
Profile of Mutlmrajawcla marsh - Ncgombo Lagoon, 1991.
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The extent of marshland obliterated will be approximately 2,7% of the
Muthuraja\scla marsh. Therefore, the impact on the ecosystem due to the
depiction of habitat per sc would be insignificant.
The extent of mangrove forests dcstro>cd will be approximately 5 hectares
ic. 1.4% of the total extent of mangroves found in this wetland system.
Therefore, the impact due to loss of mangroves would also be insignificant
Since the expressway runs a distance of 14 km through the lagoon off
Li>anagemulla, close to its eastern shore, it will aficct seagrasscs that grow
along this stretch of the trace. The maximum distance of the trace
perpendicular to the shoreline will be 150 m, Surveys of the seagrasscs of
the Negombo lagoon have been carried out by Jayasooriya (1990) and
Amarasinghe et al (1993) Jayasooriya has not found seagrasscs while
Amarasmghc et al have recorded
Halophih heccari and Halodule
pinifoha off Liyanagcmulla extending about 215 m into the lagoon from
the shore. Absence of seagrasscs in the area was noted m July 1996.
The lagoon bottom in this area was covered b\ a filamentous algae
[Chaetomorpha sp.) which ma\' have smothered the seagrasscs. However,
scagrass roots were present in mud samples The foregoing observations
seem to suggest a seasonal cycle in the growth of seagrasscs Based on
the assumption that seagrasscs were present in this area throughout the
year and the proposed trace would complctel\- destroy the seagrasscs in
the area between the shoreline and the wesiem margin of the trace (worst
case scenario), the extent of seagrasscs destro>ed will be approximately
0,5% of the total extent of seagrasscs growing in the lagoon. Therefore,
the juvenile fish and the crustacean larvae for which sea grasses constitute
a critical habitat will still be left with 99.5% of this habitat.
During the construction phase, in the absence of mitigatory measures, the
follo\%ing adverse impacts on the MVC can be expected.
(I)
2)
3)
4)

Severance
Disruption
Elimination
Annoyance

of die main building from the "nature trail " zone.
of the popular boat trips
of the model cadjan / wattle & daub huts
to visitors caused by noise, dust and smoke.

Since the expressway
is to be constructed on an embankment ( 1,5 m
high), it will interfere with the normal drainage patterns of storm water
causing the cast side of the embankment to be flooded; this would have
an adverse impact on some terrestrial fauna. The embankment will not act
as an obstruction to the free movement of terrestrial animals such as
birds, bats and insects which can fly However, it will act as a barrier to
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small mammals, reptiles, amphibians and some invertebrate animals such
as land snails . The Dutch canal itself acts as a barrier to animals that
do not fly or suim and confines them to either side of the canal.
Amphibians confined to the east side of the embankment, which normally
breed in the canal, will lose access to it.. However, there is no scarcity
of suitable breeding places on the cast side of the embankment.
During the construction stage, oil from machincr\ and materials such as
asphalt and cement may spill into the marsh, streams and lagoon causing
harm to aquatic flora and fauna. Excessive noise generated by machmer)
can scare away aquatic birds and other fauna sensitive to high noise
levels. Sand mining operation can affect bcnthic fauna; oil leaks from the
dredger, sand leaks from the pipeline and mechanical impacts of the
pipeline on the reefs can harm marine life. These possible hazards must
be anticipated and mitigated whenever they occur.
6.2.5

The Impact on Air Quality
Dust and emissions from the vehicles and equipment to be used for constructiMi
of the CKE will have an adverse impact on air quality. Based on the estimate
of air quality (as discussed in section 3.2 5 ) on baseline assessment made by the
National Building Research Organisation (NBRO) an increase of carbon dioxide
(0,05%), diesel particulate (0.08 %) and toxic pollutants such as CO, N 0 \ , and
Hydrocarbons (HC) (0,02%) could be anticipated in the area. According to the
forecast, in the corridor of 400 metres, an increase of 40% of dust is envisaged,
which is likely to fluctuate from time to time This could have a high adverse
impact on human health and ecolog> in the corridor area during the construction
period.

6.2.6

The Impact on Noise

Levels

The impact on noise levels during the construction period have been estimated by
taking into account activities such as the use of machincrj- and equipment,
transportation of construction material etc. The dB (A) levels of these items are
within the tolerable ranges according to international standards { estimates as dB
(A) 42). It is expected that there will be dB (A) 90 during the peak period of
construction. It is recommended that mitigatorj measures should be implemented
in respect to the different zones of the proposed CKE.
6.2.7

The Impact due to

Accidents

During the four year construction period accidents have been
the calibration carried out with similar projects. These indicate
carried by such activities as transportation of material to the
heavy equipment movements with normal traffic in the area etc
mininuzed by the mitigatory measures.

forecast based on
that accidents all
construction sites,
Accidents can be
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6.3.

Impacts Related to Operation

6.3.1

The Impact on Ecology
Animals such as small mammals, lizards and amphibians whose free movement
is obstructed by the road embankment will clamber up the sides of the
embankment and cross the expressway. Such animals will be in danger of being
run over b> vehicles and mitigatory measures are required to minimize the
possibility.
If suitable mitigatorv measures arc not adopted, noise and smoke generated by
traffic can cause man> animals, especially birds and mammals to move away from
the vicinity of the trace. Some of these animals may eventually get accustomed to
traffic noise.
At night bright lights of the expressway are likcl>' to attract many insects such as
moths and dragonflics These lights will also act as a source of disturbance to
birds roosting close to the expressway.

6.3.2

Impact on Land Use
After the completion of the expressway in the long term, it is anticipated that the
CKE would accelerate the present trend of rapid land conversion. It would also
trigger a set of circular and cumulative changes towards further growth and
change in a wider area bringing about an increase in population and densities in
the region and consequently an increase in the area under residential uses (Table
4.9 ).
Although the CKE is access controlled, it would contribute to the concentration
of commercial and industrial activities around nodes of high access and potential
interaction such as
the areas
around interchanges, in the strip of land
between the CKE and the A3 and along feeder roads.
The present trend of the suburbs north of Colombo to attract more industrial,
commercial,
recreational
and other urban activities instead of residential
development is expected to continue. Land values uould accelerate because of
the advantage of high aecessibilit> with
parcels of land close to interchanges
commanding the highest price As a result, residential development would occur
in areas away from the expressway and its interchanges.
The CKE will act as a physical barrier against further encroachment into the
Muthurajawela conservation area, which has recently been declared as a sanituary.
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Judging by past trends, the long- term impacts that are likcl> to occur in the
surrounding area arc as follows:
(i)

The area connected by Tudella, Kerawalapitiya and Peliyagoda

intersections.
These are nodes of high access and areas of potential interaction These
advantageous locations will be secured b\ land uses thai can command
the highest prices (bid rent). The bid rent system will result in the retail
and other commercial establishments and industries occup\ing the most
accessible locations while the soaring land values would discourage new
residential development.

(ii)

The

strip of

land

between A3 and CKE

Since the three exits in the expressway allows high access along the
corridor between A3 and the CK.E it would attract more commercial,
industrial and other non- residential uses. Land conversion would be either
from agricultural to non-residential uses such as commercial and industrial
or from residential to non-residential urban uses.

(ill)

The area around existing industrial concentrations
The CKE provides access to all the major industrial nodes in the region
and it is anticipated that more industries would be attracted to the area
around these nodes

iv)

Residential Development
The current low density residential areas of Sceduwa - Katuanayake
and Katana as well as the high density areas of Wattala and Ja cla PS.
that have plenty of buildabic land are expected to experience rapid
population growth and an increase in residential uses.

As a result of the above activities population in the region is predicted to
increase at aagrs ranging from 1.50% in Dalugama PS area to 8.50% in
Biyagama and Kandana PS areas between 2014 - 2020 {Table 6.3 ) Enhanced
cmplo\ment
opportunities in industry-, retail and wholesale trade and other
enterprises as forecast in Table 4.6 is expected to attract temporary and
permanent migrants including squatters.
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TABLE 6.3
ESTIMATED AND PROJECTED POPULATION IN SELECTED
URBAN AND RÜRBAN SETTLEMENTS IN THE AREA
Projected
Population
2014

A\crage
annuul
EroHth
rate (ua]>r)
1994 to
2014
(%)

I. Waitala Mabole U.C-

19,184

37.776

4,61

46.842

4,00

2, Peliyagoda U.C.

15,058

33.661

6,17

44,769

5.50

3. Ja-cia U.C.

27,967

57.967

5.36

78,835

6,00

4. Negombo M.C.

98,354

118.354

1,02

125.455

1,00

5. Seeduwa-Kalunayake UC.

36.559

71.559

4,45

97.320

6,00

6. Dalugatna P.S.

61.734

80.337

1,50

87,567

1.50

7. Hendala P, S

50.262

68.865

1,85

76.509

1,85

8. Kelaniya P.S.

47.524

66.127

1,95

73,863

1,95

9, Biyagama P.S.

12,568

32,568

7,90

49,177

8.50

10. Kandana P.S.

28,022

48.022

3.56

59.547

4.00

4.801

2.801

8,30

4.22">

8-50

Seltlemenis

11. Katana

aagr

-

Source :

P.S.

Projected
Population
202» *

Average
annual
growth
rate
(aagr)
2014 to
2020
(%)

Eslimatcd
Population
1994

Average Annual Growth Rate
UDA, Colombo Mclropolilan Regional Siniclure Plan 1995

•Projections 1^ Consultants 1996
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6.3.3

The Impact on Hydrology

6.3.3.1 Basin Hydrology

In the project area, it is necessarj- to consider different stretches of the roadway:
Dandugam oya basin : In tliis stretch, the flood plain is already influenced to a
large extent b\ the presence of tlic existing A3 road. Tliis makes the floods of
Dandugam o>'3 and Ja cla already constrained by the opening sizes provided in the
A3 road.
The distance between the existing Dandugam oya bridge on the A3 road and the
proposed bridge site on the expressway is only about 05 km The area between
the existing and the proposed roads are mainl> low Ijing marshes with a fringe
of high ground bordering the existing road The flood plains of Dandugam oya
and Ja ela canal are connected by the band of low lying areas. Mahadora ela
provides a direct hydrauhc connection between Dandugam oya and Ja ela canal.
Below the A3 road bridge, the river channel convc\s much of the discharge with
overbank flow accounting for a small amount This is a result of the
channelisation by the existing bridge, which builds up a high velocity head in the
river. The distance upto the proposed bridge is too short for the velocity to be
dissipated appreciabh- and for the flow to spread over the flood plains Therefore,
placing of the road embankment does not impose a drastic change in the flood
hydrograph of Dandugam oya.
In the same basin, Ja cla canal discharges 800 cumecs aflcr the design storm. In
this case, the distance bet\\ccn the proposed and the existing bridges are much
greater, being about 1.5 km. This makes a higher proportion of the flood to be
discharged by the mechanism of overland discharge.

Kalu oya Basin : Southern part of the Kalu o>'a basin has been developed
under the PIUDP. This allows for a perimeter drainage canal for the project with
two drainage pumps at Peliyagoda and Oliyamulla with 300 and 600 cusec
capacities each. The expressway lies wïüiin the boundary of the development zone
of the PIUDP and therefore docs not affect the flood flow, which is already
intercepted by the perimeter canal.
North PIUDP, the trace follows
restriction on the flood plain.

a number of marshes. The trace serves as a
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6.3.3.2 Water Quality
Main pollutants from highways have been shown to be
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Solid particles including saiid. rock fragments, and other detritus
from the wearing of the paved surface
Lead, Zinc, Iron etc . from moving vehicles
Rubber, from wearing of t>res
Oil and grease from vehicles
Salt : the source is mainly the de-icmg salt used in cold climes.
Therefore this is not a serious pollutant in the local context.
Solid litter thrown by vehicle users : the social status of the road
users makes the following t>pcs of litter to be the most likely :
i)
ii)
iii)

Aluminium cans and laminated packs
Plastic and pol>thene containers and pol\prop>lenc bags
Paper articles such as containers, tissues etc

Levels of pollution has been the subject of extensive studies in USA and
elsewhere Only conclusion which can be drawn is that the pollution loading is
highly variable and is usually given within a range. ( Transportation Research
Board USA, Stomn\ater Management for Transportation Facilities, 1993)
Poor management of pollution from expressway will have the following impacts:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Silling of drains by solid particles
Addition of chemicals to the eco-s>stcm
Oil pollution
Littering of the surroundings b>' solid garbage

Observation of impact by existing roads, which are rather poorly managed,
indicates that by itself a roadwa> does not pollute the surroundings drastically or
irremediably. Only in combination with roadside development, it has been observed
to create serious threats of pollution. However, in the case of solid garbage, with
the propensitv- to use more non biodegradable packaging, litter generated by a
roadwav is going to be a significant source of pollution in the long term.
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6.3.4

Impact on Air Quality
During the operational stage, the main impact on air quaht\' will be from the
vehicle emissions operating on the proposed CKE The contribution of CO in year
2001 is estimated to be 2240 kg while the relevant figure for year 2021 is 1524
kg. ( Tabic 3.4 ) Assuming the fuel used in Sri Lanka maintains the same
quality, HC in year 2001 estimated as 651 kgs, will rise uplo 1524 kg in year
2021. The NO^ and SOj^ levels which are harmful toxic pollutants will also
increase.
Residents on cither side
particulate matter.

6.3.5

of CKE

will be affected by the lead levels and the

Noise
During the operating stage, the use of vehicles along the CKE will generate
noise levels from dB(A) 60 to dB(A) 113 witiiin a period of 20 years. Different
zones of the proposed CKE will have different tolerant levels as shown in Tabic
3.7. The noise level gi\en in this table highlights the need for strict mitigatory
measures and implementation of appropriate monitoring specified in this study.

6.3.6

Accidents
In the year 2001, the cost of accidents of the CKE is estimated to be Rs- 12.51
million. This will rise upto Rs, 37.04 million in year 2021. (Table 3.iO ).
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CHAPTER 7

MEASURES TO MITIGATE OR MANAGE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

CHAPTER

7

MEASURES TO MITIGATE OR MANAGE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
7,1

Mitigatory

Measures for Impacts Related to Project Location

7.1.1

Mitigatory measures for Socio - Economic Impacts
A special unit lo co-ordinate rcscnlcment will be established in the RDA
comprising officers of the RDA and representatives of service organisations, NGOS,
communities, religious leaders As far as possible, in order to minimize the adverse
impacts associated with displacement, the ethnic structure and social relationships
of the existing communities willl not be disturbed in the resettlement process .
Similar or better facilities will be provided for the affected families in areas of
resettlement.
The CKE will be displacing 130 housing units (permanent, semi-permanent, and
temporary.) within the 30 m corridor of the trace The 60 housing units in the
reservation will not be immedialel>' affected.
Having noted the attitudes and feelings of the affected communities, groups and
individuals and their social and economic eharacteristics. ( Anncxurc XVIII ), the
following mitigatory measures have been recommended to ameliorate and minimize
adverse impacts.

7.1.1.1 Resettlement of encroachers
a) The new settlements will be located as close to the original settlement as
possible so that the commuting distance to their previous work places is
not significantly increased, (The location of sites selected by the RDA for
resettlement are given in Anncxure 111)
b) The development of the resettlement area will be completed before the
rclocatees arrive Housing will be provided at least on 2-3 perches of
land. Water supply, sanitation and waste disposal facilities, open spaces
and recreational facilities for the community shall be provided according
to guidelines laid down by the NHDA for their Sites and Services projects.
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c) There wil! bc a follow up. operation and maintenance phase arrived at the
rc-cstablishmcnt and consohdation of the relocatccs and the operation and
maintenance of the resettlement site.
d) RDA will give preferential treatment to people who have lost their
sources of income when recruiting labour for the CKE,
e) RDA will facilitate community development programmes in the newsettlements with the help of NGOs and local religious and community
organisations.

7.1.1.2 Permanent residents along the trace
a)

Adequate compensation will be paid prior to evacuation and residential
land will be purchased at prevailmg market prices.
The basis of
calculation of compensation will be made public.

b)

Buildable and serviced land will be selected as close to the original
settlements as possible for those requesting land, ( The sites selected
for suitable development by the RDA arc given in Amiexure III )

7.2

Mitigatory Measures for Impacts Related to Design and Construction

7.2.1

Design

7.2.1.1 Mitigatory Measures for the Encroachment of Old Negombo canal
near Nai Duwa

The only practical mitigatory measure available is to excavate a new canal to the
west of the CKE, connecting the two severed ends. There is sufficient space between
the highland Nai Duwa and the canal for the deviation. To the north of Nai Duwa, the
area is marshy and allows sufficient width for the deviation. Sufficient depth and width
will be allowed for the passage of flood water. It is suggested that the new canal section
will have a width of 15 m and a depth of 3 m.
The new canal will be taken in a gentle curve where it connects with the existing ends of
the canal. Where the banks arc too soft to stand unsupported, the> will be protected by
means of gabions.
To effect the drainage for the area to the east of the CKE, an undercrossing will be
provided connecting with the new canal segment.
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7.2.1.2 Mitigatory Measures for the Crossing »rOld Ncgombo Canal near Kalaeliya
Following mitigator>' measures arc recommended:
a) The excavation of a new canal on the ucstem side of the expressway
connecting the I\\o severed sections of the canal - ie, the section of the canal to the
south of the first crossing point and the section of the canal to the north
of the second crossing point. The new segment of the canal must have a
width of 15 111 and a depth of 3 m so as to have the same discharge capacity
as the original canal It must be set out using gentle curves to connect
with the existing canal Where the soil is found to be too weak to support
firm banks , they must be protected with gabions,
b) Provision of an under-crossing to discharge the flow coming from east on to
the isolated segment of the canal Tliis will be placed at a point that will
help in the drainage towards
the west The place near the existmg Pan
ela can be recommended, subject to 5urvc>'s carried out at the time of design.

7.2.2

Construction

7.2.2.1 Dredging and Sand

Pumping

The methodology of operation will minimise most of the impacts However,
important mitigatory measures that have to be ensured during the progress of sand
dredging and transport of dredged material are as follows: ( EIA reports of
Kerawalapitiya Reclamation Project 1993. Japanese Eastern Trace 1992 and
communication by SLLRDC. )
a)

Dredging Operation
i.

In order to minimise the impact on the shoreline, the dredging has
to be confined to the identified region which is located at least 3
km offshore from the shoreline and at depths between 15m and 30
m.

ii. The depth of dredging should be limited to 1.5-2 m below the
existing sea bed and should conform to uniform linear channels
along the sea bed within the borrow area and not scattered deep
holes to avoid hydraulic and gcotcclinical problems.
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iii To reduce the effect of
arc;

dredging - induced turbidit)

the measures

-

Filling of hoppers / barges to safe levels and usage of
splash screens or hoses to minimize overflowing

-

The use of Trailing
minimize turbidity.

Suction Hopper Dredger (TSHD) will

Monitoring of hoses to prevent leakages.
b)

Transport of Dredged Material
The pipeline will be regularl> maintained and monitored to avoid any
leakages
During the transport of dredged material the existing gaps in the reef shall
be used to avoid any additional impact on the shoreline due to erosion.
The floating pipeline will be anchored to withstand wave action under all
conditions and will not damage the reef
The pipeline will be placed at the existing reef openings These will not
cause
any obstruction for the fishing crafl Warning signals will be
provided to inform fishennen the location of the pipeline with buoys, flags
and lamps. The pipeline will be submerged when crossing the shoreline so
that it will not act as a barrier obstructing littoral transport.
To avoid inconvenience to the local residents due to land crossing of
pipeline the initial part of the crossing shall coincide with that used by
SLLRDC for the land fill project and the balance part will be taken along
the penphcr> of the land fill which will cause least damage and booster
pump shall be located at a site which will cause least disturbance to
residents due to noise {Fig. 5,8 ). Across the Hamilton Canal, the pipeline
will be taken sufficiently elevated to permit the passage of 3 1/2 ton
fishing crafts. At the road crossing, the pipeline will be placed on the
ground with a ramp over it for the road traffic to move unimpeded.
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7.2.2.2 Mitigatory Measures for the Discharge of Salt Water
a)

From the stockpiling area
All Ihc impacts identified under section 6 2 2 (b) (i) can be obviated if the
salt water incoming is pumped in is removed from the land immediately without
allowing it to either percolate into the ground or to flow dowTi the local drains
This can be effected by installing a pump at the site of the sand stockpile to
remove the effluent leaving the stockpile.
As shown previously, sea %vater will be pumped in at a rate of around 32,000
m in one hour. This works to a rate of around 310 cuscc Therefore if a pump
having a capacity of 300-350 cusec is installed at the stockpile area, all the
saltwater can be pumped back to the sea without it being allowed to get into
the ground water or any of the drains. The same stratcgj- was adopted in case of
Kerawalapitiya sandfill.
Therefore the following steps will be taken :
Prepare a confining bund on the site to prevent the salt water
from getting into the Old
Negombo
canal,
surrounding
marshes or into other local
drains or inhabited areas.
Landscape the stockpile area so as to channel the sea water from the
stockpile into a prepared sump for evacuation by pumping.
Install a pump of capacit>' 350 cusec and lay a pipeline taking
the water back to the sea. If a shorter route can not be
found, the same route as the incoming pipeline will be
selected The evacuation of svater will be carried out at the
same time as the on-shore pump sending in the sand waterslurry.
Landscape the area surroundmg the stockpile so as to allow the
local drainage to continue unimpeded flovsing around the site.

The project proponent will submit a detailed site plan showing the various
components of the above plan before commencing the sandfilling.
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b)

A( the point of discharge into sea
When pumping sea water draining off from the sand stockpile back to the sea,
turbidit\ and turbulence must be minimized by directing the outflow onto a
boulder bed thcrcbj reducing the velocity to an acceptable level.

7.2.2.3 Embankjnent Formation
During the embankment formation, the following mitigator>' measures shall
taken.
i)

be

Improvement of 48 kilometers of roads (excluding A3 ) 33 kms tarred
road and 15 km of gravel road ^vi^h corrections to geometry and
shoulders, ( Fig. 5.11 )

ii) Inventor> of house and property will be obtained along the routes where
material is transported in order to assess and compensate any damage
caused due to frequent travel of project machinery.
iii) The following structures identified along the road network
repaired or rebuilt.
8
2
3
2

Nos,
Nos,
Nos
Nos,

should be

Culverts to be rebuilt
Culverts to be repaired
Minor bridges to be rebuilt.
Minor bridges to be repaired

iv) A Special Road Maintenance unit will be formed by RDA to maintain
these roads and structures where sand
gravel aggregate and other
construction materials arc transported. While transporting gravel, sand and
other materials in dump trucks, they will be covered with tarpaulin to
avoid any dispersion of dust to the atmosphere.
v) If asphalt concrete and ready mix concrete are purched from existing
sources, the impacts due to increased production will be marginal. Any
new plants installed will have dust collector and spnnklcr systems
incorporated so that impacts will be low.
The proposed site for these plants is indicated in Fig. 5.3
vi) Traffic wardens will be employed on the roads and detour sections to
control traffic so that no nuisance or inconvenience is caused to the
general road users from heavy construction machiner\ and vehicles.
vii) Hoarding
and
fencing will
be erected where construction work is
carried out close to population areas and crossings with existing roads.
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7.2.2.4. Miligalory

Measures for

Pollution Caused by Construction Machinery

Proper management within the construction site can eliminate much of the pollution
caused by construction machinery. Spccificalh. the following management practices shall
help in stemming the pollution related to construction practices,
i)

Collect and take away all the spent lubncants / h\draulic fluids that get
produced at servicing.

ii) Introduce a system where worn tyres, tubes and any other discarded parts
are returned to a central warehouse for proper disposal.
ill) Assigning an officer to be responsible for keeping the construction site
free of debris.

7.2.2.5 Aggregates - Quarry Operation

Although the quarries identified are in operation at present it is necessary that the
following niitigator\' measures are ensured
i)

Controlled blasting will be carried out to minimize dust emissions, noise
and vibration impacts. In addition sprinkler system will be mstalled to
further minimize dust emissions due to blasting and vehicle movement.

ii) Damage to houses and property etc, will be minimized when transporting
material by avoiding roods which run through densely populated areas
wherever possible.
iii) In transporting material, vehicles wiil be covered with tarpaulm
type of covering.

or

other

iv) Quarr)' operations will be limited to da>limc
v) Quarry operations will be carried out so that no stagnant pools of water
will be present within the quarry.
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7.2.2.6 Gravel Borrow Areas
The same mitigator> measures stipulated for aggregate quam
adhered to.

operation will be

7.2.2.7 Mitigatory Measures During the Construction Phase for Air, and Noise
Pollution, Accidents and Health Impacts.

a)

Air Pollution

All the equipment used in the construction will comply witli the
emission standards specified by CEA regulations
Exhaust pipes of the equipment will

be directed upwards

Vehicle emission levels will be checked cvcr>' three months
Air pollution control equipment will be installed and operated at asphalt
and concrete batching plants.
b)

Local Dust and Noise

Water will be sprinkled penodicatl> on the temporary- roads
Mufflers will be installed and maintained on machinery and equipment
Sound proof enclosures will be used for equipment
at levels higher than the CEA standards.
c)

emitting sound

Accidents

Construction materials will be transported during off-peak hours.
d)

Adverse health impacts
Proper management within construction sites
Close supervision by Public Health Inspectors (PHI). RDA could
temporarily engage the services of qualified Health Inspectors to
identify potential breeding places.
Use of protective clothing for labourers who come into contact
with infected water m the marsh ( Vide 7,3,2 2)
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7.2.2.8 Mitigatory Measures for Ecological Impacts
Mitigaton measures for significant impacts on ecological resources during the
construction stage as well as the operational stage of the CKE arc considered
below:
Marsh
About 1.5% of the existing extent of the Muthurajawela marsh will be taken up
by the expresswav Further depletion
could occur if new access roads to the
project area are constructed Therefore existing roads will be used for transporting
materials, without constructing any new roads.
Oil spilling from construction machiner\- as well as materials such as cement
and asphalt can harm the fauna and flora. (espcciatly the aquatic forms) in the
vicinit>' of the trace. This will be mitigated b> adopting measures given in sub
section 7.2.2.4,
The CKE embankment will divide the populations of terrestrial animals which
cannot fly, such as sniall mammals, reptiles, amphibians, land snails, and certain
arthropods. Many of these animals will clamber up the sides of the embankment
and cross the exprcsswa\' thcreb\ facing the risk of being run o\er. Amphibians
which breed in the Old Ncgombo canal
will find themselves on the "wrong"
side of the expressway during the breeding season. However, the culverts that
will be constructed at regular intervals for hydrological requirements, will serve as
"through passages" for these animals.
Trees such as Cerbera manghas ( gon kaduru ) and Pandanus odorolissimus
(wetakeiya) will be grown on cither side of the embankment. These trees arc fast
growing and will serve as noise and dust barriers, and also provide sheltering
and nesting places for birds and other animals.
Canals and Streams
A short segment of the Old Negombo canal between Naiduwa and Pillewa will be
obhlerated by the CKE. The flow of water in the canal wilt not be obstructed if
mitigatory measures suggested in sub section 7,2.1.1 are implemcntedAnother segment of the Old Ncgombo canal 1,8 km in length, will be isolated by
the CKE crossing over to the west of the canal south of Ja>asoori\a road and
again to the cast side, north of it, in order to avoid a populated area. The
isolated canal segment will be connected to the main canal to prevent stagnation
of water, and the continuous flow of the canal will be established by measures
proposed in subsection 7.2.1,2
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Engine oil, cement and asphall ma\' fall into the canals, streams and the lagoon
during the construction stage. Measures given in sub section 7.2 2.4 should be
implemented to avoid such spillage and constant monitoring is necessary- to
minimize harm to aquatic flora and fauna During the operational stage, pollutants
generally associated with motor traffic such as lead, copper, manganese, cadmium
and engine oil will inevitabl> enter the canals, streams and lagoons by way of
surface run off after rain. Relevant Mitigatory measures are given in sub section
7.3.2.2
Brackishwater Swamp
Eight hectares of mangroves will be destroyed by the CKE ( 2 J % of the
existing total extent around the lagoon). This impact can be offset to some extent
by growing mangrove species such as Dolichandrone spalhacea.. Bruguiera
gymnorhiza. Sonneralia caseolaris and Excoecana agallocha on either side of the
road embankment where the CKE traverses the swamp.
The Lagoon
During the construction stage, disturbances will occur in the lagoon
trace and on either side of it (possibly upto 15 m) Turbidity' caused
the sea grasses perish and the fish and crustaceans arc likely to tnove
the vicinity of the trace during the construction of the embankment.
construction process is over, the seagrasses arc likely to recover.

along the
will make
away from
Once the

The portion of the lagoon which is cut off by the CKE situated between itself
and the mainland will be connected to the main body of the lagoon by way of
passages built across the embankment, large enough for fishermen's boats to pass
through as recommended in sub section 7.3,2 1. These passages can serve as
access points to juvenile fish and crustacean larvae that use the sea grass beds
for feeding and sheltering.

The Muthurajawela Visitor Centre (MVC)
Impacts on the MVC can be mitigated in two ways. In the first, a number of
mitigatory measures are proposed to be adopted so that the MVC can continue to
function at least with some degree of attraction to the visitors.
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The measures are described below
Alternative

1

1) The possible severance by the trace, of the main building of the MVC
from the nature trail zone will be offset by constructing an overhead foot
bridge across the embankment. Tliis will be constructed prior to the
commencement of worit on the stretch of the CKE running through the
MVC premises.
2) During the ewistnietion of bridges across Nonage cla and Dandugani oya,
boat trips operated by MVC will either have to be suspended or operated
from a point on Nonage ela to the west of the bridge site If boat trips
are suspended, the MVC will be compensated for use of income from this
source dunng this pcnod If the other option is favoured by the MVC,
cost of construction of another pier and foot paths leading to it will be
borne by the RDA.
3) Adequate fiinds shall be provided for the relocation of the model huts.
4) The MVC will be shielded from noise generated by maehiner\' and the
dust resulting from construction activities, A high fence will be erected
on either side of the road corridor along the entire length of the trace
passing through the MVC premises and the fence be clad with suitable
material to act as a dust and visual screen before any construction
activity commences
5) During the operational stage it is essential to have artificial noise barriers
on either side of the segment of the expresswa>' passing through the
MVC premises In addition, selected trees such as Pandanus sp. and
Accasia sp. adapted to the ground conditions will be grown on either
side of the embankment to serve as a noise, dust and visual screen.
Even after the adoption of the measures given in the alternative 1 above, it is
unlikely that an\thing like the peace and tranquillit) one expects for a communion
with nature will be restored. Therefore the following alternative is given and
strongly reconmicnded.
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Alternative

2

This proposes a radicallv different method of mitigation. It is clear that no amount
of in situ mitigation is going to eliminate completely the impacts on the MVC.
Therefore the logical alternative is to shift the MVC away from the CKE to a
new site and a\oid the adverse impacts altogether.
For this purpose it is proposed that a suitable site is located by the WCP in
collaboration with the DWLC. The selected site must be acKSsible to the visitors
and must have easy access to the canal system so that boat excursions can take
place. Once the site is identified, the land can be ceded to the WCP by the
DWLC, RDA will construct the new MVC building, the boat pier etc, according
to the plans drawn by the WCP, New nature trails can be laid by the WCP.
This alternative has several desirable features which merit its adoption :
1) The MVC will be in its own premises rather than being housed in a
leased building as now.
2) MVC will be able to design ttic premises and the buildings to suit its
requirements.
3) There will be no disruption owing to the CKE construction activities.
After the CKE is commissioned, the improved access will attract more
visitors.
4) The peace and tranquillitv which is a sine qua non for the MVC can
be attained here: no amount of rmtigatioii is likel>' to restore it in the
alternative 1.
Therefore the adoption of alternative 2 is slrongl> recommended.

Light Pollution
Street lamps will be designed so as to illuminate the expressway without the light
straying upwards or sidcwa\s. This would minimize an>' adverse impacts of light
on fauna at night.

Borrow Sites and Transport of Material
Ecological impacts on borrow sites and transport of material have been considered
and mitigatory measures recommended in sub section 7 2.2.2
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Stockpile Area
The stockpile area is located on 40 ha of the marsh in Kerawalapitiva . The sites
have been earmarked by the SLLRDC for development irrespective of their use
as stockpile areas The major ecological impact which can result from sand mixed
with sea water pumped to this site is the seepage of salt water into the
surrounding marsh. Preventive measures have been recommended in sub section
7.2.2,2.

7.2.2.9 Mitigatory Measures for Socio- economic Impacts
a)

Allemativc transport links will be provided until permanent links are
restored,

b)

Noise impacts will be reduced during the construction phase by erecting
sound barriers in populated areas.

7.3

Mitigatory Measures Related to Operation

7.3.1

Mitigatory Measures for Socio - economic impacts
a)

Air Pollution
The CKE will pass through some areas of human habitations and birds
habitats
such
as
Peliyagoda,
Hunupiti>a,
Kcrawalapitiya
and
Muthurajawela Air pollution due to vchiclular emissions should be
reduced with following mitigatory measures;
Design the speed level of CKE on appropriate levels to reduce
emission levels.

the

Install and operate monitoring equipment at selected locations along the
CKE,
b)

Noise Pollution
Noise pollution from vehicle operations will be felt mostly in populated
areas traversed by the CKE. En such places sound barriers will be
installed to mitigate the noise impact.
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c)

Accidents

All road crossings will be maintained upto proper standards and well
illuminated.
On the CKE the following measures taken to minimize accidents:
Provision for markers on the road
Provide of hard shoulders for emergency stopping
Provide of emergency calling equipment
Formulation of special operational rules for hazardous material
transport and emergency plans to contain damages from accidental
splits.
7.3.2

Mitigatory Measures for Hydrological Impacts

7.3.2.1 Mitigatory Measures for Flood Impacts
The following mitigatory measures are proposed for the h>drological impacts :

Making the bndgc span sufficiently large so as to avoid upstream inundation.
This will be attended to at the detailed design stage.
In the area bet^vecn Mahabage and Ja ela, a number of suitable openings will be
placed to drain the upstream inflow across the c\press\%a> embankment.
In the area north of Ja ela, lateral canals connecting with Mahadora ela will be
provided with large openings across the CKE. Where navigable canals are crossed,
they will be provided with sufficiently large openings for the fishermen to take their
fishing crafts across.
In the stretch of the CKE taken through the lagoon, two underpasses shall
be constructed, each large enough for small fishing boats to sail through.
In the area bct\secn Pcli>agoda and Hunupitiya. where the CKE traverses a number of
marshes, a continuous drainage canal will be provided along the eastern toe of the
embankment with sufficient number of openings provided at suitable places to
discharge the inflow intercepted by the drain across the CKE. The number and the
positiomng of these openings will be decided at the time of the final design.
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7.3.2.2 Mitigatory Measures for Water Quality
As discussed before, impact on water quality is not serious However, the presence
of the ecological!} important habitats of Muthurajawcla marsh and the Ncgombo lagoon
compels special attention to the measures to prevent pollution.
Following measures arc suggested to mitigate the effects of pollution;
Declare the expressway as a non-littering zone and prohibit throwing
of litter from moving
vehicles. Give publicity to the concept of litter
free zone by media campaigns, billboards etc. Impose and enforce a
system of fines as deterrent Collect and dispose litter that is still thrown,
in designated disposal areas separated by type and rec>ele where possible.
Enforce an effective sweeping programme and remove the sweepings to designated
disposal areas.
Lead a\%a> the runoff from paved areas to wet or dry ponds or wetlands created at
intervals by the roadside and release after a 24 hour detention. This will remove much
of the pollutants from the runoff The ponds or the wetlands will be inspected and
maintained on a regular basis to keep them functioning at optimal levels of efficiency.
The ponds will be planted with local reeds to remove pollutants.
To prevent the mosquitoes from breeding in these ponds, the detention times
have to be properly designed to avoid prolonged stagnation. At the periodic
inspections, if mosquito larvae arc discovered, the ponds will be drained.
In addition to the above measures, ninofT in the road stretch lying within the
Negombo lagoon, will be collected by a suitable drain svstem to be directed to
land and then sent through a svstem of ponds for the removal of pollutants.
No runoff from the paved area will be allowed to enter into the lagoon
directly.
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CHAPTER 8
PROPOSED MONITORING

PLAN

CHAPTER 8

PROPOSED MONITORING PLAN

8.1

Composition of the Committee

Monitoring programme shall be administered b\ a monitoring committee appointed by
the CEA before the implementation of the project The monitoring committee shall
comprise experts/representatives from the follo\\ing agencies:

CEA : Chairman of the monitoring committee
SLLRDC
DWLC
Wetlands Project
ID

An NGO representing wildlife/omithologv/environment
NHDA
UDA

In addition, the representatives from the follo\\tng agencies will serve as short term
members for the duration of offshore dredging:
CCD

Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA)
NARA
MinistPi of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (MFAR)

The Chairman will co-opt other specialists for advice as required for specific
issues.
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8.2

Mode of Operation
The monitoring committee shall meet monthl>' or at such other interval as decided by the
committee.
The Projecl Proponent (PP) shall appoint a senior officer of rank not less than a Dcputj'
Director to liaise with the committee He shall be empowered to furnish any material
information regarding the project. He will also facilitate the committee to function by
arranging meeting venues, providing for inspections and getting access to any relevant
information etc
The PP will bear all the costs of surveys, measurements, reporting and any other cost
associated with monitoring. Where any measurement of specialised nature needs to be
carried out, the PP will engage such a consultant acceptable to the committee to carry out
the measurement.
At the outset, the PP will deposit a sum of money with the CEA. as determined b>' the
latter, to meet incidental expenses, pa> for any tests \vhich may become necessary and
to pay an honorarium to the members.

8.3

Monitoring Plan
Major points to monitor are given below. The monitoring committee may modify this plan
from time to time if or when it deems necessary. For example it can terminate monitoring
of an impact after it has become stabilised or effectivel>' mitigated or initiate new
monitoring measures for unforeseen impacts or increase the monitoring frequency for an
impact found to have serious consequences.
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8.3.1

Monitoring of Land Acquisition and Resettlement Process

1. Re-settlement programme 1
Frequency and
Duration or Reporting Reported once, before commencement
Prepared by
Format and Contents

PP
Socio-economic survey of all the families along
the trace.
Maps showing location of houses and other
buildings.

Evaluated bv NHDA, UDA

2. Re-settlement programme II
Frequency and To commence before any land acquisition and to
Duration of Reporting continue monthly, until the re-settlement
programme is complete,
Prepared by The special land acquisition and resettlement unit
setup within the PP
Format and Contents • Textual supported by maps,
• Census data obtained by the Survey.
• List of householders to be relocated with the
following details:
i) Status of relocation,
ii) Places of origin and destination
iii) Amount and the status of compensation
payment.
• Status of completion of new houses being
built
• Maps and site plans of re-housing areas.
Evaluated by NHDA. UDA,
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Y'
Frequency and
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by
Format and Contents

Evaluated by

8.3.2

3. Land acquisition
To commence before any land acquisitions and lo
continue monthly until all compensation is paid
The special land acquisition and resettlement unit
setup within the PP
• Map of the corridor with properties marked in
different colours according to the status of
acquisition and payment of compensation.
• Map of the 30 m reservation with properties
marked
• List of properties prepared for different
categories above.
• List of delayed compensation payments prepared
indicating the period of delay, the reasons for the
delay and estimated date for payment This list
shall be in the descending order of delay, i.e.,
with the most delayed payments at the topNHDA, UDA

Monitoring of Offshore Dredging for Sand

1. Faunal survey of ihe borrow area
Frequency and Once, before the commencement, (Only if considered
Duration of Reporting necessary by the committee)
Prepared by Specialist diver recommended by NARA, engaged by
the PP
Format and Contents Textual report giving a description of all the fauna
found in the borrow site, supported by maps
Evaluated by NARA, MP AR
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2. Dredging
Fortnightly for the duration of dredging.

Frequency and
Duration of ReporlinK
Prepared by Specialised dred>;in>^ contractor
Format and Contents Graphical report depicting on a borrow area plan, the
lines and the depths of dredging and the date of
dredging. The map must be based on the
instrumentation aboard the dredger such as sonar and
global positioning system
Evaluated b^ CCD, SLPA, NARA

3. Status of anchorage and pipelines
Frequency and Fortnightly until the dredging operations are
Duration of Reportiug completed
Prepared by PP
Formal and Contents Textual report describing the condition of anchors,
chains, floating, submerged and on-Iand pipelines,
their couplings, flanges, any leakages, marking
buoys, warning lights etc.
Evaluated by CCD, SLPA

Frequency and
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by
Format and Contents

Evaluated by

4. Clearing after operations
Within a month after the dredging operations are
terminated
PP
Textual report, supported by maps. This shall
describe the status of clearing the sites affected by
the dredging/pipe laying operations, whether any
items have been carelessly left behind etc.
CCD. SLPA
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8.3.3

Monitoring of Sund Stockpiling

1. Site preparation
Frequency and Prepared before commencement of stockpiling
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by PP
Format and Contents • Contour map(s) of the stockpile area(s) and the
surroundings including all the drainage paths at
1:1000 scale.
• Plan of the isolation bunds for the stockpile
area{s). internal drainage path, location of the
evacuation pump, preparation of the sump and
the path of the exit pipeline.
• Calculations of pumping out of sea water with
pump capacities taking into account different
heights of the sand pile
Evaluated by ID, SLLRDC
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V .,,,::

2_ Surface and ground water saliniiv and water loRKiiig
Frequency and Sampling to commence two weeks before the
Duration of Reporting operations begin to establish the existing salinity
levels Daily samphngs while the pumping operations
continue; fortnightly after the operations cease, for
one year. May be terminated sooner if all the samples
revert to the values prior to the operations.
Prepared by PP : water samples to be tested at a laboratory
acceptable to the committee
•
Sampling points to be indicated on a large scale
Format and Contents
(1 : 10,000) map of the area with code numbers
given to each sampling point.
• Tabulated salinity values for the sampling points
for each sampling, giving date and time,
• Graphical display of salinity values for each
sampling point as a graph of salinity against time
to show the build-up and dissipation of salinity.
• Salinity value isolines for surface and ground
water marked on the map
• Textual report on depths and periods of
inundation at points of reference established to
warn of water logging
Evaluated by ID, SLLRDC

8.3.4

Monitoring of Hydrologlcal Impacts

1. Re-alignment of Old Negonibo Canal
Frequency and At the design stage and after completion
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by Design office of the PP
Format and Contents • Complete geometric and structural design with
data for the re-alignment of the Old Negonibo
canal near Nai duwa and near Kalaeliya, showing
all the important topographical features
• As-built drawings with photographs
Evaluated by ID, SLLRDC. Wetlands Project. DWLC
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2. Flood Mitigation
Frequency and At the design stage
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by Design office of the PP
Format and Contents • Detailed flood routing calculations for the three
major bridges of the CKE
• Details of all the drainage openings provided
across the CK.E
• Details of other flood relief measures proposed
such as upstream toe drains etc.
Evaluated by ID. SLLRDC

8.3.5

Monitoring of Air, Water and Noise Pollution During Construction

1.
Frequency and
Duration of Reporting
Prepared by

i^onstniction activities of CKE
Weekly at sensitive locations; fortnightly at other
locations, spot checks on request by affected parties
CEA : For CEA to carry out this monitoring, the PP
shall make available a four-wheel-drive vehicle fitted
with the following equipment • Air sampling equipment for pollution and
particulate matter
• Water sampling equipment
• Decibel meters
• Video and photographic camera
CEA will use this mobile unit only for the monitoring
work on CKE during construction and operation
Format and Contents • Sampling points to be shown on a large scale
map of the corridor Code numbers must be
given to each sampling point. The code number
must easily indicate the particular locality
• Tabulate the air-borne dust, air pollution, and
noise values observed as appropriate indicating
the date and time
• Tabulate the water quality parameters tested with
a description of the type of water body it was
taken from, eg. staRnant pool, drain, well etc.
Evaluated by CEA
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2. Quarries and gravel pits and hauling
Frequency and Fortnightly until the quarrying and borrowing
Duration of Reporting operations cease
Prepared bv PP and CEA usins the mobile unit
Format and Contents • Operation times of quarries/gravel pits (PP)
• Air-borne dust sampled
• Noise levels observed
• Complaints from the residents around the
quarries/pits and the haul roads about nuisance
and damage. Structural damage must be
established by inspection (PP)
• Stagnation of v^ater at site (PP)
• Observance of dust abatement measures (PP)
• Surface condition of the haul roads (PP)
• Congestion on haul roads and measures of traffic
manaRement (PP)
Evaluated by CEA
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Existing
links beh\een Colombo and Katuna\akc for passenger aiid goods transport is
overstrained beyond capacity for road links and inadequate m the case of railway. The western
part of Gampaha District is one of the rapidly expanding residential and industrial areas It
contains the nationally important BIA and several key national security installations. A high
speed link between POC and BIA is important for the benefit of tlic national cconom>'. The
existing links are unable to meet even the current demand, let aJone the projected demand for
the future. Hence the need for a high speed link.

For improving the transport links, several reasonable options were considered in this study.
They included two alternative traces for an access-controlled expressway, improvements to the
existing A3 road, improvements to the railway and the no action option . However the last option
could be easily discounted as even at present, the transport links bct\vccn the two areas are
inadequate. It was demonstrated that the rai!wa\' improvement cannot serve as a reasonable option
unless a concurrent upgrading of the entire national rail network can be undertaken Without
such an improvement a shift of use from roads to railways cannot be expected.

The existing A3 road has unlimited access and runs through a highly populated area. If this is to
be improved to cater to the projected traffic loads, it will be necessarj to widen it and effect at
least partial access control measures Both these exercises would be impossible without
concomitant social impacts of such magnitude as to make them unacceptable. Even after such
improvements, the A3 road would not meet the requirements of a high speed link,.

Only the expressway option with its two alternative traces remain to be considered. These
alternatives can be compared succinctly as follows:
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.*

Eastern Trace

Western Trace

About 1500 houses to be demolished.

About 130 houses to be dcmohshcd and a
further 60 houses to be acquired.

Cost: Rs 20 billion.

Rs 5 billion

Ecological Impacts : Traverses alread>'

Runs along the edge of the Muthurajawela

disturbed areas.

marsh and a part of the Negombo Lagoon.
However the area affected is small (less than
3 % of the combined total)

Hydrological impacts : Moderate.

Low

Benefit cost ratio

21.5

: 7.3

Economic Internal Rate of Return : 38%

63%

Communit>' severance : high as this is taken

Low, as this is mainly taken along marshes.

on a high embankment through densely
populated areas.
Visual amenity : Highly intrusive

Less intrusive

A comparison of the impacts of the two traces shows that the Western trace costs
substantiall)' less, has \owct h>-drological impacts and less social impacts During the
operation stage this trace will cause no damage to Muthurajawela Visitor Centre. As
the trace runs close to sensitive areas the ecological problems that can crop up can be
mitigated by adopting suitable measures.
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Construction of the CKE requires the commitment of resources Of physical resources committed,
the construction materials used - sand, aggregate and gravel arc localK' quarried and are not in
short supply. The commitment of these is irreversible, but as they are abundantly available and the
project is essential, il cannot be termed as a deprivation of another sector.

In this study, the need for a high speed transport link between Colombo and
Katunayake was established. Out of the four build options, the western trace was the
preferred
option on the basis of impacts and economic performance
Evacuation and
resettlement increases social vulnerability because it disrupts eslabhshed communities,
families and kinship groups. Therefore the trace which disrupts the established pattern to a
minimum was selected. The significant environmental impacts of this option was examined in
detail and measures to mitigate the adverse impacts were suggested. A monitoring programme was
prepared to be adopted during implementation.

Therefore in conclusion the study recommends the western trace of the CKE
adoption of the mitigatory measures and the monitoring programme.
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ANNEXURE I

T E R M S O F REFERENCE F O R T H E PREPARATION O F T H E
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REPORT FOR C O L O M B O
KATUNAYAKE EXPRESS HIGHWAY P R O J E C T

OUTLINE OF EIA REPORT
1
2
3
4
5
6

8
9

Executive Summary
Introduction
Description of project

Evaluation of alternatives
Existing environment and site description
Anticipated environmental impacts of the
reconiniended altcmative/s
Measures to mitigate or manage
environmental consequences
Proposed monitoring plan

Conclusion and recommendations

Annexes
i
Ü
iii
iv
V

Sources of data and information
List of preparers, qualifications, experience etc
Comments made b> affected people, public. NGO and other agencies
during the scoping sessions conducted by EIA study team.
List of contacts
Bibliograph) : A list of references should be presented including all
references cited m the EIAR,

This should be a brief non-technical summary of the proposal including a brief but
concise description of its nature, size and location, description of environment including
physical, ecological resources, anticipated environmental impacts, alternatives, proposed
mitigatory measures and recommendations.

Anncxurc 2-1

2.1

Purpose and scope of the ElA Report

2.2

Methodolog) used in the preparation of the EIAR

2.3

Existing transportalioti systems between Colombo and Katunayake, highlighting
significant limitations.
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Conformity to Urban Development Plans. Highwa>- Development Plans.

3.1

Aim and Scope of the Project

3.2

Justification of the Project

3.3

Nature of the Project

A comprehensive description (cssentiall>' salient information on the project at a degree of
detail comparable to that presented in a feasibility level engineering report ) of all
components of the project including location, general lajout. size, pre-construction
activities, construction and operation activities, time schedule, staffing and support
facilities, technologies, inputs of energy and materials Illustrative figures and tables should
be used as needed. Drawings at appropriate scale where neecssan' could be used A
project layout plan should be provided including the road stretch on a scale of I : 50,000

This section should also include the construction programme {Timing and duration of all
project activities from preconstruction to full operation,), methodology of construction
( Land clearing, excavation, earth moving, removal of vegetation and construction of
bridges / culverts etc, sources and quantities of raw material including soil, sand and
metal, land based fill material, sources, quantities and metliods of transport ), operation
and maintenance, financial commitments.
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ZVAhVAÏlQS OF ALTElM

Describe the priman' and sccondar\' alternatives that were examined in the course of
developing the proposed project which vsould achieve the same objectives. The concept of
alternatives extends to siting, design, technology selection, construction techniques and
phasing, operating and maintenance procedures. Compare the alternatives in terms of
potential environmental impacts and suitabilit> under local conditions associated with each
alternative When describing impacts indicate which are irreversible or unavoidable and
which can be mitigated. The basic environmental, engineering and economic parameters and
criteria including methodologies used in the investigations and evaluation of alternatives
should be stated under this section.

Environmental (extended ) cost, benefit analysis.
Envirwimental costs and benefits arising out of the proposed project and recommended
alternatives should be discussed. The extended cost - benefit analysis should be performed
through the following steps ;

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Financial plan
Detailed cash flow of the recommended alternatives
Financial and economic cost/benefit analyses for the evaluated alternatives
Incorporation and valuation of environmental impacts identified in the
EIAR. using appropriate environmental valuation techniques to the extent
possiblcPresentation of extended cost - benefit analysis b)' incorporating
environmental valuations into economic cost benefit analysis.

On the basis of the comparison and evaluation, one or more alternatives should be
recommended for fijrther assessment. This section should also include the reasons why
other alternatives were rejected in preference to the one/s recommended.

The " no action " alternative ie. if this development does not proceed, and its consequences
should be explained in order to demonstrate environmental conditions without the project.

iii
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EXISTING ENVIRONMENT AND SITE DESCRIPTION

iim

This section should provide a concise description of the social,
economic and
environmental setting of the areas that have a high likelihood of being significantly
impacted Additionally. an\ other aspects that are known or expected to be of concern to
the public and /or the PAA should be identified and discussed under this section The
characteristics and data as well as any other pertinent information on the areas likely to
be impacted and the impacts that would bo addressed in Section 6 must be provided in
this section. Such data should include, but not be limited to, the following:
Note: Presently available information could be utilised at all stages of report preparation.
The environmental profile of the Muthurajawela Marsh and Negombo Lagoon ( Greater
Colombo Economic Commission 1991) Master Plan of Muthurajawela and Negombo
Lagoon ( Greater Colombo Economic Commission 1991 ) and Conservation Management
Plan for Muthurajawela Marsh & Negombo Lagoon (WCP /CEA October, 1994 ) and
associated survejs contain most of the information called for in this section.

5.1

Physical Environment
Hvdrology of the area including water balance
Present storm water drainage patterns and drainage capacit\' of adjacent drainage
chaimels including Old Dutch canal. Hamilton canal, Kalu-oya. Ja Ela and
Dandugam oya. Present flood discharge and available flood detention in the Old
Dutch canal and surrounding marshes
Flood water levels with respect to MSL and flood problems in the area.
Flood peak values and retention areas.
List of existing irrigation or flood protection schemes encountered. *
Present uses of surface water/s including water supply intakes.
Surface water quality of the water bodies along the trace
General geology of the area (usmg one inch geological maps ) •
Mineral resources (utilised & potential). *
Present land use pattern along the project area •
Current development trends and growth (both planned and unplanned).

iv
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If fill material is to be obtained from offshore, for the purpose of describing the existing
environment the project
area will be described
to include the borrow areas,
transportation routes and the access area to the pipe line.

A hydrographic survey of the borrow area, indicating coral reefs / scagrass beds
(if any)
Representative bottom sampling and grain size diameter of sea bed within the
borrow area
Location /h>drographic detail at mooring buoy / booster station
Hydrographic detail of the pipeline access, with specific detail of trace in the
vicinity of the near -shore reef
Assessment of existing level of fishing activities
Survey of marine fauna and flora

5.2

Ecological Resources
Special characteristics of the project area and its vicinity eg. marshes, lagoons,
reservations and other areas of ecological sensitivity. •
Forest and other protected areas should be marked on a map (scale 1:50,000)*

5.3

Socio - Economic Aspects
Concise socio - economic profile of the area
Existing infrastructure facilities
Existing settlements and other land use forms *
Demographic characteristics
Social infra - structure
Housing (numbers and socio -economic status )
Communication facilities
Water supply and sanitation sources
Agricultural pursuits
Existing air quality, noise and vibration levels along the road trace and vicinity
concentrating on specific areas such as schools, hospitals etc.
Relocation sites ( alternative sites available) *
Capacity of the existing roads and traffic loads, special reference should be
given to the points at Kelaniya Bridge site and Katunayake.
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M
5.4

Archaeological and cultural consideration
Recognised archaeological and culturally important areas, their status and
conservation programmes if any. *

•

To the extent possible maps at appropriate scale should be provided in EIAR.

Ü?'^"" ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE
ALTERN ATI VE/S. "
RECOMMENDED

^"^^

In this section, show the overall effects on the total ecosjstcm of the area as well as
address the impacts
on the individual environmental components. Identification of
impacts should be on the following basis:
•
•
•
•

Impacts
Impacts
impacts
Impacts

related
related
related
related

to
to
to
to

project location,
project design,
construction activities,
operational activities.

Impacts should include the foreseeable direct and indirect, long and short term effects.
Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources should be identified. In all
cases where an assessment is made, the criteria which has been used to assess the
impacts should be stated clearly. Where possible impacts should be quantified and
uncertainties highlighted
Bases of predictions should be justified. At the end of this
section, provide an overview or synthesis of how the project will interact with the
total eco-syslcm and its elements.

7

MEASURES TO MITIGATE OR MANAGE ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES

This section should propose measures to minimize the impacts identified in Secticm 6
This should
also outline the effectiveness of the proposed measures that are to be
provided.
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^ a t A O P O S E O . MONITORING

PLAN

<^ ^ , . .

This section should spccifS' the aspects which should be monitored in order to assess
the effectiveness of llic proposed mitigatory measures and environmental impacts during
preconstruction. construction and operational stages of the proposed project A plan for
monitoring
the implementation of the measures including parameters to be monitored,
coordination efforts with the appropriate agencies and funding needed should be included.
The proposed plan should make provision for any continuous post-construction monitoring
for assessing the actual environmental impacts of the project and for recommending needed
correction measures

ÏLl-Z.. CONCLUSION AND'^R^lCÖJ^MfËNÖAtK

••5

The acceptability of the propK)sed project and the altemativc/s should be analysed and
ranked accordingly. The consultants should make a firm recommendation of one of the
alternatives based on the above observations.

vii
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Section

II

NON TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

The Terms of Reference (TOR) is a guideline underlining the minimum
expectations of the Project Approving Agency.
A prctiminar>' meeting with the Project Proponent (PP) together with the
consultants is expected b\ the CEA to discuss the methodologies and the TOR.
Any suggestions to the TOR is welcome.
It IS suggested that consultants in the following expertise areas should be
included in the EIA Study Team:
Land use Planning
Sociology

H>drology
Ecology
Coastal Engineering
Transportation Planning
Economics

The consultants are expected to work closely both with the PP and the Design Engineers,
and Architects of the project The EIA is an important phase in the process of decision
making on the final shape of the proposed project,
4

After the final document is checked for adequacy b> the PAA,15 copies of the
English version and 03 copies each of the Sinhala and Tamil vcrsicHis should
be submitted to the PAA. Translations should be undertaken only after the PAA
has determined that the report is prima facia adequate

5

An unbound copy of the original should be submitted to the PAA.

6

The original documents should be submitted duly authenticated by the preparers.

7

The EIA report will be made available for public inspection for 30 days.

[Rl]
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ANNEXURE 11
LEGAL PROVISIONS

National Environmental Act (NEA) No. 47 of 1980 and Amendment
The relevant provisions in the NEA ( as amended) arc: Parts IV A, IV B and IV
C which deal with environmental proteclion, including environmental protection
licence (EPL): environmental
quality: and approval
of projects, including
environmental impact assessments respectively. While an EPL is necessary in order
to operate an industrial plant etc., approval to commence a project is necessary
under Part IV C. Thus, the provisions in Part IV C
require careful attention
here.
According to Section 23 AA of the NEA. notwithstanding the provisions of any
other law, all prescribed projects that arc being undertaken in Sri Lanka are
required to obtain approval under the NEA This provision applies in relation to
all prescribed projects whether they are being undertaken by the government, local
authority, company, firm or an individual. Thus, no distinction is made between
governmental activities and private activities.

Coast Conservation Act No. 57 of 1981 and Amendment
Similar provisions exist in the Coast Conservation Act of 1981 (amended in 1988),
The Coast Conservation Act was the first statute to adopt the EIA and the permit
procedure in relation to development activities which fall within tlie coastal zone.
Thus, if any component of the proposed expressway falls within the coastal zone,
approval under the Coast Conservation Act would also be necessary. The
provisions here arc similar to the NEA.

The Road Development Authority Act of 1981
Established to carry out integrated road plannmg and development of roads within
areas designated by the Minister, the RDA enjoys extensive powers under the Act,
including the power to acquire and hold any movable or immovable property.
Where any immovable property is required to be acquired for the activities of the
RDA and the Minister has approved proposed acquisition, that property is deemed
to be required for a public purpose and may be acquired under the Land
Acquisition Act and be transferred to the RDA {Section 22).

The Urban Development Authority Law

1978

The Urban Development Authority (UDA), established under Law No, 41 of 1978
(amended), was set up to promote integrated planning and implementation of
economic, social and physical development of areas declared by the Minister to be
development areas. The provisions in this Law is important with respect to the
procedure laid down for the acquisition of land.
Under section 16, where any land in any area declared as a development area, is
required by the UDA for any of its purposes, such land ma\ be acquired under
the Land Acquisition Act b\ the Government. Such land will be considered to be
required for a public purpose. Thus, if any land is required for the proposed
expressway which forms part of any development areas under the UDA Law, the
procedure laid down in the UDA law will have to be followed.
Urban Development Projects ( Specml Provisions) Act No. 2 of 1980
This Act provides for the acquisition of lands urgently required for carrying out
urban development projects. Section 2 provides that where the President, upon a
recommendation made by the Minister in charge of urban development, is of the
opinion that any land in any area is urgently required for tlie purpose of carrying
out an urban development project which would meet the just requirements of the
general welfare of the people, the President may declare tliat such land is required
for such purpose.
The Greater Colombo Economic Commission Law No. 4 of
{ amended by Act No. 49 of 1992)

1978

The BlI (previously GCEC, BOI) is in charge of the administration of the Area
of Authority' and
for any development activity falling within this area, the
approval of the BOI is necessary It also lays down provisions relating to the
acquisition of land which arc similar to those in the UDA LawAn important provision in the above Amendment Act of 1992 stipulates that
power, duty or function under the NBA shall be exercised, performed
discharged by the Board except in consultation with, and the concurrence of,
CEA established b> that Act. Thus, in order to exercise the provisions in
NBA, the BII needs the concurrence of the CEA.

no
or
the
the

Land Acquisition Act No. 9 of 1950 (as amended)
Section 2 of the Act lays down the procedure to be followed where the Minister
decides that land in any area is needed for any public purpose. Notice to the
land owners, surveying of such land, objections to such acquisition etc., are laid
down in the Act. Lands to be acquired under the UDA Law, the RDA Act and
the BOI Act are covered by the provisions in this Act.

*****4*
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PROPOSED RESETTLEMENT SITES
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Anncxurc: IV
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONAL COSTS.
(Rs- 'OOP)

VRAR
1

ANNl',\l,

PERIODIC

OPERATIONAL

MAINTENANCE

MAINTENA.NCE

COST

COST

COST

1997

2

1998

J

1999

4

2000

J

2001

9JÏ9

4.762

6

2002

9.827

5.143

7

200.1

10.318

J.J54

8

200-1

10.834

5.998

9

2005

11.376

6.478

10

2006

1 i.945

6,997

11

2007

I2.Ï42

7.J56

12

2 OOK

13.169

8.161

n

2009

13.828

14
1!

2010
2011

14.519
iJ.245

16

8.814
393.986

9.519
10.280

2012

16.007

11.103

17

2013

16.807

11.991

IS

2014

17,648

12.950

19

201J

IS. 530

13.986

20

2016

19.457

15.105

21

2017

20.430

16.313

22

2018

21.451

17.618

23

2019

22.524

24
25

2020
2021

23.6S0
24.832

26

2022

26.074

23.970

27

2023

27.378

25.887

28

2024

28.746

27,9S8

29

202 J

30.184

30.195

30

2026

31.693

32,610

PRICE ESCALATION
PER ANNi;\f

5%

19.028
645.020

5%

20.J50
22.194

8.0%
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T R A T n C FORECAST
ADT

YEAR
I

1W7

1

IWI

CABS

GOODS

MEDRJW

HEAVY

LARGE

MEDIUM

GOODS

GOODS

BUSES

BL-SE5

Ï

1W9

4
i
6
7

2000

2001

11.636

4.376

2003

1IJ«I

4.60S

>

3004

IJ.IM

4,M7

4.r7

l.!tl

193

3,101

626 i

14.011

713

2003

ljfl7

317

9

3.261

10

2004

3J«

632

14.904

711

610

3.651

10.7a

1001

4,0S0

11

200T

13,136

II

200«

1«.t7I

13

2009

17.719

6.300

U

2010

11.731

«,4»4

11

3011

1».7U

6.731

It

2012

20.r2

2.023

n

201}

21.024

7J23

II

3014

23.14]

T,634

19

2015

24J33

7J5I

20

301«

25,639

IJI7

II

2017

2«.S40

1.414

21

301S

2t.0ll

2)

2019

39Jt3

9,044
9.33 R

3.94 Ï

1,739

1,613

221

531

320 I

4.1t2

1.731

231

324

532

4.516

1,103

371

620

576

670

600

3,t01

5,6(9

2,070

342

A.144

2.167

369

144
911

709

973

732

6.636

2.310

399

T.lOO

3Ji4

437

TJ97

2.442

436

1.043

3J32

411

1,116

Til

1.193

•06 I

U71

ml

1.129
1.691

3.626

323

9J0T

3.724

339

9J>3«
10.633
11J95
11.973
13.691
lJ,4il
l«.2i9

24

2020

30.735

35

2021

32.1«

9.64 1

26

102 J

32.192

9.641

li,11J

n

202)

32,197

9.641

I3.U3

2t

3034

32,197

9.641

J»

2023

32.197

9,641

10
Sourct: Tnnfert

102«

33.197

9.641

StclorFItmIng

Ctmt

1J,11J
1 J.I IS

IS,11S
11,113

2.123

591

ajiio

640

3.010

679

3,091

719

3.173

763

3.262

SOI

3J30

«7

3.441

901

3.441

901

3.441

901

3.441

90«

3,441

901

3,441

90B

7« I

1.361

g6o;

1.4*3

HI

1J31

901

1.644

921

1,743

9-19

I.Ul

971

1.9.'1

991

2,076

1.015 I

2.076

1.013 I

2,076

1.015 I

2.076

1.013

3.076

1.015 I

2.076 j

1,013
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TOLL
(Rs)

RATES

CARS
YEAR
1

1997

2

1998

3

1999

4

2000

LIGHT

MEDIUM

HEAVY

LARGE

MEDIUM

GOODS

GOODS

GOODS

BUSES

BUSES

5

2001

41

61

61

136

27

27

6

2002

41

61

61

136

27

27

7

61

61

136

27

27

136

27

27

2003

41

8

2004

41

61

61

9

2005

41

61

61

136

27

27

1(1

200Ó

60

90

90

200

40

40

11

2007

60

90

90

200

40

40

12

2008

60

90

90

200

40

40

n

2009

60

90

90

200

40

40

14

2010

60

90

90

200

40

40

15

2011

88

132

132

294

59

59

16

2012

88

132

132

294

59

59

17

2013

88

132

132

294

59

59

18

2014

88

132

132

294

59

59

19

2015

88

132

132

294

59

59

20

2016

129

194

194

432

86

86

21

2017

129

194

194

432

86

86

22

2018

129

194

194

432

86

86

23

2019

129

194

194

432

86

86

24

2020

129

194

194

432

86

86

25

2021

190

285

285

634

127

127

26

2022

190

285

285

634

127

127

27

2023

190

285

285

634

127

127

28

2024

190

285

285

634

127

127

29

2025

190

285

285

634

127

127

30

2026

280

419

419

932

186

186

Price Escalation 8% per annum efTeclcd in e\ery S year
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1
2
.1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

n
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

TOLL REVENUES
(Rs. 000)
MEDIUM
TOTAL
LIGHT
MEDIUM HEAVY LARGE
REVENUE
YEAR CAJtS
GOODS
GOODS
GOODS BUSES
BUSES
1997
1998
1999
2000
84,937
36,044
11,322
5.184
5.164
203.433
2001
60,781
93,451
38,458
12.464
5.701
5.482
220.747
2002
65.191
40.290
13.457
6.158
2003
68.602
100.915
5.721
235.142
2004
72.207
108.982
42.189
14.550
6,654
5.959
250.541
44.178
6.217
267,028
2005
75.991
117.719
15.742
7.181
2006
186.791
117.523
67,966
24,954
11.397
9.514
418.144
2007
123.695
201.730
71,151
26.924
12.316
9.923
445.739
2008
130.196
217.884
74.532
29.113
13.294
10.346
475.366
233.119
502.187
2009
135.712
77.290
31.155
14.228
10.682
2010
141.491
249.437
80.180
33.271
15,220
11.032
530,632
2011
216.709
392.171
52,317
122,152
23,929
16.746
824,024
2012
225.940
126,687
56.070
419.621
25.623
17.282
871,222
2013
235.524
449,001
131.415
59.929
27.402
17.861
921.1.33
2014
245.527
480.408
136.288
64.110
18.440
974.104
29.332
2015
255.947
514.033
141.353
68,613
31.369
19.040
1.030,356
2016
388.310
800.650
213.365 106,958
48.864
28.606
1.586,754
2017
400.928
848.640
219.107 113,259
51,794
29.236
1.662.963
2018
413.923
899.606
225.061 120,190
54,913
29.898
1.743.592
2019
953.550
30.591
427.392
231.228 127.279
58.221
1.828.260
2020
441.285
1.010.755
237.466 134,997
61.686
31.284
1.917.473
2021
669.432
1.574.286
358.394 210,159
96.099
46,985
2,955.355
669,432
2022
1,574.286
358.394 210,159
96.099
46,985
2.955,.35 5
2023
669.432
1.574.286
358,394 210,159
2.955.355
96,099
46.985
2024
669.432
1.574,286
358.394 210.159
96.099
46,985
2.955,355
2025
669.432
1.574.286
358,394 210.159
96,099
46.985
2.955.355
2026
983,615
2.313.143
526.598 308.793
141.201
69.036
4.342.386
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ANNEXURE K

-

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Suncus murin us mir in us
S. inunnus caerukscens
Pleropus g. giganleus
Rousetlus seminudus
Rhinolopus r. rouxi
Hipposideros I. lankadiva
H. galehtus brachyotus
H. bicolor aler
Megaderma lyra lyra
Pipislrellus m. mimus
Scolophilus heatht healhi
Kerivoula picta picia
Taphozous saccolaimus erassus
Lor is tardigradus tardigradus
Xlacaca sinica smica
Lepus nigricollis singhala
Funambulus palmarum favonicus
Hvslrix indica
Bandicota indica indica
Mus musculus castaneus
M. cervicolor fulvidivenlris
Raltus raltus rallus
R. rallus alexandrinus
R. rallus kandianus
R. norvegicus
Lutra lulra nair
Canis aureus hnka
I 'iverricuh indica mayori
Paradoxurus hermaphroditicus
Herpesies fucus rubidior
H. smilhi zeylanicus
Felis (Zibethailurus) viverrina
F. (Prionailurus) rubiginosa
Tragulus meminna

*

MAMMALS RECORDED FROM

MUTHURAJAWELA

ENGLISH NAME

STATUS

musk shrew
musk shrew
fmil bal
fruil bat
bat
bat
bat

VC

bai

bat
bat
bsl
painted bat
slender loris
toque macaque
black - naped hare
Indian palm squirrel
Indian crested porcupine
larger bandicoot ral
house mouse
fewn coloured mouse
common rat
brown rat
brown rat
brown rat
Cc>lon Otter
Asiatic Jackal
larger Indian civet
palm civet
brown mongoose
ruddy mongoose
fishing cat
rusiy spotted cat
mouse - deer

E = Endangered : VR - Very Rare ; R = Rare ; C = Common ;
SU^SlatusUnknown

REMARKS*

c
VC
VC

c
c
su
su
c
c
su
R

c
R
VC
C
VC
C
VC
C
VC
VC
SU

-END

THR
THR/PRO
END

THR

c
SU

c
R
R

c

c
c
VC = Very
R
VR
R

THR/PRO
THR/PRO
THR
Common

•* END = Endemic species ; THR= Threatened species ;
PRO - Protected under Wild life Ordinance
( After Karunaratne) Source; CCEC / EDROCONSULT 199L

't

AISISEXIRE X
SC•^E^TIFK•

-RKSIDKNT

BIRDS

NAME

Podictps ruficollli
captnsli
Pholacrocorax
fiitcicollii
P. nigér
Ardta cinerea
recliroitrii
A purpurea
munilemiii
BuroniJes slrmlus
javanicuj
Ardeola grayit grayii
Bubulaui ibi!
coromomlus
Egrtua aba madtsla
E. intermedia
intermedia
E- garztlla
garzella
E. gularii
schiilacea
.\'yclicorax nyclicorax
nycticorax
Izobrychus
cmnamomeui
I. sineniii
Dupelor flavicoUii flavicoüii
Ibis
leucocephalul
Anoilomui
oialani
Threshkiornis
mrlanocephala
Dfndrocygna
javanica
fialiailur indui indui
Acctpiter badiui
badtui
Ichihyophaga ichihyatiut
ptumbtictps
Colurmx chineniii
chineniii
Rallus urialiis
albivtnler
Amaurornis fuscui
zeylonicui
A. phoenicurws
phatnicurus
Callicrex cinera cinera
Gallinulo chloropus
indica
Porphyno porphyrrio
poliocephalus
Hydrophananus
cfiimrgui
l'anellui indicus tankae
Roilralula
bengaltniii
himanlopus hinlamopus
ceytonensis
Sterna
albifrom
S.bergii vetox
Sireptopelia
ceylonenus
Psittakuia kramen
mamllensis
Clamalor jacobinui
jacobinui
Eud}'namys icolopacea
scolopacea
Centropu sinertsis parroU
Olus bakkamoena
bakkamoena
Bubo reyloneniii
rtylonenni
S'inox scusulara hirsulo
Apus meiba baken
Cypsiurui parvus
balaiiensis
Ceryle rudis
leiicomelanura
Alcedo althis
laprobana
Pelargopsii capensis
capensis
Halcyon imyrensii
fusca
II. pileala
Coracias bengalensis
indica
Megaloima zeylamca
zellanica
.W, rubricapilla
rubricapllla

RECORDED

EROM

MUTHliB-VJAWELA

E^C;I,ISII N A M E

STATl'S •

L i n k Crebc
Indian Shag
Litll« Connoruit
Ore> Meron
Purple Heron
Linie Green Heron
Pond Heion
Catlle Egrei
Lirge Egret
Median Kgrd
Linie F.grel
Reef Heron
N i ^ ( Hctun
Chestnut B i n n n
Ycllou Ditiem
Black Ultiem
Pimlcd Stork
O p e n - b i l l SlorV
tt*hile ibis
ttliislling Teal
Btahuninv Kile
Shikii
Grey - Headed Hihing Eagle
Blue - brealed ' Quail
Blue ' breasted banded Quali
Kudd> Crake
\^'hitc - bicasted Wuertien
Kora
Indian Moorcbcn
Purple Cool
Pheaisanl - tailed Jacan*
Red - u a n l e d lapwing
Painted - Snipe
Blaek-winged Stilt
Lesser Tern
Swift Tern
Spotted Dove
Rose • ringed Parakeet
Pied Crested Cuckoo
Koel
Common C o u o l
CollBred Scops 0\t'1
Brown Fish Owl
ßruwn Hawk Owl
Whie -bellied Swift
Palm Swift
Pied Kingfisher
Cominon Kingfisher
Stork -liilled Kingfisher
U'hite ' breasted K i n ^ s h e r
mack-capped Kingfisher
Indian Roller
Bri'WTi - bended Darbet
Sninll Darbet

REMAR
KS'*

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
THR
H
B

THR
THR

B

B
B

THR

• E
= Kndaneercd : \ R = \'ery Rare' R ' Rare' C - Common; \'C \'erj Commiiii. S I ' - Status Unknown
•* END - endemic species; 'IHR = Threatened tpeties; [J ^ Breeding in the area conlimicd
( A f t e r de S u v a ) S o u r c e : G C E C / EtJROCONSL'LT 1991.

Annexure X ( Contdl

SCIENTIFIC NAME
Dinopiun benghelense
psarodei
Hirundo dauraca
hyperylhra
Oriolus xonlhornu!
ctylonensis
Dicrurus cieriileiceni
leiico:)'gialii
Ariamus
fiiscui
Acndoiherei
mms
melanosttrnui
Corvus spiendens
proltgalus
C. macrorhynchos
culminalui
Coracina melanopUra
lykesi
Ptncrocoius
C.
cinnamomtus
Aegilhina Uphia multicolor
Pycnonolus cafer
haemorrhousud
P. luieolus
insulae
Turdoidei affims
loprobanus
Terpsiphone paradis:
ceylontniii
Cisticola junadis
omalura
Prinla subfjava insular It
P. sylvaUca valida
Oriholomus sullrlus lulorius
Acrocephalus
slentoreus
Copsychus sauloris
ceylonensis
Saiicoloides fuhcalo
teucoplera
Parus major
maharallamm
Anthus novaseelandidaê
malaytnsis
Dicaeum eryrhrorhynchoi
ceylantns»
Sedan ma zeylomca
ztylonica
.V. lotenia laUma
Passer domeslicus
indicus
Lonchura smala siriala
L puncSuIata
punclulala
L, malacca
malacca

ENGLISH NAME

STATUS*

Red-becked Woodpecker
Sn Lanka SMallou
B U t k - h e a d e d Driole
'ATiile -venled Drongo
Ash> SHallovL Shrike
Common M>-ii»h
House CTOW
Bljick Crow
Black-hcided Cuckoo Shrike
Linie Mimt er
(-'ofEunon lofa
R«t-venled Bul bul
While - browed Bulbul
Common Babbler
Ceylon Paiadise Flu-aloher
Fantail Warbler
Plain Prinia
Large Prinia
Tailor Bird
Oreal Reed 1^'arbler
Magpie Robin
FtlHdk Robin
Gre>' Tit
Indiui Pipit
Ticke ll'i Rowerpecker
Purple-nimped Sunbird
Lolen's Sunbird
(louse Spanvw
\ M u l e - b a t k e d Munia
Spoiled Munia
Black -beaded Munia

E = Endangered • \'H - \'ei> Rare ; R • Rare, C = common; SL' = Slalu) Unknown
END » F.ndemic specie* : THR " Threatened ipecies ; B = Breeding in (he vea confiniKd
(After d( SUvB) Sonrce : CCEC/EUROCONSULT 1991,

REMARKS**

A^^EXlntE

xi

-

MIGRATORV

SCIEMTIKIC: NAME

Phalacrocorax catbo sinensis
Arda gohalh
Corsachius m. meSanolophus
Anas accufaPinlail
A. querqueiiula
Circus macroroui
C. aerugmosiis aeruginosui
Heiraaelus pennanins
Ratbis eurnzonoides omauroplera
Pliivialis aqualarola
P. Dominica fulva
Charadnus mongolus alrifroni
C. Uschenaulril
Sufitniits phaeapus phaeopus
Tringa foranus eurilhinus
T- nebularia
T. glartola \V'ood und pipfr
T-stagnalilis
T. hypoteiicos hypoleacos
Capella slenuro
Calidri I ferugmea
Larusfucus
L brullicephalus
ChitJonias hybnda indica
Gelochilidon nilolica nilolica
Hydroprogne caspia caspia
Sttrna hinindo libelana
S. bengaleniis
S. rtpressa
S. sandvicensis
Merop! Philippinus Philippinus
Piria hrachyiira brochyvra
Hirundo ruiuca guUuralis
Lantus cnstattis canstalas
Mascicapa laurosms
Ttrpsiphone paradisi patadisi
Acracephalus dumelonin
Anfhus novaeseelandidae nchardt
Molaalla

flava

BIRDS R E C O R D E D

FROM

MITHIRAJAWELA

ENGLISH NAME

STATUS

Ingian Connoranl
Golialh )[cron
Ma[la> Bitlcm

THR
SU

Gargans
Pal< Hairier
MflTïh Harrier
Booted Eagle
Banded Crake
Orey Plover
Eastern Golden Pkner
lesser Sandplo\'cr
Large San^lover
Whimbrcl
Redshank
Greenshank
Marsh lani^iper
Common sandpiper
Pintail Snivc
Curiew Sandpiper
Lesser Dla^-k - backed Gull
Brown - headed Gull
Indian Whiskered Tcm
Oull - billed Tern
Ca^ian Tern
Common Tern
Lesser Crested Tem
\^'hile - cheeked Tern
Sandwitdi Tern
Blue-lailed Bee - ealer
Indian Pitta
Eastern swalli«
Brown Shrike
Brown FlycalL'hcr
Paradise Flycaloher
Bl>-lb'5 Retd Wait Ier
Richanfs Pipil
Grey-headed Yellow Wagtail
Grey Wagtail

\t- Caspica caspica

*

EtEMARK
S**

E " Endangered : \'R - \'ei>' Rare ; R •= Rare ; C - Common ; VC ' Very Common
SU-Status Unknown

•• END - F-ndemie species ; THR - Threatened species ;
PRO - Protected under Wild life Ordinance

(After Karunaratnc) Source :

GCEC/EUROCONSULT 199L

THR
SU

ANNEXLRE

XII - R E P T I L E S

RECORDED F R O \ t

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Cnemaspis k. kanJianus
Hemadaclyiui
brooh
parvimaculanlus
H. Frenantus
Calole!
calate!
C, versicolor
Mabuya connala lankae
M. maculana
Sphenomorphus
fait
Riopo
punclala
Varanus
bengalentu
V. salvalor
salvator
CrocoiJ}'l~Hs porosus
Melanochelyi
irijuga ihermalii
Lisitmys punctata ceylortesis
TyphltrJa bramina
Cylindrophis
maculaiuj
Python
molurus
Acrochordus
granulatus
Lycodon
stnanlus
L auJicus
Oligodon
armensis
Pryai
mucosui
Boiga
ctylonenus
Dendrelaphis
tristis
Ahaelulla natura
Aspidura
guentheri
Xenochrophts
aspemmus
Amphmsma stolaXa
Xenochrophis
pi scalar
Arren um
schislosum
Cerberus
rhynchops
Girado
prevosliana
Saja naja naja
Bungarus
caeruleus
i'lpera russelli
Hypnali
kypnaU

•

MtTHlRUAWEl.A

ENGLISH NAME

STATUS
*

diurnal gtcki)
jungle gecko
jungle gccki:
grceii garden lizard
garden lizvd
skink
^wtlcd skink
brouTi skink

R
C
C
\C
\C
\Q

c

R
C

•kink
moniior
moniloT
esluaiine crocodile
hard ' shelled lempin
soH- shelled terrapin

c
c
cc
c
c

Sri Umkui pipe n u k e
n x k p>1lK>n

R
VC

c
c
cVR

pond snake

C
C
C

dog-ficed waler snake

cV C

cobra
kiait
Russe I's \ipcr
Merrem's hump-nosed viper

VR
C
R
R
C

Commoi1

• • END = Endemio species ; THR - ThreaUi»d specie! :
PRO ' ProlCLled undet ^^'j1d life O d i n s n c e

( A f t e r Karunaralnc)

END TUR
END THR

cc

Ouether's roughiide
common pond snake

E ' Endangerid
\ R - \ e r \ R a r e ; R - R are ; C = Common ; VC = \'cr\
SL'=-StaïU5 L'nkno\Mi

THR

PRO
THRPRO
THR
THR
THR
END THR
THR

R
R
C

u o i r snake
u o i r snake
kukri snake
ral snake
cal snake
hron?c back

REMAEtKS

••

Source : G C E C / E U R O C O N S U L T

I99L

ENDTHR
END-THR

THR
THR

THR

ANNKXLBK XIM - AMPHIBIANS RECORRKD tROM Ml TlUlRAJAWHl.A
SCIENTIFIC NAME

ENGLISH NAME

STATUS

REMARKS**

•
Bufo inelonomcus
B. slomaticu!
B. alukoraiei
Rana hexadaclyla
R. c. cyanopMycus
R. Iignno craisa
A 1. limnocharij
R. (Tomopierol brevicepi
R. (Hylatanal temporalu
Rhocophorus ipofypedafes) cnicigtr
R. fP.I leucomysfax moculatus
Philaulus sp (P. hayWi
Kaloula pulchra laprobanica
L'perodon sysloma
\ticrohyla rubra

•

load
load
Alukorali'i duirf load
frog
frog
frog
frog
frog
frog
grealet hourglass vtt fit>g
trM frog
ITM frog

VC
R
C
VC
VC

c\'C
c
c

c

VC
VC

c
c
c

E ' Endangered: \'R = Vcr> Rare; R" I U n ; C - Common; VC = Ver) Common
SU^Siatus Unknown

•• F.ND = Endemic species ; THR " Threaicnwt jpeeies ;
PRO ' Piolecled under Wild Ijf« Ordinance

( A f t e r Karunaratne)

Source : G C E C / E U R O C O N S U L T 1991.

ENDTHR

ENDTHR
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ANNEXURE XIV

ANNEXIRE XV-

BLTTEHFMES OK Ml'THi;lHJAVVELA

FAMELIES

MLTHVIRAJAWELA
TOTAL
ENDEMEC

DA.NKia\E
SATYRIDAE
AMATHl'SHDAE
NYMPHAi-IDAE
LVCAENIDAE
PIF.R1DAE
P/VPII.IONIDAE
HESPERIDAE
TOTAL

( A f t e r Karunaratne)

Source :

SPP

SPP

K
4

_

THREA
TENEDSl'EJSPP
4
1

-

THKEATENtD

.
-

1

17
14
9
9

.
-

67

-

.

.

-

-

9

1

3

1

G C E C / E U R O C O N S U L T 1991.

ANNEXl'RE \ V I - DRA(;ONFL[E>i OF Ml'THl'KAJAVt El^\

FAMILIES
SPP
El-'PHAEIDAE
CH1.0PTERVGIDAE
LESTIDAE
PLATYST1CTIDAE
PROTONEl'RIDAE
PLATYCNEMIDAE
COF.NAORIONIDAE
GOMPHIDAE
AESHNIDAE
CORDULID,\E
LIÜKLLULIDAE

2
-

TOTAl.

MUTHURAJAWELA
TOTAL ENDEMIC
SUBSPP
SPP
2
*
2
3

12

1

13

-

34

8

•

(After

Karunaratne)

Source:

G C E C / E U R O C O N S L L T 1991.

'.'('

ANNEXURE

XVK

LrST O F R E E F FAUNA BETWEEN
C O L O M B O ( F O R T ) AND N E C O M B O

Fiiniil> . Acnniluirrdic (Siirgcon fish)
.\iiinlhnrii\
.riinihoplvrui'
. U iinihtiriis
pymfvriix
. \cnnihiiru\
hitrivnc
.{(.<inihiiru\
lri'i.\li\iiii,\'
.IcnnihiiruM hlnchii
('lcn"ihiti-iii\
\lrioUiv
('n-mi(heii-tu\ Mrïyi'^ux
XiiM' /iliirofii.v

Fniiulv , Cirrhilidac (Hnuk fisli)
l'<iriic irrhiU- \ /h.^ti-ri
('irriihi\
pinnultilwi
('irnthys sp.

Faiiiilv Cacsioiiidac (Fusiliers)
('nf-io sp
J'lvrniw.\iii sp.

Family ; Aponogonidac (cardinal fish)
Familv: Carnngidae (Jacks)
('hvilntliplcru.': Sp.
Tmchinntus sp
('artinx iiii'hnpigu.v
("nronx sp.
Family : Balisiidae (Trigger fish)
Family: Diploprionidae (Two banded grouper)
.\Mfthihys
iniliius
Sußlniii f tl ehr vsi ipicriis
SiiIJloiih'n hu rul
(Itlitntis niiicr

Family : Ephippidac (Bat fish)

Family BIciinidae (Blciinics)

l'/niax

/•.r>cn/».vsp.
Hu nu In spl'liii>iiilri-i>iii.s sp.

Familv : Cobiidae (Gobies)

Family : CliacitxJoiiiidnc (Buucrfly fish)
('luJi-iotliin ii'iii/iric litmus
('liiif/'iifiin
ih'c ii.wiiliis
< '/iiicli'iliin
fiiilliiliMiiiiis
('hiicloil'in yo^Mnhuiultis
('liiirli'ili'ii
kifinii
f 'hiH-liuliiii
yoirt/iii'ri
l-'i>ri ipificr
/lii\-i\\iiiiii\
lltniiiiiiiiiihilns
zoMi-r

Dipliiprhn

hij'acioius

vrhiculnrix

Tercifiili-i.s sp.
.\'viiiiiii:lfiilri.\ sp,
l'ak-nüenniui sp,
Family : Hncmiilidnc (Swccl lips)
l'li-cliiryiichii\
liijfi>ii/\
l'/f( l-'iyu(hii\ snnlithis
l'li-(l<iryi)<hiis sp.
t'i'iiinilii^X's sp.

h.

F.uiiik

F.miil*

.Monod.T-tvlid.ic ( S i l v e r m o n o )

H o l o c c n i n i i c (Squirrel fish)
M'ini'iliii.l'.lu^

. ('//'iri'r £ iliiiliiniH liliilil.\
. lilu-r^ r ^pini/rr
\tl"-rvr ï p
//••!••( fnrrii'.
,/iiii/fiiiii
1 l\ripn\U •• muri hl in
Uvripri^li\
llilll\lll\
Mxripri'li''
Sp

iin^fnli'u^

F.uMik Ncmip(cfid,ic (.Monocle bfcims)
,S( i,h^pM\ sp

F.ini(l>

Potiijccnlnd.ic (D.iniscl fish)

Antpliiprion sp

Fniiul) : L.ibrid.ic (Wrnsscs)
lliifnhiH-rvi
Sp
'I h<illii.\iiiiw
lunnrc
'IhtilliiMiiiiit
iiumijuiviiloin
l ''in > s p
/.iihriiiilc^
ihiiiiiliiilii''
('lwilirtii.\
t//'iruni\
('hcihnutl'ostiolu.i
( 'hfiliniis iri Inhal Ulli
f 'hcilinux
unitu!riif\
/'nrnchi'/vnu\
sp.
I'sfUtluchflynus
sp.
/Iiiilinnuwp.
Ih'iiii.vyiiinusfociatu.^
.Snni'ipsi:< Sp.
(iiiiiiphiisu^
vorius
.\{airiyphnryn^tlon
Sp.

J'i'iiiiir.viilrii\
••'iiiili\
l'iiiiifH i-niru\
philippini:\
l'imuHi:nlrH\
ii-Ysurii-.
{'hniiiiiy
itiiiililifjlwi
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f 'hriiiiii\ s p
\'ciip"iiiiKVnlrli\
liwniwtiv
Sci'piiiiiiKvnirii.s

ozvnin

Fnmily: Pomncanlhidnc (Angel fish)
J'tiiiii7canihu.\- .vi'wi
icircuhtuv
ronioconthus
nnntilnris
/'iiiiiacnnihtis iinp<>rnu>r
lliiliicnnihus
xanihurus
('eninipyiiv
iiiulii.\pinnis
Ccnirnpy^i.'
vilihhi
f V/I lnipvy>L'Jhvipecri>roli.f

F n n i i l v : LulJ.inid;)e ( S n a p p e r s )

Familv: Pscudochromidne fBassleis)
Aphn-ut
sp
/.uijrinus
h'iftnf
Liiijaniis hv ui al us
l.iiljanus
lunulcitux
l. u ij an ii.vjiihni i
iMljiiniis
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l'injnls sp.
Miit'iliir
sp.

Family: Princnniliidac

RiiniK : Miillidnc (Go;il Hsli)

l'riinnnlhw'

l'iiriipiinviis
sp.
i 'i'viifiis s p
Mulhinlicbihys
sp-

F;iiiiil.v : M o n o c n i u h i d n c (File fisli)
('iinilwrhiiicy
. \iiiiiil\i'.\ s p .
Miilvni s p

Sp

l'.\euil'ichri»iiiü

Sp,

Famils: Pcmphcridne (Sweepers)
}'ei)iphi-ris

sp.

haninir

F;imil>' Scrrnnidiic (Groupers)
.Iflht'i/i'pi'rco
riiiiun
('fphiil"phiili\
/i'i-iiiiisn
( \-phtil<'pliiilis nri^iis
('f/'hiil'i/ihi'li.\
mxiis
('fpluiltiphiilis
MiiiiiiTfiri
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/•'{•lil f/•lil'lil \ /ll^l iii'li//(''»v
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Annexure XVIll
Factors Considered in Relocating Displaced Population
The factors

that

should be taken into consideration when relocating the

displaced population are as follows:
1)

Of the total sample 69% of the children had walked to

school 78%

had spent less than half an hour to reach the school
2)

82.7 % of the household heads were employed. The majority worked in
the informal sector. Of the family members only

3)

37% of the respondents
either

23% were employed,

had worked within a 5 mile radius (53 %

did not or could not respond to the question)

4)

62% lived within 500 meters of a bus route or the railway station.

5)

50% were encroachers

6)

81.7% had
land

7)

requested

houses in a new location rather than cash or

for housing.

Expected services in rank order v\ere as follows :
i)

Water supply

ii)

Electricit>'

iii)

Sanitation facilities

iv)

Transport
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